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approach to the solution of many problems facing highway

administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local

interest and can best be studied by highway departments

individually or in cooperation with their state universities and

others. However, the accelerating growth ofhighway transportation
develops increasingly complex problems of wide interest to

highway authorities. These problems are best studied through a

coordinated program of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of the

American Association of State Highway and Transportation

Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research

program employing modern scientific techniques. This program is

supported on a continuing basis by funds from participating

member states of the Association and it receives the full cooperation

and support of the Federal Highway Administration, United States

Department of Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Research

Council was requested by the Association to administer the research

program because of the Board's recognized objectivity and

understanding of modern research practices. The Board is uniquely

suited for this purpose as.it. maintains an extensive committee
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matters to bring the f,ndings of researahdirectly to those who are in
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The program is developed on the basis of research needs

identified by chief administrators of the highway and transportation

departments and by committees of AASHTO. Each year, specific

areas of research needs to be included in the program are proposed

to the National Research Council and the Board by the American

Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.
Research projects to fulfill these needs are defined by the Board, and

qualified research agencies are selected from those that have

submitted proposals. Administration and surveillance of research

contracts are the responsibilities of the National Research Council

and the Transportation Research Board.

The needs for highway research are many, and the National

Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant

contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems of
mutual concem to many responsible groups. The program,

however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute for or

duplicate other highway research programs.
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FOREWORD
By Staff

Transportation Re s earch
Board

This report contains the findings of a study undertaken to develop performance-

based specifications for the fatigue design of modular bridge expansion joints. The
report includes a proposed fatigue design specification and commenfary, a proposed

fatigue test specification and commentary, and fatigue design examples. The contents

of this report will be of immediate interest to bridge designers.

'

Modular bridge expansion joints are designed to accommodate large longitudinal
expansion and contraction movements of bridge superstructures. In addition to sup-

porting wheel loads, a properly designed modular joint will prevent water and debris
from draining onto the underlying superstructure and substructure. Many premature

failures of modular bridge expansion joints can be attributed to fatigue problems.

Expansion joints are subjected to more load cycles than other superstructure elements,

but the load types and magnitudes and fatigue-stress ranges that are applied to these
joints have not been well defined. Additionally, sufficient data have not been available

on field measurements and laboratory testing of fatigue-critical joint details. Neither
the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges nor the AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Design Specifications include fatigue design criteria for these joints. Because

of this lack of data and guidance, modular bridge expansion joints in the United States

are designed by their suppliers using proprietary techniques.

Under NCHRP Project 12-40,Lehigh University identified critical parameters that
influence fatigue performance of modular bridge expansion joints and the predominant

causes for fatigue failure of in-service joints. Using field tests of modular bridge expan-

sion joints the research team was able to assess behavior under static and dynamic truck
loading and define critical stress locations, Fatigue criteria were developed through lab-

oratory testing. These activities culminated in specific proposals to ensure the design
of durable modular bridge expansion joints.
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SUMMARY

FATIGUE DESIGN OF
MODULAR BRIDGE EXPANSION JOINTS

The initial performance of typical modular bridge expansion joints (MBEJs) has been

good and most MBEJs have not had durability problems. However, in some cases, MBEJs

have developed fatigue cracks and other durability problems. Causes of the problems

include the following: (l) the dynamic response of these systems was not fully understood;

(2) poor details were specified and fabricated; and (3) some installations were poorly con-

structed. In addition, in today's construction process, MBEJs are typically procured by a
low-bid process. This situation, combined with the fact that there are currently no nation-

ally accepted design specifications for MBEJs, contributes to the problems.

To address these problems, experimental and analytical research was performed and

performance-based specifications and commentary for the fatigue design of MBEJs were

developed. To determine the static and dynamic response of different MBEJ systems sub-

jected to truck loading and to verify proposed structural analysis models, field tests were

conducted at four sites. The key findings of the field tests were as follows: ( I ) a MBEJ can

be modeled as a two-dimensional frame by using beam elements; (2) maximum measured

amplified dynamic vertical moment range was 1.63 times the corresponding static moment;

(3) horizontal bending moment range measured under normal driving conditions was up to

23Vo of the amplified vertical bending moment; (4) horizontal moment ranges measured

during emergency braking tests were almost 50% of the amplified vertical moments; and

(5) the measured stress ranges from typical traffic were slightly less than the stress ranges

predicted on the basis of the proposed upper-bound limit-state design loads.

The static load and strain distributions were also measured in the laboratory and were

found to be similar to distributions measured in the field. A practical test procedure was

developed to determine the fatigue resistance of critical details. Fatigue tests of centerbeam-

to-support-bar connections indicate that the fatigue resistance of full-penetration welded

connections is equivalent to AASHTO category C, and the fatigue resistance of bolted con-

nections is equivalent 10 AASHTO category D. Partial-penetration welded centerbeam-to-

support-bar connections have very low fatigue resistance and therefore are not feasible

under the proposed design specifications.

The proposed fatigue design specifications are designed to be integrated with the current

Ioad and resistance factor design specifications for bridge design. To be consistent with
these bridge specifications and allow for regional differences in the bridge fatigue design
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loading or changes in the loading over time, the proposed MBEJ fatigue design specifica-

tions use the same fatigue design truck as the current AASHTO bridge specifications-i.e.,

the HS-15 loading (after taking into account the load factor of 0.75 for fatigue). One impor-

tant modif,cation of the AASHTO truck loading for MBEJs is explicit recognition that the

rear axles of the HS truck loading in the specifications actually represent tandem axles. For

the purposes of comparison, a single axle of the HS- 15 tandem rear axles is equivalent to a

"fatigue limit state" static axle load (i.e., an axle load that is supposed to be only rarely

exceeded) of 107 kN (24 kips).

The proposed dynamic amplification factor is conservatively set as L75. The recom-

mended horizontal load range, acting simultaneously with the vertical load range, is equal

to either 20Vo or 50Vo of the amplified vertical load for installations either on open high-

ways or near facilities where continuous heavy braking is expected, respectively. A sim-

plified method is proposed to estimate the distribution factor (i.e., the fraction of the design

wheel load range assigned to a single centerbeam).



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

On most bridges, at least one deck joint is placed in the

roadway surface to accommodate the longitudinal expansion

and contraction of the bridge superstructure (1 ). Historically,
the finger or tooth joint has been installed on most structures

with >150 mm (6 in.) of total movement. Although finger
joints have generally proven to be structurally sound in a

wide variety of bridge types, they have not been effective in
controlling water and debris from passing through the deck
joint and collecting on the underlying superstructure. Figure
1.1 is a view from under a bridge, with a finger joint show-

ing severe conosion of the superstructure components in the

vicinity of the open joint. Deck drainage has also contributed
to the deterioration of substructure units, changed the behav-

ior ofpinned connection structural systems, and contributed
to fatigue cracking and even failure ofa structure (1-3). Even

in those finger joints that use a trough to collect drainage,

lack of maintenance often leads to clogged drains and the

same problems described above (4,5).
Sealed expansion joints offer corrosion protection to the

underlying bridge superstructures by eliminating drainage

through the deck joint. If a sealed expansion joint remains

effective, this corrosion protection has a tremendous poten-

tial payoff by extending the useful life of both concrete and

steel bridges and by reducing the need for coatings as well as

the need for coating maintenance and replacement. One type

of sealed expansion joint uses elastomeric seals that flex
between edge beams, which are embedded in the haunches

of the concrete deck slab. These strip-seal expansion joints
are typically limited to relatively small movements with a

total range of <127 mm (5 in,).
A modular bridge expansion joint (MBEJ) uses one or

more transverse centerbeams to separate two or more of the

elastomeric seals and therefore increases the total possible

range of movement. In most MBEJ systems, the centerbeams

are connected to longitudinal support bars, which slide in and

out of support boxes embedded in the haunches. The support

bars slide between elastomeric bearings. The most common
type of MBEJ system, know as a welded multiple-support-
bar system, is shown in Figure 1.2. In this system, each sup-
port bar is attached to only one centerbeam. In other types of
systems, a single-support bar may support all of the center-

beams. In these joints, in addition to sliding longitudinally,
the support bars also may swivel in the support box.

The greatest factor affecting the performance ofany sealed

expansion joint is durability (6-10). Most modern MBEJ
systems have remained effective with little or no mainte-

nance. However, some MBEJ installations have required sig-

nificant maintenance and even replacement. There have been

at least three types of problems: (l) problems that can be

traced to improper installation-for example, poor consoli-
dation of the concrete under the support boxes; (2) wear and

tear of the elastomeric parts; and (3) fatigue cracking of steel

parts and their connections.

Construction problems can be solved with adequate instal-
lation specifications and inspection (9). Any problems with
the elastomeric parts are generally solved by improvements

in the materials (11). Although this report presents what is
known about these two types of durability problems and rec-

ommends some specifications to reduce their occurrence, the

primary emphasis is on the fatigue performance of the steel

parts and their connections.

The typical steel MBEJ with either the full-penetration
welded connection or a typical bolted connection can be

designed to be resistant to fatigue cracking under the most

severe truck loading. However, there is currently little guid-

ance on how to design a fatigue-resistant MBEJ. In fact,
there are no general design or fatigue design provisions for
MBEJs in the AASHTO bridge design specifications (12).

Some states have recently developed fatigue-perforrnance
requirements for MBEJs that require some fatigue testing
(13,14). However, there are no established fatigue design

procedures or specifications for carrying out the required
resrs (15).

MBEJs are typically procured on a lowest-bid basis.

Without any specifications, the low-bid process inevitably
leads to a decreased margin of safety against fatigue as

manufacturers try to make MBEJs more economical (ó).
MBEJs have traditionally been designed by manufacturers

using proprietary techniques, which in some instances have

not adequately addressed the dynamic load response and

fatigue resistance (16¿0). Lack of design criteria has often
resulted in the use of welded details with poor fatigue resis-

tance (17-19). The fatigue resistance and durability of many
joint applications has been further compromised because

the dynamic response of these systems was not fully un-

derstood and some installations were poorly constructed
(16,20).



Figure l.L View from under a brídge deck showing
extensive corrosion damage in the vicinity of an open finger
joint system.

This report describes research that was conducted to
support the development of performance-based speci-
fications and commentary for the fatigue design of MBEJs.
The specifications must account for the complex behavior
of the MBEJ as a system, but the specifications must also
be reasonably easy to use. The specifications must be gen-

eral so that innovative new designs for MBEJs are not
excluded.

The design specifications proposed in Appendix A of
this report meet these requirements. The proposed speci-
fications consist of a static axle load and a procedure to
distribute the axle load to individual centerbeams. The load
is multiplied by an impact factor to account for the dynamic
response of the MBEJ. To account for dynamic response,

a certain percentage of this load is applied in the horizon-
tal direction. Structural analysis models are recommended
for computing the stress range at the critical details. A
test specification is proposed in Appendix B, which is
intended to determine the fatigue-resistance data required
for the design procedure (i.e., the S-N curve and the fatigue

Figure 1.2. Schematic of a welded multiple-support-bar
MBEJ system.

threshold stress range) for the critical connection details.
MBEJ systems that are designed in accord with these pro-
posed specifications should be resistant to fatigue cracking
and should have an initial first cost that is only slightly
greater.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF NCHRP PROJECT 12.40

This research was sponsored by the National Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) as Project 12-40,
Fatigue Criteria for Modular Bridge Expansion Joints.

The specific objectives of the research project are as

follows:

. Identify and rate all known factors that significantly
affect MBEJ durability, including (1) construction-
related factors; (2) material specifications for elas-

tomeric patts; (3) factors that affect loading and

dynarnic response; and (4) factors that affect the fatigue
resistance of the critical details.

. Determine the static and dynamic response of several dif-
ferent modular expansion joint systems to truck loading.

. Develop reasonable structural analysis models to com-
pute bending moments and combined stress ranges at

critical details.
. Develop a test procedure to determine the fatigue resis-

tance of critical connection details in the various types
of MBEJ systems.

. Generate some preliminary fatigue test data for com-
mon connection details used in most modern MBEJ
systems.

The approach to this research was as follows:

. A review of the international literature and a survey
were conducted, which identified cuûent design meth-
ods and practice for MBEJs and the potentially signifi-
cant factors pertaining to durability and overall perfor-
mance of MBEJs. The parties surveyed included current
manufacturers of MBEJs, departments of transportation,
turnpike authorities, and bridge commissions in the

United States and Canada.
. Field tests were performed that also identifred perfor-

mance factors for MBEJs and determined typical static
and dynamic response of MBEJs subjected to truck
loading. The field tests included inspection, instrumen-
tation, and field measurements (primarily of strain) at

selected MBEJ sites.
. Laboratory static tests and fatigue tests were conducted

on both complete MBEJ systems and subassemblies.

The geometry and type of specimens tested in the labo-
ratory were designed to be similar to the systems tested

in the field. Static load and strain distributions measured

in the laboratory were demonstrated to be similar to



those measured in the field. A practical test procedure

was developed to determine the fatigue resistance of
critical MBEJ details, and some preliminary test data

were obtained for common details.
. Structural analysis models were refined and the overall

design procedure was calibrated on the basis offield and

laboratory measurements. Important aspects of the

structural analysis include the following: (1) the wheel-

load distribution to individual centerbeams; (2) the

frame analysis to determine bending moment distribu-
tions; and (3) the method of computing the combined

stress range at critical details for checking the fatigue
resistance.

5

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Chapter 2 presents a detailed summary of the research

f,ndings, including (1) a discussion of performance factors

for MBEJs and (2) descriptions and results of field tests, lab-

oratory static tests, and fatigue tests. Chapter 3 presents the

development of, and rationale for, the proposed MBEJ

design specification and test specification. The proposed

design specification is presented in Appendix A, the test

specification is presented in Appendix B, and several design

examples are presented in Appendix C. Chapter 4 presents

overall conclusions from the research and recommends

future research that may be valuable.



CHAPTER 2

FINDINGS

The findings of the literature review, survey, f,eld testing,
and laboratory testing are summarized in this chapter. The

findings of the literature review and survey, along with
knowledge gained during this project, are synthesized into
the following discussion of performance factors. More
detailed discussion of the literature and the survey were pre-

sented in an interim report (20), which also contains more
details about field testing.

2.1 DISCUSSION OF FACTORS AFFECTING
THE PERFORMANCE OF MBEJS

The initial functional performance of MBEJs typically has

not been a problem (7,9,10). Therefore, the critical issue with
respect to performance of MBEJs is durability. There have

been at least three types of durability problems: (1) problems

that can be traced to improper installation-for example,
poor consolidation of the concrete under the support boxes;
(2) wear and tear of the elastomeric parts such as seals; and

(3) fatigue cracking of the structural members (centerbeams

and support bars) and their connections. To develop an effec-
tive performance-based specification for the fatigue design of
MBEJs, consideration must be given to all these potential
problems and the associated performance factors. The fol-
lowing discussion briefly summarizes what is known about

construction-related problems and problems with the elas-

tomeric components. However, the primary emphasis in this

research was dynamic loading and the fatigue performance

of the structural members and their connections. The con-

struction-related problems and problems with the elas-

tomeric parts should be the subject of further research.

2.1.1 Construction-Related
Performance Factors

Several references (1 ,7,9,10,14,21) and many of the

agencies surveyed have noted MBEJ durability problems
that are a resuh of poor detailing or poor construction tech-

niques. Construction problems include poor consolidation of
concrete under the support boxes, concrete in the support

boxes, and improper placement of reinforcement steel near

rhe.ioinr.

Poor consolidation of the concrete around support boxes

and edge beams (21) is a relatively common problem. An
example of this condition is presented in Figure 2.1. In
extreme cases, voids under a suppoft box could lead to set-

tlement and movement of the box. If a support box is not well
supported, it is ineffective as a support and the span of the

centerbeams is essentially doubled. Because the moment
increases in proportion to the span, the live load stress and

stress ranges are approximately doubled. The increase in
stress may be large enough to cause fatigue cracking of crit-
ical details and may even cause overload failure of MBEJ
components. In addition, inadequate support has negative
effects on the ride quality of the MBEJs. Concrete should be

placed on one side ofthe support-bar box and vibrated so that
it appears on the opposite side before concrete is placed

there.
Another relatively common problem is accidental casting

of deck concrete into the support boxes. Figure 2.2 shows a

support box containing concrete. Although measures are usu-

ally taken to prevent this problem, concrete was found in the

support boxes at one of the MBEJ sites visited in field tests.

At this location, no structural distress appeared to be caused

by the concrete in the support box. However, at another loca-
tion, a shear failure due to overload was documented on an

MBEJ that had an entire support box filled with concrete,
thus preventing the occurrence of thermal movements.

Problems with poor detail design include improper detail-
ing of superstructure elements and reinforcement steel,

reflective cracking in the concrete cover directly above sup-
port boxes, and lack of access to the underside of the MBEJ
for inspection and maintenance. Figure 2.3 presents an exam-
ple of reflective cracking in the concrete deck directly above

support boxes. This type of cracking was observed at all
bridge sites and support box locations visited during field
testing. The cracking appeared to be most significant at the

support boxes placed in a region of the deck with transverse
negative moment causing transverse tension stress in the top
of the deck-i.e., where the deck is continuous over a sup-
port in a direction transverse to the longitudinal axis of the

bridge. The discontinuity in the slab thickness caused by the

support box is likely to be a factor in this cracking. Another
consideration is the relative flexibility of the thin plates used

to construct the top of the support boxes. In either case, it
appears that the solution may be to provide adequate concrete



Figure 2.1. Lack of concrete consolidation under a
support box.

cover and transverse reinforcement over the support boxes to
minimize the crack widths. A minimum thickness-to-width
ratio also should be considered for support box top plates.

Slump of the concrete mixture is also important because

shrinkage cracks will occur if it is too moist. These cracks
permit water intrusion, which causes eventual delamination
of the concrete cover over the support-bar boxes.

Blockouts are used for modular joints to facilitate place-

ment and adjustment. The blockout must be designed to sup-

port the weight of the joint, particularly on deck overhangs.
Sometimes the ends of steel girders are notched to accom-
modate the joint. The possible fatigue problem at these

notches should be considered. Careful installation of the joint
and placement of blockout concrete are critical to ensure that
thejoint is durable.

Close cooperation among the designer, contractor, and
joint manufacturer is required to ensure a quality joint instal-

Figure 2.2. Accidental casting of deck concrete in a
support box.

Figure 2.3. Concrete deck cracking over a support box.

lation. For example, designers should work with manufac-
turers when detailing blockout reinforcement. By working
together, experienced designers, typically more familiar with
reinforcement needs and details of the adjacent structural ele-
ments, and manufacturers, often more familiar with installa-
tion problems and factors affecting MBEJ durability, will
likely have good ideas that reduce placement problems dur-
ing construction. Unfortunately, it is difficult to anticipate
reinforcement requirements during design because the joint
system and manufacturer are not known until after the con-
tract is awarded.

The problem ofjoint inaccessibility became apparent when
the research team was attempting to select sites for the fleld
visits. For example, onejoint considered for field testing had

a 530-mm (2l-in.) movement classification, yet it provided an

accessible opening from below of only about 150 mm (6 in.)
at 29"C (84"F). MBEJs detailed in such a way cannot be

inspected or repaired from below by any reasonable method.

2.1.2 Durability of Elastomeric Components

The three main types of elastomeric MBEJ parts are seals,

bearings and springs, and equidistant devices (11). The water
tightness ofthe neoprene seals (often called glands) is essen-

tial for an MBEJ to act as an effective barrier between sensi-

tive bridge details and runoff water and other road debris.
Leaking joints can lead to problems such as corrosion of
structural steel, frozen bearings, or concrete deterioration at

the bridge seat (1 ,2). Once the MBEJ has been installed, sev-

eral agencies require that the joint be tested for watertight-
ness by flooding the joint under about 75 mm (3 in.) of water
for several hours (ó).

In addition to traffic loading, the effects of ultraviolet light
or chemicals, such as deicing compounds, also contribute to
seal deterioration. The ASTM specifications for the seal mate-
rial are believed to be sufficient to ensure adequate dulability
under normal wear and tear and environmental exposure.
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However, failures may occur because of detachment from the

centerbeams, although recent improvements in the design and

adhesive are believed to have addressed this problem.

Some agencies do not allow the seal to be installed in the

field because of these problems. However, if the joint is

placed in stages as it often is in rehabilitation of existing
bridges, a field splice is required in the seal if it is installed
in the shop. Field splices of the seals have sometimes been a

problem and therefore are typically avoided. Splices may

also be prohibited by individual agencies. Therefore, in the

case of staged construction, it may be advantageous to have

seals installed in the field to allow installation of one contin-
uous seal without a splice after both parts of the MBEJ are

installed.
Box-type seals have both advantages and disadvantages

relative to typical strip seals. There may be differences in the

resistance to detachment from the centerbeams. It is thought
that the double seal provides a safeguard against leakage,

because if the top seal becomes punctured the second seal

will act as a backup system. However, some believe that this

backup seal can do more harm than good. If the top seal

becomes punctured, the box seal can fill with water and, dur-
ing cold weather, freeze. In this situation, the seal is not capa-

ble of providing the needed movement capacity and can be

pulled from the centerbeam or edge beam. There are also

advantages and disadvantages of the seals with respect to

splicing.
Damage to centerbeams or neoprene seals from the impact

of snowplows can greatly decrease the performance of
MBEJs. Often, the seal becomes slightly dislodged from the

joint by a single passage of a plow truck. Subsequent plow
passages damage the seal until it is torn. Many agencies

recess the joint slightly, between 3 and 13 mm, to reduce the

chances of damage from snowplow impacts. No particular

disadvantages ofthis recess were noted.

Another common problem is that the seals fill with debris.

Traffic passing over the joint can work the seal from its
anchorage by pushing on this debris. Manufacturers claim
that MBEJ systems are self-cleaning because as the joint
approaches full open and closed positions, debris is expelled

from the joint. However, one study (10) points out that many

designers conservatively oversize the MBEJ, thus preventing

the joint from being self-cleaning. Those joints inspected

during our freld studies were usually free of debris only in
areas of high traffic volume.

Many skewed joints with acute angles between approxi-
mately 30 and 70 degrees have had problems with buckling
of the neoprene seals (10). Because the movement of a

skewed joint is not only perpendicular but also parallel to its
seal, buckling ofthe seal occurs. Snowplows or even general

truck traffic can easily damage the buckled seal.

Neoprene bearings and equidistant springs have had

reported problems with becoming loose and falling out of
position. If the bearings fall out, the span length is effectively
increased because the bearings are no longer in place to sup-

port the support bar. Like the problem of support box settle-

ment described above, increasing the span length leads to

higher bending moments and a greater likelihood of fatigue.

Other potential problems with the bearings are fatigue,

excessive wear, and compression set because of repeated

truck loading. A fatigue test procedure for the bearings (pre-

sented in Appendix B) was developed to help ensure their
durability. Although fatigue is typically assessed in tetms of
the stress range applied to a member, in nonlinear materials it
can be shown that the strain range, rather than the stress range,

is actually the parameter that determines fatigue life. In addi-

tion, for nonlinear, viscoelastic materials such as elastomers,

the stiffness of the component varies with the strain rate.

Therefore, the fatigue life is determined by the displacement

range applied to the specimen and does not vary significantly
ifthe strain rate (and hence the load range) is varied.

Dynamic test results indicate that the MBEJ spring, like
most elastomeric materials, exhibits a dynamic stiffness ver-

sus frequency relationship, which can be approximated by a
power law. Therefore, the dynamic stiffness/load frequency

data are linear when plotted on a log-log scale (Figure 2.4).

Fatigue tests were conducted on a limited number of
springs and bearings. Throughout the fatigue test, load and

displacement measurements as well as maximum surface

temperatures were monitored. Although the load range

remained constant for each of the tests, creep in the elas-

tomeric material gradually reduced the thickness of the spring

or bearing. This reduction in thickness leads to a reduction in
precompression in an actual support box. Loss of precom-

pression can result in bearings falling out of the support box.

Based on the limited number of tests conducted, a guide-

line for durability testing of these components was developed

and is included as an appendix to the fatigue-testing accep-

tance criteria for MBEJs that are included as Appendix B. It
must be emphasized that the attached guidelines for the test-

ing of springs and bearings are a minimum for these compo-

nents and that additional research is required to provide a
more comprehensive test specification. Furthermore, the

MBEJ manufacturers have learned which materials give

LOADING FREAUENcY (Hz)

Dynamic stffiess vs. load for a bearíng.

NEOPRENE SPRINGS

Figure 2.4.



good durability. Thus, the in-service performance of the

bearings and springs in most recent MBEJs is excellent.
Therefore, it is not clear whether it is necessary to test the
bearings and springs.

Based on the information obtained thlough the survey and

the literature rcview, equidistant devices have not been a sig-
nif,cant problem in MBEJs. This is likely because equidistant
devices do not take significant loads from the truck loading.
The biggest demand on these devices comes from maximum
joint movements, which occur relatively infrequently.

2.1.3 Fatigue Resistance of
the Structural Components

The MBEJ structural components are typically fabricated
from ordinary structural steel with welded or bolted details.
The fatigue strength of these details is very nearly indepen-
dent of the strength level or type of structural steel. The mate-
rial properties (strength and fracture toughness) and weld
quality have not been noted as particular problems. There-
fore, there is no need for additional material or welding spec-

ifications that are specific to MBEJs.
The fatigue strength of particular details in aluminum are

approximately one-third the fatigue strength of the same

details in steel. None of the specifications that were obtained
through the agency survey permitted the use of aluminum
members in MBEJ systems. According to the surveys and

several reports (21-23), joints manufactured from aluminum
have had signif,cantly more problems than joints fabricated
from steel. For example, aluminum joints have been particu-
larly susceptible to damage from steel snowplows. Also,
because the coefficients of thermal expansion of aluminum
and concrete are quite different, problems such as spalling
and cracking often arise at the interface of the two materials.
This problem is less pronounced in steel joints because steel

and concrete have very similar coefficients of thermal
expansion.

The magnitude of the applied stress ranges is the most crit-
ical performance factor relevant to fatigue of MBEJs. For a

given design load, the nominal applied stress range is deter-
mined primarily by the section modulus and span of the cen-

terbeam or support bar. Most manufacturers have developed a
large centerbeam bar shape that maximizes the section modu-
lus that will fit within typical height and width restrictions.
The same large sections are used in most MBEJs when there

is a fatigue requirement in the specif,cations. Because the sec-

tion is typically the same, the most important variable affect-
ing fatigue resistance is the centerbeam span [for a given
centerbeam/support-bar (CB/SB) connection typel. Manufac-
turers typically prefer larger centerbeam spans to reduce the
cost of the MBEJ system (by reducing the number of supporl
boxes). However, the moment and associated stress range
increase in proportion to the span. Larger centerbeam sections

have been used in special large-movement MBEJs, including
tubes and members built up from two shapes.

9

In addition to the increase in static moment, centerbeam
spans greater than 1220 mm (about 4.0 ft) are reported to
have greater dynamic amplification (impact factor) (15). This
is discussed in greater detail in the next section. Because of
the adverse effects of large spans, prescriptive specifications
have been written in Europe (24) that limit the centerbeam
span ro 1220 mm (about 4.0 ft).

In most fatigue design specifications for structures (12,

25), the fatigue resistance of details is reflected in the detail
category, which is the primary performance factor for
fatigue. Each detail category (Category A through E') cone-
sponds to a particular S-N curve (stress range versus number
of cycles) from the AASHTO bridge design specif,cations
(12) as shown in Figure 2.5. The detail category is deter-
mined from the lower bound of large numbers of full-scale
test data (26) and can be thought of as a relative ranking of
the severity of the stress concentration associated with the

detail geometry.
The dashed lines in Figure 2.5 indicate the stress range for

each S-N curve corresponding to the constant-amplitude
fatigue limits (CAFL). The CAFL is the stress range below
which the constant-amplitude fatigue tests do not exhibit
cracking after millions of cycles. These tests and the data

obtained from such tests are often called runouts.
As explained in the next section, an MBEJ typically expe-

riences more than 10 million cycles over the expected life of
the deck. The fatigue design procedure for such long-life
variable-amplitude loading in the current bridge design spec-

ifications in the United States (12) is based on the CAFL,
which is called the fatigue threshold. The upper part of the
S-N curve is needed only for situations in which the expected
number of cycles is less than the number of cycles associated

with the CAFL and is refered to as being in the finite-life
region or regime.

For economic reasons, most full-scale fatigue testing is

carried out at high stress ranges, resulting in lives of less than
a million cycles. Therefore, the finite-life part of the S-N
curve is well-defined for most detalls (26). However, for
most details, few tests have been conducted with the stress

range near the CAFL. Some tests have indicated that details
that share a common S-N curve in the finite-life regime often
have a unique CAFL-e.g., transverse stiffeners have a dif-
ferent CAFL than other Category C details (12). Conse-
quently there is much greater uncertainty in the CAFL than
in the finite-life part of the S-N curve. For MBEJs and other
deck elements subjected to long-life loading, the emphasis in
fatigue testing of details should be on defining the CAFL,
which requires more expensive long-term testing at stress

ranges close to service stress ranges.

Fatigue-critical MBEJ details include (1) the CB/SB con-
nection; (2) connection of any attachments to the center-
beams (e.g., horizontal stabilizers or outriggers); and (3)

shop or f,eld splices in the centerbeams. In many cases,

MBEJ details can be clearly associated with analogous
details in the bridge design specifications (12).In some cases,
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Figure 2.5. AASHTO S-N curves.

the association is not clear and must be demonstrated through
full-scale fatigue testing.

The detail of primary concern is the CB/SB connection.

Fatigue problems have been reported by several agencies in
both welded and bolted deta\ls (17-19). A typical full-pene-
tration welded connection can be associated with Category

C. Fillet-welded connections have very poor fatigue resis-

tance and should not be allowed.
Bolted connection details, such as the detail shown in Fig-

ure 2.6, have been used for single-support-bar MBEJs.
According to AASHTO bridge specifications, these connec-

tions should be classified as a Category D detail with respect

to the bending stress range in the centerbeam. As in any con-
struction, more than one bolt must be used in bolted connec-

tions. Numerous failures were reported with an MBEJ that
relied on a single bolt for the CB/SB connection (19). This is
an extremely poor fatigue detail (because of high prying
forces on the single fastener).

The bolted connections in single-support-bar MBEJs usu-

ally involve a yoke or stimrp through which the support bar
slides or swivels, as shown in Figure 2.6. It is difficult to
determine what fraction of the vertical reaction force range

at the support bar is carried by the stimrp and what fraction
passes directly through the bearing, but it is clear that the stir-
rup must take part of the load range, especially the uplift por-

tion. However, there have been no particular problems noted

with these stirrups.
Field-welded splices of the centerbeams and edgebeams

are also prone to fatigue. In new construction, it may be pos-

sible to make a full-penetration welded splice in the field
before the joint is lowered into the blockout. However, in
reconstruction work, thejoint is often installed in several sec-

tions at a time so that traffic flow can be maintained. In these

cases, the splice must be made after the joint is installed.

Because of the difficulty in access and position, it may be

impossible to obtain a full-penetration butt weld in the field
after the joint is installed, especially if there is more than one

centerbeam. For this reason, partìal-penetration joints with
inherently poor fatigue resistance are often used.

Figure 2.6. Typical bolted single-support-bar MBEJ.
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Other splice details have been proposed that add attach-
ments to increase the moment of inertia of the centerbeam in
the location of the splice in an attempt to reduce the stress

range at this detail. An example is shown in Figure 2.7 . The
ends of these attachments, if welded, are often a very severe

detail and therefore may create a worse condition than the
field splice itself.

There are several variations ofbolted splices, one ofwhich
is shown in Figure 2.8. These and other bolted splices have
been used successfully, and no cracking ofthe bolted splice
details has been reported. The bolted splice detail shown in
Figure 2.8 was tested as part of the laboratory fatigue tests

reported later. The bolted splice plates behave like a hinge-
i.e., they do not take bending moments. As a result, such

details are subjected only to small shear stress ranges and

need not be explicitly designed for fatigue. However, the
hinge in the span creates greater bending moments at the
support-bar connection; therefore, to reduce the applied
stress ranges at the support-bar connection, the span with the
f,eld splice must be much smaller than the typical spans.

Thin stainless steel slider plates are often welded like
cover plates on the support bars, as shown in Figure 2.9.In
the AASHTO bridge design specifications, the fatigue

CENÏERBEAM

Figure 2.8. Hinge-type centerbeamfield splice.

strength of the ends of cover plates is Category E. However,
there have not been any reports of fatigue cracks at these

slider plate details in MBEJs. The lack of problems may be

because the support-bar bending stress range is much lower
at the location ofthe slider plate ends than at the centerbeam
connection, which is the detail that typically governs the
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Figure 2.7. Detail of fish-plate-type centerbeamfield splice.
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Figure 2.9. Typicøl stainless ,steel slider plates.

fatigue design of the support bar. Also, it is possible that the

fatigue strength is greater than that of conventional cover
plates, perhaps because of the thinness of the slider plate. For
economic reasons, some manufacturers have proposed bond-

ing the sliderplates with adhesives. The adhesive joint would
not affect the fatigue strength of the support bar and there-

fore potentially could be better than a welded detail. How-
ever, at least one manufacturer has had problems with the

long-term performance of the adhesives. As a result, many

agencies require these stainless steel plates to be welded to
the support bar.

Figure 2.10 shows that a typical welded attachment on the

sides of a support bar reacts against the horizontal equidis-

tant springs. Like the slider plate ends, these attachments are

of little concel'n with respect to the bending stress range in
the support bar because the stress range at these details is
very small. In addition to checking the equidistant spring

attachments with respect to the stress range in the support

bar, there is also some bending load in the attachment itself.
The equidistant springs take part of the horizontal load, espe-

cially in single-support-bar systems. The horizontal load is
also transferred through friction in the bearings and springs

of the centerbeam connection. However, because this trans-

fer is influenced by the dynamic behavior of the MBEJ, it is
very difficult to quantify the load in the attachments. Because

there have been no reported problems with cracking of these

equidistant attachments or wear of the springs, it is recom-

mended that they need not be explicitly designed as a loaded

attachment for fatigue.
Finally, welding of temporary attachments to the center-

beams or support bars for erection purposes can create hot
spots that are sensitive to fatigue cracking. As a result, some

agencies do not permit these temporary weldments. How-
ever, this prohibition is not warranted because there is no

residual effect on fatigue life if these details are removed and

the surface is ground smooth.
Residual stresses are an important factor in the fatigue

resistance of MBEJs. The presence of tensile residual stress

means that even compressive applied cyclic loads can cause

fatigue cracking by creating a local fluctuation in the tensile

residual stress. In addition to the initial residual stress in the

component bars from the manufacturing processes, welding
creates high residual stresses. Initial misalignment or out-of-
straightness of the centerbeams can result in locked-in resid-

ual forces and moments if the centerbeams are forced into
place during fabrication or installation. In some incidents of
MBEJ failure, it has been reported that the centerbeam

sprang up into the path oftraffic after the connection failed,
which indicates that there were significant locked-in forces

in the centerbeams.

2.1.4 Performance Factors Related
to Loads and Dynamic Response

The fatigue lives of MBEJ details are governed by local
stress ranges, which are related to truck-axle loads, The axle

loads are amplif,ed as a result of the dynamic action of the

truck and the response of the MBEJ system (2D. The
dynamic response of an MBEJ (or any other deck compo-

nent) to a variable series of trucks is very difficult to estimate

without fleld measurements. The stress ranges are variable
in amplitude and difficult to characterize. Therefore, the

truck-axle loads and the dynamic response of the MBEJ to
these loads are the performance factors with the greatest

uncertainty.
It is explained in this section that, in the range of typical

axle loads and because of the way these axle loads are dis-

tributed in patches that increase in size with increasing load,

the maximum load in a centerbeam of an MBEJ is not sensi-

tive to the maximum axle load. Therefore, although there is

great uncertainty in the maximum truck-axle load (which is

a problem for all bridge elements), the effect of this uncer-

tainty is not that significant for MBEJs.
The factors related to load and dynamic response that are

most significant with respect to the durability of MBEJs areFigure 2.10. Typical attachment welded to a support bar.



those that affect the fatigue behavior and fatigue design of
the structural members and connections. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to briefly review the fatigue design philosophy and the
loading data required for the fatigue design of MBEJs.

Each individual axle causes one load cycle in bridge deck
elements. When the entire truck spectrum is considered, this
results in approximately 4.5 axles or cycles of loading on
average for every truck (28). Clearly, most structures that
require a modular expansionjoint cany enough truck traffic
to justify an infinite-life fatigue design approach. Bridges

with even moderate traffic quickly experience millions of
load cycles. For example, assuming an MBEJ with a25-year
life and a Category C CB/SB connection (the CAFL is 70
MPa or l0 ksi), it can be shown that the maximum permissi-
ble average daily truck traffic (ADTT) is about 100 trucks
per day if the CAFL is just slightly exceeded. lVith such a

low limit on ADTT, a finite-life calculation is not of much

use. Furthermore, uncertainty about the number of axles per

truck and the number of fatigue cycles per axle makes a
ûnite-life design approach difficult. In addition, little cost is

added to the MBEJ by designing for infinite fatigue life.
Therefore, the fatigue design procedure recommended here

for MBEJ is based primarily on the inf,nite-life approach.
(The proposed fatigue design procedure allows a finite-life
calculation to be caried out to design MBEJs for bridges
with very low volumes of traffic.)

Figure 2.11 shows the lower part of an S-N curve with
assorted possible variable stress-range distributions super-

posed. The AASHTO load and resistance factor design
(LRFD) code and the Eurocode (25) both use an effective
stress range to characterize variable-amplitude loading. The

effective stress range, shown as S." in Figure 2. 1 I, is the cube
root of the mean cube of the stress ranges (called the root
mean cube [rmc]). The effective stress range is defined by
Miner's rule together with the fact that the exponent of the
power law describing the S-N curves is 3.0. The effective
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stress range is used the same way as a constant-amplitude
stress range with the S-N curves in the ûnite-life regime
(Case 1 and Case 2 in Figure 2.11).

The infinite-life fatigue design philosophy requires that
essentially all the stress ranges are less than the CAFL. This
situation is shown in Figure 2.ll as Case 3. This philosophy
is based on variable-amplitude fatigue tests on full-scale
girders with welded details, which show that if <1/10,000
cycles exceed the CAFL, then essentially inf,nite life is
obtained (29). This infinitelife approach is the basis ofpro-
visions in the AASHTO LRFD speciûcations (12) and has

also recently been applied in developing AASHTO fatigue
design specifications for wind-loaded sign, signal, and lumi-
naire support structures (30).

One advantage of this approach for structures with com-
plex stress histories is that it is not necessary to accurately
predict the entire distribution of future stress range. The
fatigue design procedure simply requires a knowledge of the
stress range with an exceedence level of 1/10,000, which is

called the fatigue-limit-state stress range (S,-u* in Figure
2.11). As indicated in the previous section, the infinite-life
approach relies on the CAFL as the parameter that deter-
mines the fatigue resistance. The emphasis in fatigue testing

of details therefore should be on defining the CAFL.
Significant previous research on the fatigue of MBEJ was

conducted in Europe (3/); consequently the fatigue of criti-
cal details has been evaluated with the Eurocode (25). There-
fore, it is useful to compare the Eurocode and AASHTO pro-
visions for fatigue. There are large differences between the

Eurocode and the AASHTO LRFD code in the specified pro-
cedures regarding long-life variable-amplitude fatigue. How-
ever, both procedures produce essentially the same design for
a given set of loads. For example, there is a big difference
between the Eurocode and AASHTO in the way the CAFL
is defined and used. In development of codes in the United
States, the CAFL has been defined from full-scale test data
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in combination with fracture mechanics analysis in some

cases. The CAFL is the largest stress range for which all
fatigue tests are terminated with no observed cracking. The

number of cycles associated with the CAFL is whatever

number of cycles coresponds to that stress range on the S-N
curve for that category or class of detail. The CAFL occurs

at an increasing number of cycles for lower fatigue categories

or classes. Sometirnes different details that share a common

S-N curve (or category) in the finitelife regime have differ-
ENI CAFL.

In the Eurocode, S-N curves have CAFL at 5 million cycles

regardless of the category (categories are called classes in the

Eurocode). The Eurocode S-N curves have a change in slope

below the CAFL with a cutoff at 100 million cycles.

However, because both approaches are based on experi-

mental data, it is not surprising that both result in approxi-
mately the same design for given fatigue loads (32). For
exarnple, with the Eurocode and considering a class 90 detail
(AASHTO Category C), the effective stress range should be

just below the fatigue strength at 100 million cycles, which
is about 40 MPa. The LRFD fatigue design specifications,

discussed further below, compare the effective stress range

with one-half the CAFL. The CAFL for AASHTO Category

C is 70 MPa, so the effective stress range must be <35 MPa.

Therefore, there is approximate agreement between the two
apploaches and the AASHTO infinitelife approach is
slightly more conservative (32). Because there are no signif-
icant advantages of the Eurocode approach and because the

MBEJ specifìcations should be compatible with the cunent
AASHTO LRFD specifications, the Eurocode approach is

not discussed furlher.
Since 1974, the basic fatigue design loads in the AASHTO

LRFD bridge design specifications do not differ significantly
fiom previous bridge design specifications. The procedure

simply involves assuring that the calculated nominal stress

range produced by a specified fatigue truck is below the appro-

priate allowable stress range for the detail under consideration.

In reality, bridges carry many different types of trucks with
considerable variations in gross weight and axle spacing.

As discussed above, a variable-amplitude stress-range

spectrum can be represented by an effective constant-

amplitude stress range equal to the rmc of all stress ranges.

This rmc concept has been applied to the variable-amplitude
load spectrum obtained from weigh-in-motion (WIM) data to

determine an equivalent truck capable of producing the same

cumulative fatigue damage as the variable series of trucks.

The resulting truck is referred to as the fatigue truck in design

and considerably simplif,es fatigue evaluation by represent-

ing the variety of trucks of different weights and types found
in actual traffic. Through examination of extensive WIM
data, a fatigue truck equal to the HS-15 vehicle with a

9.14-m (30-ft) axle spacing was recommended in NCHRP
Report 299 (see Figure 2.12) (33). A constant axle spacing of
9.14 m (30 ft) was found to best approximate the axle spac-

ing of typical four- and five-axle trucks responsible for most

fatigue damage to bridges.
The philosophy behind the AASHTO LRFD specifica-

tions is not clearly stated. The effect of the specifications is

that the HS-15 truck represents the effective fatigue truck,
which approximately represents the rmc of all gross vehicle
weights (GVWs). Actually, the HS-20 truck is used in the

LRFD specifications with a fatigue load factor of 0.75 (i.e.,

0.75 times the HS-20 is the same as HS-15). Rather than

introduce another possibly confusing design truck in the

code. it was decided to use the HS-20 truck with a factor to
achieve, in effect, an HS-15 truck.

In the LRFD bridge fatigue design specifications, the

stress range produced by the fatigue truck (S.") is compared

with one-half the CAFL. This implies that the actual fatigue-
limit-state truck weighs twice the gross weight of the HS-15

truck. The ratio of the effective GVW to the GVV/ of the

fatigueJimirshte truck in the measured spectrum is refened
to in the literature as the cr factor (28). The LRFD specifica-

tions imply that cr. equals 0.5 and that the fatigue-limit-state
truck is about HS-30.

The a factor of 0.5 implied by the LRFD specifications is

not consistent with the findings of NCHRP Report 299 and

the Guide Specffication for Fatigue Design of Steel Bridges
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Figure 2.12. Fatigue truck as specffied in NCHRP Report 299 and
AASHTO LRFD.
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(34), which imply that the cr factor should be closer to 0.33.
V/ith cr factor of 0.33, the fatigue-limit-state truck is about 3
times heavier than the effective fatigue truck, or about HS-
45. This f,nding was based on a reliability analysis, compar-
ison with the original AASHTO fatigue-limit check, review
of nationwide WIM data, and a study of peak ratio
(peak/effective) measured stress spectra. According to the
statistics of the GVW spectra (33), this HS-45 fatigue-limit-
state truck has only a 0.0237o probability (about I in 5000)
of exceedence, which is almost consistent with the recom-
mendation from NCË1RP Report 354 (29) that the fatigue-
limit-state stress range has an exceedence of <1/10,000. If
the o¿ factor of 0.33 is correct, the stress range produced by
the fatigue truck should be compared with one-third instead
of one-half the CAFL. The HS-30 fatigueJimit-state truck
implied by the AASHTO LRFD provisions clearly has a

much higher probability of exceedence.

Researchers have investigated the apparent inconsistency
in the exceedence level of the fatigueJimit-state truck weight
with individuals who were involved in the development of
the LRFD bridge specifications (J. W. Fisher and D. Merfz,
personal communication about the rationale behind the
fatigue design provisions contained in the AASHTO LRFD
bridge design specification). The theoretically low excee-

dence level of the fatigue-limit-state truck weight implied by
the LRFD code has been defended because it is believed that
other aspects of the design process are overconservative,
such as the assumptions in the structural analysis. The Guide
Specifications for Fatigue Design of Steel Bridges (34)
apparently resulted in overly conservative estimates of
fatigue life compared with behavior observed in the fleld. As
a result, the LRFD specification was calibrated to match
existing field experience. It is not clear whether the same fac-
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tors apply in consideration of load models for MBEJs-e.g.,
the overconservative structural analysis techniques used for
bridge member design are not used for analysis of MBEJs.

For the design of deck elements, it is the axle weights and

not just the GVW that are required for fatigue evaluation.
It is very important to note that the single rear axles of the

HS-15 fatigue truck are actually intended to represent a tan-
dem axle as shown in Figure 2.I3 (33,35). Representation as

a single axle is reasonable for design of bridge main mem-
bers because the close spacing oftandem axles [about 1.2 m
(4 ft)l effectively generates only one stress cycle. This sim-
plification also eases design of main members by decreasing
the number of axles (loads) that must be considered and leads

to more conservative, yet reasonable, designs of typical
bridge members. However, this simplification is not appro-
priate for the design of MBEJs. As shown in the field test data

discussed below, each axle of the tandem axle groups creates

a unique stress cycle in a MBEJ.
Incidentally, the simplif,cation of the HS rear axles as sin-

gle axles is probably also not appropriate for other deck ele-
ments. Grid deck elements, the transverse diaphragms in
orthotropic decks, and even floor beams may be subjected to
each axle load of a tandem axle. However, the LRFD code
does not clearly indicate that this should be taken into
account in the fatigue design of these elements.

Ifthe HS-15 tandem axle load is split, the effective axle load
is 53 kN (12 kips) for each axle. With the cr factor of 0.5

implied by the AASHTO LRFD specification, the fatigue-
limit-state axle load is 107 kN (24 kips). To be in agreement

with the AASHTO LRFD code, this is the design axle load rec-
ommended in the MBEJ specifications discussed in Section 3.

As expected, measured axle load data (35,36) show axle
loads that substantially exceed the 107-kN fatigue-lirnit-state
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Figure 2.13. Five-axle truck idealized as an equivalent three-axle truck.
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axle load implied by the AASHTO LRFD specifications. The
shape of the axle-load spectra are essentially the same as the
GVW spectra-i.e., the ct factor is about 0.33. This a factor
suggests that the fatigue-limit-state axle load with an excee-
dence level of about 1/10,000 is approximately 160 kN (36

kips). In fact, measured axle-load data (36) show axle loads
exceeding 160 kN (36 kips) in some cases. The appropriate
axle load to use in general design specifications is very
uncertain, however, because the measured axle-load spectra
are very site specific in this extreme tail of the distributions
and the data are very sparse.

Aside from the fatigue-limit-state axle load, the rest of the

loading spectrum does not matter when the infinite-life
approach is used. Also, the precise number of cycles does not
have to be forecast. Rather, it is necessary only to establish
that the total number of cycles exceeds the number of cycles
associated with the CAFL. Therefore, it is not necessary to
know precisely the expected life of the deck and future traf-
fic volumes. Thus, despite the uncertainty in the appropriate
value for the fatigue-limit-state axle load, it is considerably
simpler to use the infinitelife approach than to try to account
for the cumulative damage of the whole distribution of future
axle loads, which is even more uncertain.

In the fatigue design of bridge deck elements in the
AASHTO LRFD code, the fatigue design stress range is
obtained from a static analysis where the wheel loads (one-

half the axle loads) are applied in patches. The load patches

in the LRFD code are calculated in a manner that differs from
the calculation in the standard specifications. However, in
both methods, the patches increase in size as the load
increases, which results in an applied pressure on continuous
deck surfaces approximately the same as typical truck tire
pressures (700 kPa [100 lbf/in.'?]). In the AASHTO LRFD
code, the patch has a fixed width of 508 mm (20 in.) and a

tire pressure of 860 kPa (125 lbf/in.2). The patch increases in
length as the load increases. In this case, the area of a cen-
terbeam that can be covered by the tire patch area is fixed as

the centerbeam width times the tire patch width.
In the ideal case where the tire pressure on the load patch

is constant, the load in a centerbeam is equal to the tire pres-
sure times the area of the centerbeam under the tire. Because

the area of the centerbeam under the tire patch does not
change, the total load on the centerbeam does not increase
with increasing axle load, above some minimum magnitude.
In this ideal case, the centerbeam load would not depend at

all on the magnitude of the axle load.
However, the actual distribution of the tire load is not as

simple as the constant pressure idealization, because there
are gaps in the contact surface with the tire between the cen-
terbeams of the MBEJ. The load patch sizes and distribution
of load among centerbeams were studied experimentally, as

summarized in Section 2.3 of this report. The results of the
load patch studies are discussed in even greater detail else-
where (37). As explained in Section 2.3, avariety of assump-
tions have been made about how the tire patch load is dis-

tributed to the centerbeams. For now, the important point is
that the tire pressure distribution is close to being constant
pressure. This phenomenon means that the load in one cen-
terbeam does not increase signif,cantly after the design axle
load reaches a minimum magnitude. Fortunately, this phe-

nomenon mitigates the uncertainty in the fatigue-limit-state
axle load.

Vy'hen vehicles pass over the MBEJ, there is an apparent
amplification of the vertical response of the centerbeam of
the MBEJ compared with the response when a truck slowly
rolls over the MBEJ. Several researchers have measured this
dynamic amplification of the response of MBEJs in the f,eld
(20, 3 1, 3 2, 3 842). The increase in dynamic response relative
to static response results in an increase in stress rarìge at a
given detail, which must be accounted for in design. In the

AASHTO LRFD specifications, an impact factor of 1.75 is
recommended for deck elements. This value of the impact
factor specif,ed in the LRFD code came from a study of
MBEJs by Tschemmernegg (31) and includes the effect of
rebound, as explained later. The impact factor of 1.75 is also

consistent with the magnitude of impact measured in the field
tests, as explained in Section 2.2. However, this impact fac-
tor is probably not applicable to other deck elements, because

it is primarily due to the dynamic response of the MBEJ
rather than an actual increase in the applied 1oad.

When vehicles traverse the MBEJ at constant speed, a hor-
izontal dynamic response is also excited that causes a hori-
zontal bending moment range, again leading to an increase
in stress range at details (20,31,38). Large horizontal forces
can be applied by vehicles at MBEJs located near traffic
metering devices such as stop lights or toll facilities (19,20).

Special consideration should be given to MBEJs installed
near such devices. Other than the general requirement that all
bridge elements should be designed for a horizontal force
equal to 57o offhe vertical load, there are no specific recom-
mended horizontal loads due to wheel load impact in the

AASHTO code.

The degree of dynamic amplif,cation in both the vertical
and horizontal directions depends on damping and matching
the load impulse period and the resonant period. Resonant
frequencies and damping ratios for MBEJs have been esti-
mated from the time histories of MBEJ responses. For exam-
ple, measurements explained in Section 2.2 indicated that the

MBEJ on the Charter Oak Bridge in Hartford, Connecticut,
has an apparent resonant frequency of about 130 Hz in the

vertical direction and 60 Hz in the horizontal direction and

an apparent damping of aboutl%o of critical damping in both
directions. These observations compare very well with val-
ues reported by Tschemmernegg (10) for a welded multiple-
support-bar MBEJ-i.e., l32Hz vertically with7 .27o damp-
ing and S4Hzhorizontally with I47o damping.

Tschemmernegg(43) provides a graph that shows the fre-
quency as a function of span length for several types of
expansion joints, including welded multiple-support-bar sys-

tems and swivel-type single-support-bar systems. The graphs



do not provide frequency data for bolted single-support-bar
systems. The estimates from these graphs are in reasonable
agreement with the observed frequencies from the field tests.

Roeder (17) provides a formula for the period of the load-
ing impulse, which was attributed by Roeder to Tschem-
mernegg. The formula states that the period is approximately
equal to two bar spacings divided by vehicle speed. This
formula was derived by assuming that the tire patch length
covers three centerbeams simultaneously. Although this for-
mula appears to be arbitrary, it gives good agreement with
the loading period that was measured from the time histories.
The measured impulse periods were typically within 207o of
the calculated values.

This period of the loading impulse was also calculated
based on a more rational approach presented by Ostetmann
(39), where impact time is equal to the sum of the tire con-
tact length and width of a centerbeam flange divided by vehi-
cle speed. The results produced by this method were consis-
tently higher than the measured duration and not in as good

as agreement as the previous method. It is believed that this
discrepancy may be caused by uncertainty in the actual tire
contact lengths. Therefore, calculated loading periods based

on the Tschemmernegg method are considered more reliable
and consistent with the test data.

The dynamic amplification factor (ratio of peak dynamic
moment to static moment) for a generic undamped elastic
system subjected to a symmetric triangular impulse load
peaks at about 1.5 as the ratio of the impulse period to reso-
nant period approaches 1. As explained in Section 2.2.3,the
loading period for the Charter Oak Bridge was about 8 msec

for a vehicle speed of 96 kmÀ (60 mph). This period is very
close to the resonant period and the measured peak response

from the time histories was about 1.3 times the static bend-
ing moment at this location. Other tests, where the ratio of
the loading period to the resonant period was > 1.5, exhibited
dynamic amplification factors less than 1. 1.

The strategy for avoiding excessive vertical amplification
that has been discussed by Tschemmernegg (10) is to keep

the frequency higher-i.e., keep the ratio of the impulse
period to the resonant period much larger than L0. Tschem-
mernegg has stated that this objective can be achieved for
welded multiple-support-bar systems by keeping the center-
beam span between support bars less than 1220 mm (48 in.).
It is clear from his graphs of the resonant frequencies for
MBEJs that for spans smaller than 1220 mm the vertical fre-
quency is larger than 140 Hz, or the period is shorter than 7

msec. This lower-bound loading impulse period of 7 msec is
consistent with the measured loading periods, the smallest of
which was 8 msec (125 Hz) for the Charter Oak Bridge,
where the truck was traveling at 96 km/h (60 mph), which is

near the legal speed limit.
Although limiting the span outright is not appropriate for

a performance-based specification, Tschemmernegg's sug-
gestion is mentioned in the commentary. It is a good idea to
avoid MBEJ designs that are susceptible to dynamic ampli-
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fication for vehicles that travel at or below the speed limit.
However, the occasional speeding vehicle (probably more
frequent than i/10,000) may cause loading impulse periods
of 7 msec or less. Therefore, Tschemmernegg's suggestion
to keep the centerbeam span between support bars less than
1220 mm (48 in.) is probably not sufficient to avoid amplifi-
cation entirely. Therefore, the specifications still should
anticipate the worst-case vertical dynamic ampliflcation.

The horizontal bending moment response and the vertical
response are completely different phenomena. The typical
horizontal response is relatively small at steady speeds, on
the order of + 5Vo of the static vertical bending moment or a
total range of <l}Vo. However, the horizontal bending is
critically important because the section modulus for bending
in the horizontal direction is quite often about one-fourth the
section modulus in the vertical direction. Therefore, a hori-
zontal bending moment equal to 207o of the vertical bending
moment, as recommended by Tschemmernegg, corresponds
to a horizontal bending stress range as large or larger than the

vertical bending stress range. These stress ranges are then
summed to check the fatigue strength.

The resonant period for horizontal response is typically
about twice the loading period, indicating that resonance in
the horizontal direction is difficult to avoid. This is in con-
trast to the vertical response period, which is generally
smaller than the loading period and can be controlled by
keeping the centerbeam span below 1220 mm (nominally 48

in.). In fact, according to the analytical predictions of the
response, if the period of the response could be made larger
than 3 times the loading period, the response could be mini-
mized. In this case, it could help to make the MBEJ less stiff
in the horizontal direction, and some designs have clearly
attempted to accomplish this. Fortunately, the damping is
higher in the horizontal direction and therefore this horizon-
tal amplification is mitigated to a significant extent. Tschem-
mernegg has presented data showing that the horizontal
response is about one-half what would be computed without
damping.

In some cases, the peak horizontal response is slightly out

of phase with the peak vertical response. In these cases, the
two peak responses would not be additive. However, careful
examination of the time histories reveals that in about one-
half the cases the peaks occur nearly in phase so the

responses would be additive. Because the fatigue design

strategy is based on the largest stress ranges, the assumption

should be made that the peaks occur in phase.

Although skew has not been identif,ed by any of the agen-

cies responding to the survey as a factor affecting loading of
the joint, MBEJs installed on skewed structures may require

special attention in the design process. Skew, as def,ned in
the AASHTO LRFD bridge design specification, is the angle

between the centerline of a support and a line normal to the

roadway centerline; therefore, ajoint transverse to the longi-
tudinal axis is considered to have a 0-degree skew. On struc-

tures with joint skews greater than 14 degrees, it can be
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shown that the wheels at either end of an axle do not roll over
a particular centerbeam simultaneously. This asymmetric
loading could significantly affect the stress range at fatigue-
sensitive details, either favorably or adversely. Nevertheless,
a skewed centerbeam span is subjected to a range of mo-
ments that includes the negative moment from the wheel in
the adjoining span followed or preceded by the positive
moment from the wheel in the span. In addition, this asym-
metric loading increases the number of fatigue cycles applied
to the CB/SB connection, although the magnitude of the
reaction force will be lower.

A joint located on a structure with signif,cant settlement or
deterioration of the approach roadway may be exposed to
higher than expected impact forces because ofdynamic exci-
tation ofthe vehicle. The approach slab roughness is another
potential factor. In fact, results of measurements (41) from an

instrumented axle on a test truck indicated that deviations of
-487o to -196%o arepossible between dynamic and static axle
loads. Quantifying these effects for a specification is very dif-
ficult. Because field measurements were taken at a variety of
locations, typical truck excitations should be reflected in the
design loads derived from the field measurements.

It has been shown that the approach roadway alignment at

the joint can have a significant effect on the dynamic ampli-
fication of wheel loads applied to the MBEJ. Problems have
also been reported with MBEJs that were attributed in part to
the roadway grade (l 9). The grade adds a component of hor-
izontal force because ofinclination ofthe weight vector.

As indicated in Section 2.1.1, poorly consolidated con-
crete under support boxes increases the effective span length
of the centerbeams and affects the vertical dynamic amplifi-
cation as described above.

2.2 FIELD TESTS

The primary objectives of the f,eld test program were to
determine the static and dynamic response of various modu-
lar expansion joint systems when subjected to truck loading
and to develop a rational equivalent static load model for
inclusion in the proposed specification. This equivalent sta-

tic load model is based on measurements of wheel load dis-
tribution, horizontal and vertical dynamic impact factors, and

the relationship of horizontal and vertical wheel loads with
respect to their relative magnitude, number of cycles, and

coincidence of peaks. At each field test location, approxi-
mately 3 m (10 ft) of the MBEJ was instrumented with strain
gages and displacement transducers to measure the response

ofthejoint when subjected to a series ofcontrolled static and
dynamic loads and several hours of uncontrolled dynamic
loads. The controlled static and dynamic tests were con-
ducted by using a test truck with known axle loads approxi-
mately equal to the legal load limit. A brief summary of f,nd-
ings from each component of the field test program is
described below. First, a review of previous field test tech-
niques and results is presented.

2.2.1 Review of Previous Field Testing

There are few published data rbtained from fleld testing of
MBEJs. Previous field testing is limited to work conducted
by Tschemmernegg (31,38,40) and, more recently, work by
Roeder (43) on a large MBEJ installed on the Third Lake
Washington Bridge in the state of Washington and work by
Agarwal (41) on the Burlington Skyway Bridge in Ontario.
The field testing conducted by each of the above researchers

is briefly discussed below.
The most significant source of data on MBEJs acquired

through field studies has been generated by Professor Ferdi-
nand Tschemmernegg of the University of Innsbruck in Aus-
tria. He has freld tested MBEJs on several highway bridges
located in Europe (3I,38,40) and has reported the dynamic
response of MBEJs from strain gages for relatively long-term
samples (one-half day or more) of uncontrolled traffic.
Tschemmernegg noted that the a factors for the spectrum of
measured centerbeam stress ranges ranged from 0.4 to 0.5.

His a factors are more consistent with the value of 0.5
implied by the AASHTO LRFD specifications than o factors
based on GV\ü or axle-load spectra (typically 0.33). This
could be because of the effect described in Section 2.I.4 that
increasing axle load does not cause a proportional increase in
centerbeam response. This effect would flatten out the spec-

tra of stress ranges in the centerbeam relative to the shape of
the spectra of axle loads-i.e., increase the a factor.

As a result of his most recent measurements, Tschem-
mernegg has recommended a static fatigue-limit-state axle
load of 130 kN (29 kips). He has usually defined this fatigue-
limit-state axle load as the largest measured response in a

long-term sample. His fatigue-limit-state axle load has an

exceedence level of approximately 1/5000.

The load recommended by Tschemmernegg is larger than
the corresponding load recommended in this report (i.e., 107

kN [24 kips]), which is based on the AASHTO LRFD bridge
specifications. As explained in Section 2.l.4,it"is known that
the AASHTO fatigue-limit-state axle load is smaller than the
axle load with a 1/10,000 exceedence level determined from
'WIM 

studies. However, because the load on a particular cen-
terbeam tends to level off with increasing axle loads above
100 kN, the discrepancy between the axle load recommended
by Tschemmernegg and that recommended here is not that
significant.

Tschemmernegg recommended a dynamic impact factor
of 1.4 that was applied to this static vertical load to obtain the
maximum downward amplitude of the response. He pro-
posed that 307o of the vertical dynamic (amplified) load be

applied as an upward rebound force. The stresses generated

by these vertical upward and downward forces are added to
determine the fatigue stress range. Therefore, the total ampli-
fication of static vertical load due to impact and rebound is
1.82. The recommended amplified vertical axle load range is

236 kN (52 kips) and includes the effect of downward impact
and rebound.



Tschemmernegg reported a maximum horizontal response
amplitude due to normal traffic, which was 20Vo of the ampli-
fied downward part of the vertical load range. Based on this
207o ratio, a ratio of total horizontal to total vertical load of
2O7o has subsequently been used in most fatigue testing of
MBEJs. However, because the rebound part of the total ver-
tical amplified load is smaller than the downward part of the
amplified vertical load, Tschemmernegg's recommended
horizontal load is + I5Vo of the total vertical load range.
Therefore, the total amplified horizontal fatigue-limit-state
axle load range was 71 kN (16 kips), which is 307o of the
total amplified vertical fatigue-limit-state load range. There-
fore, the horizontal load ratio in Tschemmernegg's design
loads is inconsistent with the horizontal load ratio that has
been used in testing (13,43,44).

Tschemmernegg matched the largest horizontal response in
one direction from the long-term samples with the largest hor-
izontal response in the other direction to obtain his total rec-
ommended horizontal load. It is likely that these two responses
were not from the same vehicle; in fact, they could be hours
apart. This approach is regarded as too conservative because it
essentially implies that every vehicle causes the maximum
response in both directions. Tschemmernegg also reported that
the maximum horizontal response due to braking was about
2.5 times greater than his recommended horizontal load, but
this was not recommended for use in fatigue design.

For the purpose of comparison, the horizontal load rec-
ommended here is either 207o or 507o, respectively, of the
amplified vertical load for installations on open highways or
near facilities where continuous heavy braking is expected.
The basis for these recommended horizontal loads is dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.2.

Field tests were conducted by Roeder as a result of signifi-
cant fatigue cracking on a large swivel-type MBEJ on the Third
Lake 

.Washington 
Bridge in the state of Washington in 1991
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(41).He recommended a vertical fatigue-limit-state axle load
range of310 kN (70 kips), which includes impact and rebound.
Roeder's proposed axle load is about 307o higher than that pro-
posed by Tschemmernegg. The horizontal fatigue-limit-state
axle load range proposed by Roeder is only I37o of the total
vertical load range or 40 kN (9 kips), which is about 567o of
the horizontal load range proposed by Tschemmemegg.

Agarwal (41) conducted field tests on MBEJs installed on
the Burlington Skyway in Ontario. Recommendations of
loads to be used for strength or fatigue-limit states were not
made, although an impact factor of 1.8 was recommended for
fatigue (accounting for downward and rebound forces).
Agarwal reported that no large horizontal response was mea-
sured, even under extreme braking and acceleration tests.
This finding is inconsistent with all other field tests. It is pos-
sible that Agarwal's instrumentation on the centerbeam was
unable to detect horizontal bending strains.

2.2.2 Description of Field
Test Sites and MBEJs

Selection of candidate MBEJ sites for field tests were made
according to the type of MBEJ system as well as several other
factors. Two basic types of MBEJ systems are commonly used:
(1) the multiple-support-bar systems, where each centerbeam
is fixed to a separate support bar at each support location, and
(2) the single-support-bar systems where all the centerbeams
slide along on a single support bar. Agencies that owned the
rype of MBEJs of interest were then contacted and asked if they
could provide the support necessary for field testing. Accessi
bility for instrumentation and inspection was investigated by
review of drawings and photographs provided by the depart-
ment of transportation or the MBEJ manufacturer.

Four sites were selected for the field tests, as shown in
Table 2.1. These four MBEJs were located in three states

Notes: W.M. S.B. - welded multiple-support-bar
W.S. S.B. - welded single-support-bar
B.S.S.B. - bolted single-support-bar

TABLE 2.1 Summary of MBEJs in field tests

MBEJ Location MBEJ Size, Type &
(Installârion Date)

Maximum
Support Bar

Spacing

Vertical
Grade

Comments

Charter Oak Bridge
I-5 Over CT River

Hartford- CT

240 mm W.M.S.B.
(1992)

1525 mm
(5'{.) 1.2Y.

Horizontal Curve
(660 m Radius)

Lacey V. Murrow Bridge
Seaule. wA

960 mm W.S.S.B.
(l993)

2030 mm
16I-Rilì

+5.1o/o

I-90/5 HOV Bridge
Seattle. wA

460 mm W.M.S.B.
( 199 r)

1435 mm
ø'-8 v2'\

-5.4 0/o

l-70t1-25 Flyover Ramp
Denver, CO

305 mm B.S.S.B.
(tee2)

1675 mm
(5'ó')

-5.O V" Horizontal Cu¡ve
(150 m Radius)

(8 o/o Superelevation)
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(Connecticut, Colorado, and Vy'ashington) and represented a

range of field conditions.

2.2.2.1 Charter Oak Bridge

The MBEJ on the Cha¡ter Oak Bridge, which was instru-

mented and tested during the week of July 25, 1994, is shown

in Figure 2.l4.The structure is a multispan, continuous plate

girder bridge that caries I-5 and CT-15 over the Connecticut

River near Hartford, Connecticut. Several welded multiple-

Figure 2.14. MBEJ tested on the Charter Oak Bridge: (a)

view of joint in exit ramp looking east; (b) view looking

no rthw e st ac ro s s i oint.

support-bar MBEJs are installed on the structure to accom-

modate movements of approximately 160 mm (nominally 6

in.),240 mm (nominally 9 in.), and320 mm (nominally 12

in.). The MBEJ with 240 mm of movement, which is located

on the northbound structure at Pier 12, was selected for test-

ing. A plan and cross section of the joint is shown in Figure

2.15. Instrumentation was placed along a 3-m (1O-ft) section

of the MBEJ in the exit ramp between Support Boxes 3,4, and

5. Both centerbeams (CB-l and CB-2) and the six support

bars at these three support-box locations were instrumented.

Controlled dynamic tests were conducted with a single-axle

dump truck loaded with sand in the two positions noted in Fig-

ure 2.15. Tests were conducted at truck speeds of 2 km/h (1

mph), 48 km/tr (30 mph), and 96 km/h (60 mph). Uncontrolled

dynamic tests were also conducted, but the instrumented sec-

tion of the MBEJ was located in a lightly traveled position of
the roadway. Therefore, data obtained from the uncontrolled

dynamic test did not indicate the presence ofvery high stresses

due to normal traffic and are not discussed fuither.

2.2.2.2 Lacey V. Murrow Bridge

The MBEJ on the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge, shown in Fig-

ure2.l6, was instrumented and tested from August 15 to 18,

1994. The structure is a 2-km (1.2-ml) floating bridge that

carries I-90 (eastbound) over Lake Washington near Seattle,

Washington. A plan and section of the welded single-

support-bar system with 960 mm (nominally 36 in.) of move-

ment, which was selected for testing, is shown in Fi gute 2.I1 .

This MBEJ was selected for study because it is one of the

largest in the world. The installed cost of the joints was

$884,112 (U.S.) or about lVo of the $87.8 million (U.S')

bridge cost (32).

The joint is located at Pontoon T on the east side of the

structure ina5.lVo positive (uphill) grade. Centerbeams 10

and 11 were instrumented along a 4.6-m (15-ft) section of the

MBEJ in the shoulder and first traffic lane. The instrumenta-

tion extended between, and was included on, Support Bars 3,

4,5, and6.
This MBEJ is a special type of single-support-bar system

called a swivel-joint or swivel-joist system because the sup-

port bars swivel as well as slide longitudinally. This MBEJ

is designed to take a variety of movements including lateral

translation, changes in lake elevation, and racking as well as

longitudinal movement. These movements are a special

requirement of the floating bridge (45). A similar but older

MBEJ on the Third Lake Washington Bridge, parallel to the

Lacey V. Murrow Bridge, had been studied previously

because of fatigue problems at certain welded connections

(15,42,44). The connection details on the Lacey V' Murrow
MBEJ appeared to be significantly improved relative to this

earlier design. For example, the stirrup connection attach-

ment to the centerbeam is fabricated with large radii to
improve the fatigue resistance of this detail.
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(b)

Figure 2.16. MBEJ tested on Lacey V. Murrow Bridge:
(a) view of Lacey V. Murrow Bridge, looking east (bridge is

on right); (b) view looking north across joint.

Controlled static and dynamic tests were conducted with
both single- and tandem-rear-axle dump trucks at various

speeds up to 80 km/h (50 mph). The controlled braking tests

were conducted at speeds of48 and 80 km/h.

2.2.2.3 I-90/I-5 High-Occupancy-Vehicle (HOV)

Structure

Another MBEJ in the Seattle area was instrumented and

tested from August 11 to 22, I994.The bridge is a steel box

girder structure that carries HOV and Metro buses on I-90 and

I-5 in and out of downtown Seattle. The welded multiple-
support-bar MBEJ system, which is located at the west abut-

ment (Pier 21) in this HOV structure, was tested. This MBEJ,
shown in Figure2.l9, has nominally 460 mm (18 in.) of move-

ment. A plan and section of the joint is shown in Figure 2.19.

Instrumentation was placed along 3 m (10 ft) of the MBEJ
in the outbound traffic lane between Support Boxes 2 and 4.

Centerbeams 4 and 5 as well as the support bars canying these

centerbeams at Support Boxes 2, 3, and 4 were instrumented.

Controlled static and dynamic tests were conducted with
both single- and tandem-rear-axle dump trucks during the

evening/ear1y moming of August 21122, 1994, at the two posi-

tions shown in Figure2.l9. The controlled dynamic tests were

run at various speeds up tol2kÍlh (45 mph) in the outbound

direction, which has a vertical grade of -5.4Vo. Because of the

roadway geometry, maximum test speed was limited to 75

km/h (45 mph). Braking tests were conducted at 48 and 12

km/h with both the single- and tandem-axle trucks.

To investigate the effects of roadway grade on horizontal
force, the test truck was also run in the opposite direction
over the joint. This was possible because the structure was

closed to all traffic during testing. Controlled dynamic tests

were run at speeds up Ío 72 km/h (45 mph). Braking tests at

48 and Tzkrn{h as well as acceleration tests were conducted

with the truck traveling in this direction.

2.2.2.4 I-70/I-25 Flyover Ramp Interchange

From September 16 to 19,1994, an MBEJ in Denver was

instrumented and tested. The MBEJ, shown in Figure
2.20, was located on the I-7O|I-25 flyover ramp, which
carries traffic from I-70 eastbound to I-25 northbound in
Denver, Colorado. It is a multispan, continuous twin box
girder bridge on horizontal and vertical curves. Figure2.2l
is a plan and section of the bolted single-support-bar MBEJ
located at Pier 9 of the structure. This MBEJ is designed to
accommodate approximately 305 mm (12 in.) of move-
ment. Approximately 3.4 m (11 ft) of the MBEJ was instru-
mented along the inside shoulder of the roadway between

Support Boxes 2 and 4. Instrumentation was placed on all
three centerbeams in this two-span region of the joint.
Unfortunately, tight clearances did not allow strain gages to

be attached to the support bars on this MBEJ system.

Controlled dynamic tests were conducted at the two posi-

tions shown in Figure 2.21. A single-axle dump truck was

used for the tests at speeds up to 72 km/h (45 mph). On this

bridge, the maximum speed was limited by roadway geome-

try; maximum test speeds were72 km/h at Position I and64
km/h at Position 2. The braking tests were conducted at 32

and 64 km/h.

2.2.3 Field Test lnstrumentation

At each field test location, approximately 3.0 to 4.6 m (10

to 15 ft) of the MBEJ was instrumented with up to 32 channels
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Figure 2.18. MBEJ tested on the I-90/I-5 HOV bridge:
(a) view of joint in outbound HOV lane; (b) view looking

northwest across j oint.

bending moment is calculated by averaging the two gage read-

ings and the horizontal moment is calculated by taking the dif-
ference of the two measurements. Strain gages were also

placed on each of the suppolt bars that would cany load from
the instrumented centerbeams.

Vertical displacements of the last centerbeam on the

MBEJ (i.e., Centefbeam 3 on the I-701I-25 flyover ramp)

were measured at both midspan positions between the three

support boxes. The horizontal displacement of this center-

beam was also measured on the underside of the

MBEJ adjacent to the interior support bar (i.e., Support

Box 3 on rhe I-70/I-25 flyover ramp). In addition, the verti-

cal deflection ofthis support bar was also measured as close

to the support box as possible. Al1 data were recorded on the

Kyowa analog data recording system shown in Figure 2'24.

2.2.4 Procedures and Results of the Field Tests

The f,eld tests included inspection, instrumentation, and

measuring strains and displacements of selected members. A
thorough inspection was made of each MBEJ that was field
tested. This visual inspection of the MBEJ did not reveal any

structural distress, fatigue cracking, or excessive water leak-

age. However, several minor problems were observed and

included cracking of the concrete bridge deck at support box

locations, lack of concrete consolidation around support

boxes, concrete placement into the support boxes, and

uneven elevations along the top of the centerbeams (i.e.,

recesses up to 3 mm [0.125 in.]). General measurements of
the ambient temperature, overall joint opening or support-bar

span, and centerbeam spacing were recorded at each site.

The primary objective of the f,eld measurements was to

collect enough data to understand the static and dynamic

response of several different MBEJ systems to truck loading.

To obtain these data, more than 450 tests were conducted at

the four MBEJ sites. Field tests included (1) static tests where

the MBEJ was loaded vertically and horizontally and small

hydraulic jacks were used to verify the instrumentation and

analysis models by using a known load directly on a center-

beam; (2) static tests where the test truck was parked on the

MBEJ to evaluate the portion of the wheel load impartetl to

a particular centerbeam (i.e., the distribution factor); (3) con-

trolled dynamic tests where the test truck rolled over the

MBEJ at steady speeds while braking and while accelerating

to compare with the static truck loads to obtain a dynamic

amplification; and (4) uncontrolled dynamic tests in regular

traffic to examine the spectrum of typical loads.

The data collected were used to (1) verify proposed struc-

tural analysis models and (2) develop design axle loads

including appropriate amplif,cation and horizontal loads. To

interpret the data, it was useful to convert the measured

strains to measured bending moments and compare them

with bending moments computed by using structural analy-

sis models. The structural analysis model used to compare

with the measurements was a general purpose linear three-

dimensional frame-analysis computer program. The model

consists of only the centerbeam, which is assumed to be con-

tinuous over supports. Both rigid supports and supports with
specif,c vertical and horizontal spring constants were used in
the analyses.

The apparent measured dynamic response of the MBEJ

system to truck loading was compared with a static response

computed by using calibrated structural analysis models. The

effect of dynamic amplification, rebound, and horizontal

component of the load has been characterized in terms of
amplification factors or ratios of the apparent dynamic

response to the static response.
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2.2.4.1 Static CalibrationTests
Using Hydraulic Jacks

Static calibration tests were conducted by applying hori-
zontal and veftical loads up to 90 kN (20 kips) to the center-
beams of the joint with a hand-held hydraulic jack. The pur-
pose of the static calibration tests was to verify operation of
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instrumentation and calibrate the structural analyses with a

known load.
Vertical calibrations were carried out with a 10-ton

hydraulic cylinder, which was placed at selected positions
(i.e., over a support bar and midspan between support bars)
along instrumented centerbeams. The jack reacted against
the frame of the loaded test truck, and a calibrated pressure
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(b)

Figure 2.20. MBEJ tested on the I-70/I-25 flyover ramp

structure: (a) joint with trffic control and test truck in
position; (b) view'looking east across joint.

gage attached to the pump was used to measure the applied

load as shown in Figure 2.25.Load was increased monolon-

ically and strains and displacements were recorded continu-

ously by the data acquisition syslem.

Results of the vertical calibration tests in which the jack

was placecl between support boxes indicate that the center-

beams of all four MBEJs behave as multispan continuous

beams (i.e., the support bars act as vertically rigid roller sup-

ports commonly assumed for continuotts spans). Behavior of

the support bars can be modeled as simply supported beams

with an applied load (the reaction from the centerbeam) at the

location of the connection to the centerbeam. Support-bar

stresses calculated by this method were also in good agree-

ment with the measured stresses resulting from vertical jack-

ing loads.

Tests conducted with the jack placed directly over a sup-

port box indicate that the elastomeric bearings have a signif-

icant influence on the measured strains in the centerbeam.

Figure 2.26 shows the measurecl vertical bending moments

at points along a centerbeam in the Charter Oak Bridge

MBEJ when the jacking load was placed directly over a sup-

port bar. If the supports were vertically rigid, the force would

be transferred directly into the support and there would be no

bending strains in the centerbeam. Obviously, any bending

strains measured result from compression of the elastomeric

springs. It can be shown that the deflection due to bending of
the support bar is very small compared with the compression

of the elastomeric springs.

In the structural analysis of the centerbeam for this case

(jacking directly over a support bar), it is necessary to ide-

alize the supports as springs. The vertical deflections mea-

sured during static jack calibration (as well as the static

truck tests discussed later) were used to estimate vertical

spring stiffness. The estimated values were in the range 9

to 90 kN/mm (50 to 500 kN/in.) for all MBEJs tested.

Results from structural analyses to determine the vertical

bending moment due to this jacking load with various

spring stiffnesses are also shown in Figure 2.26.The figute
shows that when a vertical spring with a stiffness of 87

kN/mm is used to represent the support bar and elastomeric

bearings, the analysis compares favorably with the mea-

sured results for this MBEJ. This spring stiffness is reason-

able but toward the upper bound compared with measured

spring stiffnesses.
The horizontal calibration tests were conducted with a

1-ton duckbill-type hydraulic cylinder, which was placed

between centerbeams at selected locations along the top of
the joint as shown in Figure 2.21 . A calibrated pressure gage

mounted on the pump was used to measure applied loads'

In some of these tests the support bars or centerbeams (for

single-support-bar systems) did not slip and the centerbeam

developed negative bending moment at the support almost as

large as the maximum positive bending moment. In other

words, the centerbeam was behaving like a continuous beam

suppolted on rigid supports much like the case of vertical

bending. Presumably the resistance to sliding is fi'om friction
of the bearings and the stiffness of the equidistant springs.

In other tests, it was clear that the support bars or centel-

beams slipped signif,cantly and that several spans ofthe cen-

terbeam were bending outward as if they were one large

span. There was no negative bending moment at the supports

in this case; rather there was a positive bending molnent in

the adjacent spans with a magnitude slightly less than the

maximum positive moment at the location of the jack' Simi-
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lar stick-and-slip behavior was observed in the braking and
accelerating dynamic tests.

Another type of horizontal jacking test was conducted
with steel shims placed between the bottom flanges of the
centerbeams at instrumented support box locations (or as

close as physically permitted): A photograph of a joint with

Beam

Edge Beam

Top of Roadway

Supporl Bar

Supporl Box

( 
r ano Diaphragm (typ)

these shims installed is presented in Figure 2.28. When the
joint was shimmed, it behaved as a continuous beam on rigid
supports with respect to horizontal bending. These shims
were also installed during selected dynamic tests to evaluate
the effect cf support-bar sliding stiffness on the horizontal
MBEJ response.
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Figure 2.22. Typical instrumentation plan.

2.2.4.2 Controlled Static Truck Tests

Controlled static and dynamic tests were conducted by
using a loaded test truck with axle loads near the legal load
limit. A single-rear-axle dump truck was used at each site and

a tandem-rear-axle dump truck was also provided for tests at

both MBEJ locations in Washington. Individual axle weights
for each truck are given in Table2.2.

Note that all the single-axle trucks except the truck used

for the I-701I-25 flyover in Denver had an axle load of almost

100 kN. These loads are about as high as a single axle of the

HS-30 tandem-rear-axles, which are the fatigue-limit-state-
axle load based on AASHTO bridge specifications and the

axle loads recommended for fatigue design of MBEJs in this
report. Wheel spacing and individual tire footprint dimen-

sions are given in Table 2.3.

Static tests were conducted by parking the truck on the

joint and also by making several slow-speed [2 to 4 km/h (1

to 2 mph)l "crawl" runs over the joint with the test truck at

various positions along the MBEJ. The test truck positions

Centerbeam
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(b)

Figure 2.23. Typical installations of instrumentation: (a)
straín gages and displacement transducer on the Lacey V.

Murrow MBEJ; (b) horizontal displacement transducer on
the support bar of the I-90/I-5 HOV MBEJ.

Figure 2.25. View of static vertical calibration test with a
hydraulic jack.

along the joint included (1) one wheel at midspan of an
instrumented centerbeam span to produce maximum bending
moment in the centerbeam and (2) one wheel directly over an
instrumented support bar to produce maximum bending
moment in the support bar. Because the maximum support-
bar spacing was between 1.5 and 1.8 m (5 to 6 ft) on most
joints, quite often the wheel positions that produced maxi-
mum positive bending in the centerbeam also produced large
(nearly maximum) negative bending moments.

These static truck tests provide a baseline for comparison
with the dynamic tests to determine the effect of speed on
dynamic amplification. Extensive comparison was made of
the measured displacements and strains to structural analysis
to ensure that the data were consistent and that a static
response could be predicted from structural analysis.

The primary result of the static tests is determination of a
ratio of apparent vertical load on a centerbeam to the total
applied wheel load. In the literature, this ratio has been called
a distribution factor. The distribution factor is used in design
to determine the fraction of the design wheel load applied to
the centerbeam under consideration. For example, a distrib-
ution factor of 0.4 indicates that a maximum of 407o of each
wheel load is applied to any one particular centerbeam.

The apparent load on a centerbeam was found by perform-
ing structural analysis and comparing the measured bending
moments with the calculated bending moments. The optimal
apparent load magnitude was found (1) by calculating an aver-
age value from all the measurement locations for all applica-
ble tests, and (2) by using a graphical trial-and-error procedure
to obtain the best agreement with the measured data at all the
measurement locations along a cenierbeam. The results from
both methocls were in good agreement.

Wheel Patch Length. The AASHTO codes give vari-
ous ways to calculate patch areas for the design of decks.Figure 2.24. Data recording system.
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Wheel load patch lengths were determined by using both the

1994 LRFD AASHTO bridge specifrcation and 1992
ASD/LFD AASHTO bridge specification. These code calcu-

lations were performed with the code-recommended axle
loads. Table 2.4 provides a summary of MBEJ centerbeam

and gap dimensions and also compares the measured tire
patch lengths for the test trucks with tire patch lengths cal-
culated by various methods. It is clear from the table that

none ofthese calculations are consistent and none agree well
with the measured patch length.

In the method outlined inthe 1992 ASD/LFD AASHTO
standard specification, the width of the patch varies as well
as the length. (The change in width is not consistent with the

observed behavior oftires, which have relatively rigid side-

walls and do rrot bulge laterally with increases in load.)

Therefore, this method is not discussed further.

Figure 2.27. View of static harizontal calibration test

with a hydraulic jack.
Figure 2.28. Instqllation ofsteelblocks to provide

horizontal sapport.
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TABLE2.2 Test truck axle load data

A 56-kN (12.5-kip) wheel load is specified in the 1994

AASHTO LRFD (using the 220-kN [50-kip] tandem axle).
The LRFD method to estimate wheel patch length is based

on a constant width of 508 mm (20 in.) and a tire pressure of
860 kPa (125 lbflin.2). An impact factor of 7 57o ís specified
for deck components, a load factor of 1.75 is used for

strength design, and a load factor of 0.75 is used for fatigue
design. Although it appears more logical to calculate a patch

size based on actual service loads, according to the LRFD
code these factors are supposed to be included in the patch

size calculation. Calculations using both load factors are

shown in the table. The measured results are bounded by the

MBEJ
Location

Type of
Rear
Axle

Front Axle
Load

kN lkio)

First Rear Axle
Load

kN fkio)

Second Rear Axle
Load

kN ftio)

Charter Oak
Rridoe

Single 42.5 (9.6\ 100.0
(22.7\

Lacey V.
Murrow
Bridge

Single 51.8

û1.7)
100.9
(22.8)

Tandem 51,0
I13.0)

85.0
n9.2\

85.0
û9.2)

r-90/5 HOV
Bridge

Single 5l.6
û1.7)

96.7
(21.9\

Tandem 64.6
û4.ó)

84.0
û9.0)

84.0
( 19.0)

t-70Ã-25
Flyover
Ramp

Single 45
(l0.2)

'18

(17.6)

TABLE 2.3 Test truck geometry

MBEJ
Location Type of

reaf
axle

LI
Ítm
fin )

L2
mm
lin.)

Sf
mm

lin.)

Sr
mm
lin ì

A
¡nm
lin )

B
mm
(in.)

c
rnm
lin I

D
mm
fin I

E
¡nm

fin.)

Charter
Oak

Rridoe

Single 4164
(164)

2019
(7e.s)

I 848
(72.7s)

216
(8.5)

,,'1

(8.75)
248

(e.7s)
546

(21.5)
203
(8)

Lacey V.
Murrow
Bridge

Single 4470
(176)

2083
(82)

t829
(72)

203
(8)

267
(r0.s)

260
(10.2s)

s46
(21.s)

203
(8)

Tandem 4572
(180)

t346
(s3)

2057
(81)

1829
(72)

216
(8.s)

267
(10)

241
(e.s)

559
(22)

216
(8.s)

I-90/s
HOV
Bridge

Single 4470
(t76)

2083
(82)

1829
(72)

203
(8)

267
(10.5)

260
(10.2s)

546
(2 r. s)

203
(8)

Tandem 4572
(180)

t346
(s3)

2057
(81)

t829
(72)

216
(8.s)

267
(10.5)

241
(e.5)

559
(22)

216
(8.s)

t-701t-25
Flyover
Ramp

Single 3835
(15 l)

2032
(80)

1867
(73.5)

229
(e)

229
(e)

267
(10.s)

533
(2r)

203
(8)
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'1ABLE2.4 Comparison of measured and calculated rear wheel patch lengths for single-axle
dump trucks

Notes: l. Tire pressure not measured at this location - value shown is estimated
2. Dimension is 2 times "E" value shown in Table 2.3.
3. Values shown are based on a 142 kN (32 kip) single axle.

4. Values shown are based on a 220 kN (50 kip) tandem axle.

AASHTO LRFD results by using either strength or fatigue
load factors.

Centerbeam Distribution Factors. As previously de-

flned, the distribution factor is the ratio of apparent vertical
load on a centerbeam to the total applied wheel load. The dis-
tribution factor is used in design to determine the fraction of
the design wheel load applied to the centerbeam under con-
sideration. Table 2.5 compares the measured static distribu-
tion factor with distribution factors calculated by various

methods described below. The measured distribution factors

were found by performing structural analysis and obtaining
the best agreement with the measured data at all the mea-

surement locations.
Many of the methods are based on the idea that the load is

uniformly distributed over a patch length and that if there are

gaps each centerbeam picks up load from a tributary area.

The tributary area method is analogous to the method used to
distribute uniform loads on a concrete deck slab to individ-
ual beams. In several publications, variations on this tribu-

TABLE 2.5 Summary of measured and calculated distribution factors
(rear-axle loads of single-axle trucks)

MBEJ
Location

Measured
Static

Tschemmemegg

Method
1994

AASHTO
LRFDl

FDL Method
Using

Measured "L"

Charter Oak
Bridge

0.f7 049 05 0.54

Lacey V.
Murrow
Bridge

0.69 0.62 0.82 0.65

I-90/5 HOV
Bridge

0.34 0.37 0,5 0.45

t-701t-25
Flyover
Ramp

0.51 0.48 0.41 0.48

Notes:

MBF-I
fÆst¡on

C€nterbem
widrh
'8"

m(in.)

GaP
width

m
(in.)

Me6ured
Tire

Contaci
wi¿o2

m(in.)

Me6ured
Tire

P¡esure

kPa (psi)

Meæured
Patch

t¡ngth
"L'

m(in.)

AASHTO
ASD/LFD

,,L',3

m(in.)

AASHTO
LRFD

(Srrength)4
"L"

m(in.)

A.ASHTO
LRFD

(Fatigue¡4

'L'
m(in.)

Charter
Oak

Bridge

57
(2 2)

5l.l
(2 0)

406
(16)

703
(102)

248
(e 8)

203
(8)

389
( l5)

167

(6.6)

Lacey V.
Murrow
Bridge

114

(4 5)

38.3
(l 5)

406
(16)

7',t2

(l 12)

260
(10.3)

203
(8)

389
(ls)

167

(6 6)

r-90/5
HOV
Bridge

64
(2 s)

35

(1.4)
406
(16)

772
(tt2)

260
(10.3)

203
(8)

389
(ls)

167

(6 6)

l-70/r-2s
Flyover
Ramp

80
(3.1)

32
(1.3)

406
(16)

7241
(105)

267
(10.5)

203
(8)

389
( l5)

167
(6 6)

l. Valtres Shown are Based on â 220 kN (50 kip) Tandem Axle witlt Fatigue I¡âd Factors



tary area method are referred to as the FDL method (it is not
known what FDL stands for). These methods require the
assumption that the distributed load that is actually over gaps
between the bars f,nds a way to get into the adjacent center-
beams. Presumably, the tire wall acts like a bridge over the
gaps. One possible FDL scheme is to apply the load from
one-half the gap on either side to the centerbeam. The distri-
bution factor in this case is (B + G)/L, where B is the cen-
terbeam width, G is the gap width, and I is the length of the
wheel patch. In several publications (16,41), a more conser-
vative version of the FDL method has been used that is based
on the situation where the tire patch extends out over one gap
but does not touch the neighboring bar. In this situation, the
entire gap on one side is applied to the centerbeam and the
distribution factoris therefore (B * l.5G)/L. Table 2.5 shows
the FDL method with the measured patch lengths, which
gave reasonable results.

The AASHTO LRFD code also has a method of calculat-
ing the distribution of tire pressure on intemrpted surfaces.
This method is presented elsewhere (16) as the PDL method
(it is not known what PDL stands for). As explained in the
AASHTO LRFD code, the actual contact area on the center-
beam is used with the pressure increased in proportion to the
ratio ofthe specified contact area (or total patch area) to acfual
contact area. In other words, the total load is distributed uni-
formly to the reduced contact area. In terms of a distribution
factor, the PDL method reduces to the centerbeam width B
divided by the sum of the lengths in the actual contact area.

Table 2.5 also shows the results of the PDL method as

implemented in the 1994 AASHTO LRFD code, using rhe
220-kN (50-kip) and 56-kN (12.5-kip) wheel load for rhe ran-

dem axles. Results with the fatigue load factor give the best
agreement with the measured static distribution factors,
although the results for the I-7011-25 flyover ramp are about
20Vo nonconservative. When the strength load factor was
used in these calculations, the result was much smaller and
hence more nonconservative for this case.

The method presented in graphical form by Tschem-
mernegg (Figure 2.29) gives distribution factor as a function
of centerbeam width and gap between centerbeams. This
method is a variation on the PDL method and appears to be
based on a tire with a minimum 235-mm (9.25-in.) patch
length that is adjusted as a function of centerbeam gap width.
A length equal to 307o of al7 the gaps covered by the patch is
added to the235 mm(9.25 in.)-i.e., L:235 mm * 0.3SG.
This implies that the patch length increases when the tire is
over an interrupted surface but not as large an increase as

would have to occur if the pressure were to remain constant.
The wheel appea$ to be placed so that the patch extends out
over one gap but does not touch the neighboring bar. Then the
distribution factor can be found by the ratio of the centerbeam
width B to the sum of the lengths in the actual contact area,
as in the PDL method. As shown in Table 2.5, this method
compares reasonably with the results measured in the field.

Wheel patch lengths and distribution factors based on the
field test data were discussed in detail in the interim report
(20). Subsequently, laboratory tests have been performed
that also provided data on patch lengths and distribution fac-
tors. Therefore, further discussion ofthese topics is defened
to Section 2.3.

Moment diagrams generated from structural analysis
assuming rigid supports are in very good agreement with the
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Figure 2.29. Graph of distributionfactors recommended by
Tschemmernegg.
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measured data when the truck is centered over a support box.

For tests in which the truck is centered over a support box
(i.e., the wheels are near the middle of the centerbeam spans),

the effect of the elastic bearings is rather small and the sys-

tem can be analyzed with dgid supports. Static truck tests in
which one wheel of the truck is positioned over a support bar

indicate that system behavior is similar to that observed

while jacking over a support bar. As discussed above, effects

of elastomeric springs on the moment diagram are more pro-

nounced for cases in which the load is directly over a support

bar. However, the stress in the centerbeam is always highest

when the wheel is near the middle of the span. Therefore, the

continuous beam model, which is commonly assumed, is

adequate for design.

2.2.4.3 Controlled Dynamic Truck Tests and
Dynamic Amplification

Controlled dynamic tests were conducted with the same

trucks as described for the static tests in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

Controlled dynamic tests were performed with the trucks in
the same positions as in the static tests: (1) one wheel at

midspan of an instrumented centerbeam with the other wheel

nearly in the middle of the adjacent span to produce maxi-
mum bending moment in the centerbeam; and (2) one wheel
directly over an instrumented support bar (with the other

wheel close to the adjacent support bar) to produce maximum
bending moment in the support bar. Trucks traversed the

joint at steady speeds from 16 to 96 km/h (10 to 60 mph).

The purpose of these tests is to determine the relationship
between vehicle speed and dynamic response in terms of
strain and displacement. Because design of bridges and

bridge components is typically performed by static analysis,

it is convenient to express the dynamic response in terms of
an amplification relative to the static loading. A static load is

multiplied by a dynamic load amplification factor (impact

factor) to obtain an equivalent static load. When the bridge
component is analyzed statically by using the equivalent sta-

tic load, the result is presumed to be equivalent to the actual

dynamic response. The amplif,cation factor must account for
dynamic effects ofthe vehicle, bridge superstructure, and the

MBEJ. The vehicle dynamics are affected by the approach

roadway.
This equivalent-static-force approach requires that the dis-

tribution and relative magnitude of the actual dynamic
deflections and bending moments are proportional to the sta-

tic deflections and bending moments. The field measure-

ments presented below indicate that this requirement is
approximately satisf,ed. However, in the case of MBEJs, the

magnitude of the load affects the wheel load patch length and

its distribution. Therefore, for MBEJs, the amplification fac-

tor (or any other load factor) must be applied to the center-

beam load (i.e., after distribution) or the computed static

response and not to the wheel load directly.

Both strain and displacement measurements were ana-

lyzed for each MBEJ site and in general were in good agree-

ment with analytical predictions. However, the strain-gage

data appeared to be more repeatable and sensitive to the

effects of dynamic truck loads. Therefore, the following dis-

cussion is focused on the strain measurements.

Vertical Moment. Figures 2.30 to 2.33 show typical
time histories for the four MBEJs with the single-rear-axle
test trucks run at the highest steady speed possible. The time
histories show vertical and horizontal bending moment at

midspan of a selected centerbeam. These bending moments

were derived from a pair of strain gages at midspan where the

vertical bending moment was calculated from the average of
the two strain gages and the horizontal bending moment was

calculated from the difference between the two strain gages.

It can be seen that the response to the front axle is typically
J07o to 80Vo of the response to the rear axle. This ratio of the

response is consistent with the ratio of front-to-rear apparent

static centerbeam loads (Table 2.6), which range ftom 55Va

to 867o. The ratios of apparent static centerbeam loads for the

front and rear axles are greater than the corresponding ratios

for the total axle loads, which range from 42Vo to 587o.The

centerbeam loads are closer because of a higher distribution
factor for the front axle. This is a good illustration ofthe phe-

nomenon discussed in Section 2. 1.4; the response of the cen-

terbeam does not increase nearly as much as the increase in
total axle load.

Figures 2.30 to 2.33 show a range of behavior. For exam-

ple, the MBEJ on the Charter Oak Bridge (Figure 2.30)

clearly has the most dynamic amplification and the most

rebound. Figure 2.34 shows a bending moment diagram of a

centerbeam for the truck in this position on the MBEJ. To

take this source of uncertainty out of the comparisons, the

diagram is calculated for the static case with the measured

distribution factor.
Note the very good fit to the crawl run measured bending

moments at all measurement locations as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.34. This agreement reinforces the conclusion that the

data are very consistent and that the continuous beam model

on rigid supports is adequate for design. The measured

dynamic bending moments are also shown on Figure 2.34.It
was also observed that in the positive bending moment

regions, the measured bending moment increases signif,-

cantly with speed. This increase can be seen by comparing

the maximum response, shown in Figure 2.30, with the

response at 48 km/h, which is shown in Figure 2.35.

There does not appear to be as much of an increase in the

negative bending moment response near the supports. This
phenomenon was observed in every MBEJ-i.e., if there was

significant amplification, it occurred primarily at the midspan

locations. Subsequent discussion focuses on the midspan

bending momenq because it is the largest response and

apparently the most sensitive to dynamic effects. Because

there is amplification at the midspan locations, the proposed
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Figure 2.30. Dynamic rime history for the Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ (síngle-axle truck at 96 km/h).

design specification uses the worst-case amplification and
applies this in an equivalent static load analysis. Note that
this tends to overstate the stress range at the negative moment
regions, which is the location of the fatigue-sensitive details.

Table2.7 shows estimated frequencies and damping ratios
for the MBEJs tested. These estimates were made directly
from the time histories and should be considered an approx-
imation, especially with regard to estimated damping. The
Charter Oak Bridge has an apparent resonant frequency of
about 130 Hz in the vertical direction and 60 Hz in the hori-
zontal direction and an apparent damping of about 7 7o of crif-
ical damping in both directions.

The measured frequencies and damping compare very
well with values reported by Tschemmernegg (15) for a
welded multiple-support-bar MBEJ-i.e., 132 Hz vertically
withl .2Vo damping and S4Hzhorizontally with l47o damp-
ing. Table 2.'l also shows the resonant frequency, which was
estimated by using a graph from Tschemmernegg (43) that

shows the frequency as a function of span length for several
types of expansion joints, including welded multiple-
support-bar systems and swivel-type single-support-bar sys-
tems. The graphs do not provide frequency data for bolted
single-support-bar systems and therefore no estimate was
made for the I-701I-25 flyover ramp MBEJ. In general, the
estimates from these graphs are well within the confidence
bands for the observed frequencies.

Table 2.7 also shows the period of the loading impulse,
which was estimated by using a formula attributed by Roeder
(17) to Tschemmernegg that is two bar spacings divided by
the vehicle speed. The formula assumes a tire patch length
that covers three centerbeams simultaneously. Although this
formula appears arbitrary, it gives good agreement with the
loading period measured from the time histories. The calcu-
lated impulse periods were generally within 207o of themea-
sured values shown in Table 23 except for the I-90/I-5 HOV
bridge MBEJ. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, an approach by
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Figure 2.31. Dynamic time history for the Locey V. Murrow Bridge MBEJ (single-axle truck aî

80 km/h).

Ostermann (39) to calculating the impact time did not com-

pare as well.
As discussed in Section 2.l.4,the dynamic amplification

factor (ratio of peak dynamic moment to static moment) for
a generic undamped elastic system subjected to an impulse
load peaks at about 1.5 as the ratio of the impulse period to
resonant period approaches 1. In the last column of Table 2.7,

this predicted dynamic amplification factor is presented

along with the maximum value from examination of the time
histories.

The maximum dynamic amplification factor from the time
histories is defined as the peak dynamic bending moment (in
the positive moment region) divided by the static bending
moment. The static bending moment is determined from a

continuous beam model by using the apparent static center-

beam loads in Table 2.6.
Because the loading period was within 37o of the resonant

period for the Charter Oak Bridge, the maximum dynamic
amplification factor of 1.5 is predicted. The measured peak

response from the time histories was 4.2 kN-m, which is

about 1.3 times the static bending moment at this location.
Therefore, the response was significantly amplified but not
as much as predicted.

The dynamic amplification with the vehicle at 96 km/h (60

mph) is in contrast to the lack of amplification on this same

MBEJ when the vehicle was traveling at one-half the speed,

as shown in Figure 2.31. The lack of amplification at one-half
the speed is expected, considering that the loading period is
twice as large as the resonant period in this case. These

results show that vehicle speed is a very important factor in
the dynamic response.

As shown in Table 2.1 , the maximum vehicle speed was

lower in the other MBEJ f,eld tests. This was due to a vari-
ety of factors noted in TabTe 2.1, such as significant uphill
grade or tight horizontal curve. Therefore, the loading period
at the maximum test speed was longer than the resonant
period; accordingly, the dynamic response was lower.

The loading period for the I-7011-25 flyover ramp and the

I-90/I-5 HOV bridge was still within I5Vo of the vertical res-

onant period. Theoretically, these MBEJs should still have

Lacey V. Murrow Bridge

Position #l

80 km/h (50 mph)

0
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Figure 2.32. þnamic time history for the I-90/I-5 HOV bridge MBEJ (single-axle tuck at
72 kn/h).

exhibited a dynamic amplification factor of about 1.4. How-
ever, the experimental data for these bridges do not show
large amplifications. The measured resonant frequency for
the I-90[-5 HOV bridge may be too small. The frequency
estimated from Tschemmernegg's frequency graphs is 337o

higher. This could explain the apparent lack of amplification
in this bridge. However, in general, the measured response
appears to be about 20Vo lower than the theoretical response.
This reduction is probably due to the effect of damping,
which is not included in the theoretical predictions.

The strategy put forth by Tschemmernegg (10) for avoid-
ing excessive vertical amplification was discussed in Section
2.l. .The strategy is to keep the frequency higher-i.e., keep
the ratio of the impulse period to the resonant period larger
than 1.0. Tschemmernegg has stated that this objective can
be achieved for welded multiple-support-bar systems by
keeping the centerbeam span between support bars less than
1220 mm (48 in.). It is clear from his graphs of the resonant
frequencies for MBEJs that for spans smaller than 1220 mm

the vertical frequency will be larger than 140 Hz or the period
will be shorter than 7 msec. This lower-bound loading period
of 7 msec is consistent with all the measured loading periods,
the closest of which is the Charter Oak Bridge where the test
truck was traveling near the speed limit and had a loading
impulse period of approximately 8 msec (I25 Hz).

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the occasional speeding
truck may cause loading impulse periods of 7 msec or less.
Tschemmernegg's suggestion to keep the centerbeam span
between support bars less than 1220 mm (48 in.) is probably
not sufficient to avoid amplification entirely. Therefore, the
specifications should anticipate the worst-case vertical dy-
namic amplification, regardless of the span.

Numerous time histories were examined for each test
(truck speed and location) and the peak values of centerbeam
midspan bending moment from among any of the instru-
mented spans was recorded. A summary of the apparent peak
moments is presented in tables in the interim report (20).
These peak moments are the worst-case responses from a
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Figure 2.33. Dynamic time history for the I-70/I-25 flyover ramp structure MBEJ (single-axle

truck at 64 km/h).

TÄBLE 2.6 Measured static centerbeam (CB) loads

MBEJ Location

Type of

Rear

Axle

Front Wheel

CB Load

kN (kip)

First Rear

Wheel CB Load

kN (kip)

Second Rear

Wheel CB Load

kN (kip)

Chaner Oak Bridge Single 10.2

(2.3)

18.7

(4.2)

Lacey V. Murrow

Bridge

Single 2t.8

(4.e)

35.1

(7.e)

Tandem 22.3

(s.0)

32.5

('1.3)

32.5

(7.3\

I-90/5 HOV Bridge

Single 14.2

(3.2)

16.5

(3.7)

Tandem 12.6

(2.e)

18.7

(4 2)

18.7

(4.2)

I-70lI-25 Flyover

RamP

Single 16.5

(3.7)

20.0

(4.5)
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Figure 2.34. Moment diagram of Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ (dynamic truck loads).

number of different centerbeam spans. The peak moments
were divided by the static bending moments (based on
the loads in Table 2.6) and the results are expressed as a

percentage.
The peak dynamic amplification factor for any test was

I32 for the Charter Oak Bridge. The maximum uplift was
3I7o of the static load, so a total load range of I .63 times the
static value is derived from these tests. (Another way to char-
acterize the uplift would be as 237o of the amplif,ed down-
ward part of the vertical load or I97o of the total amplified
vertical load range.)

These test results from the Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ rep-
resent a worst case for vertical dynamic amplification. The
total dynamic amplification of 1.63 is in reasonable agree-

ment with the total dynamic amplification of 1.82 measured
by Tschemmernegg, as explained in Section 2.2.1. The cur-
rent 1994 AASHTO LRFD impact factor of Li 5 appears to
be a reasonable worst case.

The tight horizontal curve of the I-10/I-25 flyover ramp

[150-m (490-fÐ radius, 8% superelevation] caused increased
vertical moments at midspan of the centerbeam under the
wheel closest to the outside of the curve. As shown in Table
2.8, the moment in the outer span increase dby 407o as speed
increased to 64 km/h (40 mph). The response at this higher
speed is shown in Figure 2.33. The increased vertical
moments could be due to lateral traction forces (resisting
centrifugal force) or there could be a larger downward force
resisting a lateral overturning moment of the vehicle. The

fact that such a large dynamic amplification could not be due

to conventional resonant amplification alone is supported by
the appearance of the time history shown in Figure 2.33,
which shows little ringing and little rebound. It is presumed
that about one-half of the apparent 407o moment increase in
the outside span is due to conventional dynamic amplifica-
tion-i.e., about2)%o-and a similar amplification is due to
centrifugal force. This explanation is consistent with the elas-

tic rebound, which at l47o is almost one-half that observed
in the Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ.

A factor to increase the apparent load for cases where there
is a tight horizontal curve was considered. However, the
maximum speed is limited at these locations, and therefore
the dynamic amplification is typically much lower than the
worst case that will be applied in the proposed specif,cation.
The lower dynamic amplif,cation is apparent in the data from
the MBEJ in the I-70lI-25 flyover ramp. The decreased

dynamic amplification approximately offsets the increased
vertical load because of the horizontal curve. Therefore, in
the interest of keeping the specification simple, the effect of
horizontal curvature can safely be ignored.

Horizontal Moment. Horizontal bending is critically
important because the section modulus for bending in the

horizontal direction is quite often about one-fifth the section
modulus in the vertical direction. Therefore, a horizontal
bending moment range equal to 20Vo of the vertical bending
moment range corresponds to a horizontal bending stress
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Figure 2.35. Dynamic time history for Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ (single-axle truck at 48 km/h).

"IABLE 2.7 Dynamic response data for instrumented MBEJs

MBEJ
Location and

Test Truck
Speed
(krn/h)

Vertical Horizontal lÐading
Pe¡iod

(millisec)

Ratio of
Loading
Period to
VerticâI
Resonilt

Period

Observed
(Theoretical)

Dynmic
Amplification

Factor

f (Hz) Ðd
T(millisec)
Obsened

f (Hz)
from

Gmph

E"

Damping
f (Hz) md
T(millisec)
Obsened

f (Hz)
from

Gmph

%

Dmping

Charter Oak
Bridge
ls6l

130
(7.7)

140
,7

60
(16;7)

50 7 7.9 1.03 1.3
(1.s)

Lacey V.
Munow (80)

118
t8.5)

90 8 30
(33.3)

70 7 14.9 1.75 Ll
0.1)

r-90i5 Hov
Bridge

(72\

120
(8.3)

160 7 60
(16.7)

55 10 9.5 t.r4 1.1

(1.4)

r-'70Ã-25
Flyover Ramp

(64\

9l
(11.0)

7 50
(20.0)

l5 12.4 l.l3 1.2
(1.4)

1000600

Charter Oak Bridge
Position #l
48 km/h (30 mph)

0



TABLE 2.8 Effect of horizontal curve on vertical moments

Effect of Horizontal Curve

Test
Sneed

Moment Ratio
llnner Snan\

Moment Ratio
/f)rtcr Snanl

16 km/h 1.06 1.04

32kmlh 1.02 1.19

48 kr/h 0.96 1.25

&kmlh 0.83 1.45

41

Notes: l

t

-t-

Moment ratio is defined as the ratio of the dynamic run moment to the crawl (2 km/h)
run moment.
Inner span moments were measured between support boxes 2 and 3 on centerbeam 3.

Outer span moments \ryere measured between support boxes 3 and 4 on centerbeam 3.

range as large as the vertical bending stress range. These
stress ranges are then summed to obtain the maximum nom-
inal biaxial bending stress range, which is then used to check
the fatigue strength.

The horizontal bending moment response is a completely
different mode than the vertical response. The typical hori-
zontal response is relatively small at steady speeds; in every
case except one the horizontal moment was less Íhan !'77o
of the amplited vertical bending moment-i.e., the total hor-
izontaT load range was less than I47o of the amplified verti-
cal bending moment range.

The exception was the response from a dual-axle truck
crossing the I-90/I-5 HOV bridge MBEJ at 64 krn/h (40
mph). The time history for this test is shown in Figure 2.36.
In this test, the horizontal bending was forward 137o and
backward 97o for a total range of 22Vo of the total amplif,ed
vertical bending moment. The response in this test was
unusually high compared with all the other tests at steady
speed, including the tests at slightly lower speed on this
MBEJ with this truck and the tests with the single-axle truck
at even higher speeds. Examination of the time history for
this test, shown in Figure 2.36, reveals that the front axle
gives a much higher horizontal response than the rear axles.
This is a characteristic of all the braking tests-i.e., the truck
pitches forward and places extra force on the front axle.
Although it was supposed to be a steady-speed test, it is
believed that the driver was braking. This test gives an indi-
cation of the magnitude of the response to mild braking,
whereas the braking tests described below were rather
extreme.

As explained in Section 2.2.1, Tschemmernegg reported a

maximum total amplifi ed horizontal fatigue-limit-state axle
load that is 30Vo of the total amplified vertical fatigueJimif
state load range. However, Tschemmernegg matched up the
largest horizontal response in one direction from the long-
term samples with the largest horizontal response in the other
direction to obtain his total recommended horizontal load. It
is likely that these two responses were not from the same
vehicle; in fact they could be hours apart. This can explain
why his horizontal load is a greater percentage of the verti-

cal load than the 22Eo repofied here. Tschemmernegg's
approach is regarded as too conservative, because it essen-
tially implies that every vehicle causes the maximum
response in both directions.

In addition to single-axle trucks, tandem-axle trucks were
also used on the Lacey V. Murrow and I-90/I-5 HOV struc-
tures located in Seattle. No significant variations in MBEJ
behavior were observed in tests conducted with single- and
tandem-axle trucks. The time scale of the damped vibrations
is on the order of tens of milliseconds, whereas the time
between the impacts of the first and second rear axles are on
the order of 50 msec or more. Therefore, the response from
the impact of the first rear axle is almost completely damped
out by the time the second rear axle impact occurs, as shown
in Figure 2.36. This finding indicates that there is probably
also very little interaction between vehicles, even in heavy
traffic.

Table 2.7 shows that the resonant period for horizontal
response is typically about twice the loading period, indicar
ing that resonance in the horizontal direction is difficult to
avoid. This is in contrast to the vertical response period,
which is generally smaller than the loading period and can be
mitigated by keeping the centerbeam span below 1220 mm
(nominally 48 in.). In fact, according to the analytical pre-
dictions of the response, if the period of the response could
be made larger than 3 times the loading period, the response

could be minimized. In this case, it could help to make the
MBEJ less stiff in the horizontal direction, and some designs
have clearly attempted to accomplish this. Fortunately, the
damping is higher in the horizontal direction and therefore
this horizontal amplification is mitigated to a significant
extent. Tschemmernegg has presented data that show that the
horizontal response is about one-half what would be com-
puted without damping.

In some cases, the peak horizontal response is slightly out
of phase with the peak vertical response. In these cases, the
two peak responses are not additive. However, careful exam-
ination of the time histories reveals that in about one-half the
cases, the peaks occur nearly in phase so that the responses

are additive. Because the fatigue design strategy will likely
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Figure 2.36. Dynamic time history for I-90/I-5 HOV bridge MBEJ (dual-axle truck at 64-km/h

susp e ct e d b raking c ondition ).

be based on the largest stress ranges, it should be assumed

that the peaks occur in phase.

The effects of steel blocks placed between centerbeams as

described above were examined in the dynamic tests as well.
There appears to be only a slight influence to MBEJ behav-

ior from the addition ofthese blocks. This observation indi-
cates that, during the impact loading, MBEJs behave as if
they were supported horizontally in a rigid manner. This phe-

nomenon was previously reported by Tschemmernegg.

Finally, the effect of grade on horizontal bending moment
was also evaluated. A series of controlled dynamic tests at

the I-90/I-5 HOV structure were conducted with the test

truck traveling in both the downhill and uphill direction over
the MBEJ. A maximum horizontal response would be

expected for vehicles traveling downhill where the horizon-

tal component of the axle load and horizontal dynamic force
would be in the same direction. For vehicles traveling uphill,
the axle load component and dynamic force would be in
opposite directions. Unfortunately, the small magnitude of

bending moment caused by the horizontal component of axle

load is indistinguishable from horizontal dynamic effects.

Braking and Acceleration Tests. Braking and acceler-

ation tests were performed with the test truck to study the

response of the joint to these worst-case horizontal load con-

ditions. The braking tests were performed at several initial
speeds. The driver was instructed to brake as hard as possi-

ble. In many cases, the driver caused the wheels to lock up

and skid across the MBEJ. In the acceleration tests, the truck

began from a stop just behind the MBEJ and accelerated

as fast as possible in low gear. At all locations except the

I-90/I-5 HOV structure in Seattle, Washington, these tests were

repeated with thejoint blocked from below at the support box

locations (as described above for the horizontal calibration).

Horizontal force effects resulting from braking and acceler-

ation tests were typically much greater than measured during

the steady-speed tests. For example, Table 2.9 shows some

displacement data for two of the MBEJs. The displacements



TABLE 2.9 Measured displacement data for steady-speed tests compared with braking tests

MBEJ
l¡cation

Crawl Run 48 km/h (30 mph) 48 km/h (30 mph)
with Braking

Vertical
Support

Bu
Den.1

m(in.)

Velical
Center

Bem
Den.

mm lin.)

Horiz.
Deil?

¡m(in.)

Vertical
Support

Bu Defl.l
m(in.)

Vertical
Center
Bem
Defl.

mm (in.)

Ho¡iz.
Defl.2

m(in.)

Vertical
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Notes: l. Measured at Face of Support Box
2. Horizontal Centerbeam Deflection at a Support Bar

increase with speedrelative to the crawl run, as expected. Note
that the horizontal displacements are 6 to 10 times greater for
the braking test than for the steady-speed test.

Figure 2.37 shows the time history of the vertical and hor-
izontal bending moment response of the Charter Oak Bridge
MBEJ subjected to braking from 48 km/h. The response can
be compared with the response in Figure 2.35, which was a
test at a steady speed of 48 km/h. Note that the vertical
response is relatively unaffected by the braking, although the
horizontal response is clearly different. The front wheel as

well as the rear wheel produces a large horizontal response.
The horizontal response at 48 km/h was greater than the hor,
izontal response at 96 km/h. The loading impulse period at
96 km/h, shown in Table 2.7, is about one-half the horizon-
tal resonant period. Therefore the amplification should be a

maximum at 48 km/h, where the loading impulse period
would be almost equal to the resonant period.

The horizontal response of the MBEJ in the Lacey V. Mur-
row Bridge was significantly greater than the response in the
other MBEJs. The extremely large horizontal forces on this
MBEJ from braking and accelerating may be due to the large
width of the centerbeam, which gives a larger surface for
traction. The maximum horizontal moment range (forward
plus backward moment) is a total of 657o of the total am-
plif,ed vertical moment range. The maximum horizontal
moment range due to acceleration is 307o of the total ampli-
fied vertical bending moment.

Other than the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge MBEJ, which
appears to be a special case, the MBEJ in the I-90/I-5 HOV
bridge exhibited the next greatest horizontal response due to
braking. The total range of the maximum horizontal response
due to braking is equal to 477o of the total amplif,ed vertical
moment range. This range compares with a maximum hori-
zontal moment range of I47o of total amplified vertical
moment under steady speeds and a total horizontal moment
range of 22Vo of the total amplifled vertical moment at the

I-90/I-5 HOV bridge MBEJ under slight braking (as shown
in Figure 2.36).

Tschemmernegg also reported that the maximum horizon-
tal response due to braking was about 757o of the total am-
plified vertical moment range, which is consistent with the
measurements in this report. Tschemmernegg did not
recommend that the larger braking forces be used in fatigue
design.

Other than the Lacey V. Mumow Bridge MBEJ, the great-
est total range of the horizontal bending moment response due
to acceleration is 737o of the total amplified vertical moment
range, which is not as severe as the effect ofbraking.

Obviously, the large swivel-type single-support-bar MBEJ
on the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge is a special case with respect
to horizontal response from braking or accelerating. It may
be recommended that special attention be given to the poten-
tial response that may occllr for braking and accelerating on
these types of large MBEJs. This particular MBEJ has a cen-
terbeam with a rather high horizontal section modulus about
as large as the vertical section modulus (S¡ is 61% of S,), so
it may be designed to withstand these high horizontal loads.
However, the horizontal bending section modulus is typi-
cally about 5 times smaller than the vertical section modulus,
so forces on the same order as the vertical forces would cause
extremely large stresses. In any case, the design specifìcation
applicable to ordinary MBEJs should not be based on the
unusual response that occurs for this special type of MBEJ.

It is debatable whether a fatigue design specif,cation
should include the special effects ofbraking and accelerating
in the design forces. The fatigue design approach is based on
keeping almost all the loading cycles (except the largest
0.017o of occuffences) lower than the CAFL. If these brak-
ing or accelerating forces occur more frequently tharr}.}7%o
of the occurrences, then they should be included. However,
it is difficult to imagine that under normal circumstances
0.0I7o of the vehicles will be braking as violently as was
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Figure 2.37. Dynamic time history for Charter Oak Bridge MBEJ (single-axle truck braking

from 48 km/h).
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done during these braking tests. On the other hand, more rou-
tine braking, such as occurred inadvertently during the test

shown in Figure 2.36, can lead to a horizontal bending
moment as large as 227o of the total amplified vertical bend-

ing moment range.
Braking or acceleration forces can occur if the MBEJ is

located near a traffic light or stop sign, and this might be

treated as a special case in the proposed specification. Large
bridge struÇtures that typically utilize MBEJs also experi-
ence high traffic volume. As a result, these highways are fre-
quently susceptible to congested traffic in which all vehicles

are constantly stopping and starting while crossing the

MBEJ. For example, almost every day during the field work
on the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge, rush-hour traffic was at a
crawl (braking or accelerating) over the joint. It is highly
likely then that large simultaneous vertical and horizontal

loads would exceed 0.017o of the occur:rences and possible

latigue problems could arise.

If the effect of routine braking is taken as 227o of the total
amplif,ed vertical moment range, this is larger than the accel-

erating moment range for all bridges except the Lacey V.
Murrow Bridge. Thus, a design horizontal force of this mag-

nitude would cover any circumstances except braking and

accelerating on large swivel-type single-support-bar systems

and violent braking on any MBEJs. These situations could be

covered by special provisions.

2.2.4.4 Uncontrolled Dynamic Tests

The uncontrolled dynamic load tests consisted of moni-
toring the instrumented modular expansion joint while the



structure was open to normal traffic conditions. These mea-
surements were used to qualitatively evaluate the differences
between traffic loading and controlled dynamic test loads. A
minimum of 3 hr of uncontrolled dynamic load monitoring
was obtained from each bridge during midday traffic. Stress

ranges less than 7 MPa (1 ksi) were not counted. Generally,
this excluded all cars and most light trucks. In the uncon-
trolled tests, both of the bottom strain gages were monitored
individually where each gage shows a combined vertical and

horizontal response. Large differences in strain in these

gages were not observed, indicating that the horizontal stress

ranges were not very large.
Restrictions on lane closures required that the section of

the MBEJ instrumented be as close to the curbline as possi-

ble. Instrumentation was located very close to the shoulder
on the Charter Oak and I-101I-25 bridges and subsequently
measured stresses were rather low and do not properly reflect
conditions in the actual travel lanes. The stresses measured
at the Lacey V. Murrow and I-90/I-5 HOV MBEJs best rep-
resent the actual traffic conditions on their respective struc-
tures. However, the instrumentation was not optimally
placed with respect to the heaviest truck traffic on these

structures either.
Uncontrolled dynamic testing was conducted on the

Lacey V. Murrow Bridge during a weekday evening rush
hour. A stress-range histogram generated from strain gages

located in a positive moment region of a centerbeam is pre-
sented in Figure 2.38. The maximum vertical stress during
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the uncontrolled tests on the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge was
36.5 MPa, which is only slightly greater than the maximum
measured vertical stress range during the controlled tests
(35 MPa). The design stress range for vertical bending only
is 1.63 times the static moment, or about 46 MPa. Consid-
ering that the design horizontal stress range would be added

on top of that, the proposed design loads appear to be

conservative.
A segment of the time history from this uncontrolled test,

which contains some of the most significant stress cycles, is
presented in Figure 2.39. The peaks correspond to a typical
tractor-trailer truck followed closely by a triaxle dump truck.
Also shown is a portion of the uncontrolled tests in which no
trucks were crossing the MBEJ. The small peaks represent
the effect of either trucks located in other lanes or passenger

cars directly over the joint. The large stress range of 31 MPa
indicated on the time history is close to one of the maximum
stress ranges and is slightly less than the maximum stress

range from the test trucks. The rebound from this loading is
about257o of the downward stress, which is slightly greater

than the maximum 23Vo rebowd in the controlledtests (237o

rebound corresponds Ío 3l7o of the static veftical load). The
rebound in the uncontrolled tests could be larger because of
different characteristics of the trucks. However, the differ-
ence is small enough to ignore.

Instrumentation installed on the I-90/I-5 HOV structure
was located within a traffic lane. The structure canies no
commercial traffic and is open only to commuter buses and

o
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Stress Range (MPa)

31.2s

Figure 2.38. Stress-range histogramfor ktcey V. Murcow Bridge MBEJ.
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Typical UncontrollcrJ Dynamic Responsc

passenger cars. A stress-range histogram for this structure is

presented in Figure 2.40. Uncontrolled testing was con-

ducted for approximately 3 hr during peak evening traffic
when approximately 30 fully loaded buses crossed the joint.
The bimodal shape of the loading spectrum was produced by
triaxle buses, which have a middle axle that is much heavier

24.8 MPa (3.6 ksi)

-6.2 lvlPa C0.9 ksi)

than the other two axles. This middle axle is responsible for
the peak on the histogram at about 42MPa.

The maximum vertical stress range from the uncontrolled
test was 49 MPa. The largest vertical stress range in the con-

trolled tests was slightly greater-i.e., 50 MPa. The design

stress range would be about 163%o of the static vertical

20 MPa (2.9 ksi)

:3.4 MPa G0.5 ksi)

5-Axle Truck
S-Axle'l'ruck Followed by a 3-Axle Truck

Data Measured Between Support Bars 5 and 6 on Centerbeam ll.

Figure 2.39. Representative time hístory from an uncontrolled dynamic test (Lacey V. Murro'¡v Bridge MBEJ).
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Stress Range MPa)

Figure 2.40. Stress-range histogramfor I-90/I-5 HOV bridge MBEJ.



response, which is approximately 60 MPa. If a horizontal
stress range of about equal magnitude is added to this, the
proposed design loads would be conservative.

In all cases, the controlled tests gave a response typical of
the highest responses measured during the uncontrolled tests.

The use of a controlled dynamic and static test program to
study the behavior of MBEJs was justified by the fact that lir
tle, if any, interaction was observed among vehicles during
the uncontrolled dynamic tests. The uncontrolled test results
also indicate that the preliminary proposed design loads give
a very conservative margin above the typical measured stress

ranges.

Because of the position of instrumentation along the joint,
and the limited length of time available to monitor the joint,
the uncontrolled dynamic test data are not considered good
enough to directly estimate fatigue loads, as was done by
Tschemmernegg, for example (see Section 2.2.1). However,
if the design loads were extracted from the uncontrolled
test data in this manner, it is clear that these design loads
would be lower than the design loads recommended in Sec-

tion 3. Therefore, the approach taken here is slightly more
conservative.

2.2.5 Summary of Field Test Findings

The significant findings of the field studies were as follows:

1. Maximum dynamic amplification up to 1.63 times the
static response was measured. This dynamic amplif,ca-
tion includes both downward and upward (rebound)
components. Large vertical ampliflcations are more
common in MBEJs with longer centerbeam spans

l>1220 mm (4.0 ft)l and at MBEJ sites with high-
speed traffic.

2. MBEJs were observed to behave as continuous beams

on rigid supports when subjected to vertical wheel
loads.

3. Measured horizontal moment ranges (as a percentage
of amplified static vertical moment; 1.63 times the
static vertical moment) were up to l27o for steady
speeds, tp to 23lo for routine braking and maximum
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acceleration, and up to 487o for extreme emergency
braking.

4. Horizontal response of the Lacey V. Munow Bridge
MBEJ to extreme braking and acceleration was much
greater than the response of other MBEJs tested. Hori-
zontal moment ranges in the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge
MBEJ were measured (as a percentage of the amplified
static vertical moment) up to 64Vo for extreme braking
and up to 297o for acceleration. However, there was
very little vertical amplification of this MBEJ during
controlled dynamic tests. The unique response of this
MBEJ is attributed to the type and size of the MBEJ
and not to other site conditions.

5. Typical measured stresses were well below the CAFL
of good (i.e., Category C) MBEJ details. MBEJs pos-
sessing details with a lower fatigue life (Category D or
less) may be expected to experience fatigue cracking
during service.

2.3 LABORATORY STATIC TESTS

The objectives of the laboratory static tests include (1)

comparing the static load and strain distributions with those

measured in the field; (2) investigating tire patch lengths and

the fraction of wheel load carried by individual centerbeams
(distribution factors); and (3) comparing the static load
response of complete-assembly MBEJs with the response of
subassembly specimens consisting of a single centerbeam
supported on three or four support bars. The results show that
the subassembly has similar behavior and therefore can be

used as a simplified specimen for fatigue testing.
As shown in Table 2.10, f,ve full-scale complete-assembly

MBEJs were tested by applying loads with a truck axle and

tires filled with air (see Figures 2.41and2.42).The complete-
assembly specimens tested ar.e essentially identical to those
instrumented in the field. Static tests were also conducted on
nine full-scale MBEJ subassembly specimens with loads
applied through a steel f,xture (see Figure 2.43).

Full-penetration welded multiple- and single-support-bar
connection details and bolted single-support-bar connection
details were included in the test program. Different center-

Notes: W.M.S.B. - welded multiple-suppon-bar
W.S.S.B. - welded single-support-bar
B.S.S.B. - bolted single-support-bar

TABLE 2.10 Summary of complete-assembly specimens

Specimen Type Centerbeam Width
mm (in)

Centerbeam Span
mm (in)

Number
of Centerbeams

AF-1 w.M.s.B. s7 (2.23) ts24 (60) 2

AF.2 v/.s.s.8. r14 (4.46) 1278 (50.3) min
1753 (69) max

3

BF-I w.M.s.B. 64 (2.s) 1435 (s6.s) 5

cF-1 B.S.S.B. 80 (3.12s) 1524 (60) 3

CF-2 B.S.S.B. 80 (3.125) 1524 (60) J
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Figure 2.4L Detail of typical complete-assembly test setup.

beam field splice details were also included on selected
specimens.

2.3.1 Static Test Procedures

2.3.1.1 Description of Complete-Assembly
Static Tests

Load was applied to the complete-assembly MBEJ
through air-filled tires mounted on an actual truck axle
attached to the hydraulic actuator, as shown in Figures 2.41

and2.42. The support boxes of the MBEJ were securely fas-
tened to a fixture attached to the reaction floor. To study the

effects on overall MBEJ behavior during the static tests, par-
ticularly the distribution of the applied axle load among cen-

1524 mm

terbeams, the location of the MBEJ, axle load, centerbeam
gap, and tire pressure were varied separately.

Axle loads from 0 to 156 kN (35 kips) were applied in
22-kN (S-kip) increments for each gap width, and tire pres-
sure and strains were recorded. Tests were repeated at least
twice and the results were reproducible. Tires were inflated
to a maximum of 655 MPa (95 lbf/in.'?), near the maximum
recommended by the manufacturer. Tire pressure was varied
on only one specimen (specimen TSF-1). Tests were con-
ducted with tires inflated to pressures of 448 MPa
(65 lbf/in.2),517 MPa ('75lbflin.2),and 655 MPa (95lbf/in.'?).

The MBEJ specimen was horizontal-i.e., no horizontal
force was applied. Subjecting the MBEJ exclusively to ver-
tical loading eliminates the influence of horizontal load on
the response of the system. Previously, similar tests were
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Figure 2.42. Typical completè-assembly test setup.

conducted at Lehigh University with complete-assembly
specimens inclined about I 1 degrees to create a horizontal
load component (44). The tests were difficult to analyze
because horizontal load effect confounded the effects of
other variables. The in situ dynamic horizontal response is
markedly different than the static response measured in the
laboratory; therefore, the effects of horizontal load on
response may best be described with data obtained from ûeld
studies.

2.3.1.2 Description of Subassembly Static Tests

In the subassembly tests, the specimens were inclined so

that horizontal loads equal to 20Vo of the vertical load were
applied. This was accomplished by inclining the specimen
approximately 1 I degrees off the horizontal plane (see Fig-
ure2.43). The proportion of horizontal load applied is about
the same as the maximum horizontal bending moment mea-
sured during the field studies, which was up to 237o of the
total amplified vertical bending moment for mild braking, as

Figure 2.43. Typical subassembly test setup.

discussed in Section 2.2.4.The field test data also show that
the horizontal and vertical force effects often occur simulta-
neously; thus, applying these forces in phase in the labora-
tory is appropriate.

Although the horizontal load is only 20Vo of the vertical
load, the horizontal section modulus of a typical centerbeam
can be as little as one-fourth the vertical section modulus. As
a result, horizontal bending stresses almost equal to the ver-
tical stresses can be expected. Also, this horizontal load is
applied at the top of the centerbeam, which creates a moment
in the CB/SB connection.

Typical elastomeric-type bearings installed in complete
MBEJ systems were replaced with steel bearings for the sub-
assembly tests. Replacement of the standard bearings with
steel is required because applied loads are considerably
higher than actual service loads during fatigue tests. These
high loads are applied so that a fatigue test can be completed
in a reasonable amount of time. Based on individual static
and fatigue tests of standard elastomeric bearings conducted
at the ATLSS center, it has been shown these materials are

not capable of withstanding the high loads and number of
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cycles delivered during the fatigue tests (43). The behavior
of the elastomeric bearings, as explained in Section 2.1.2, is

strain-rate dependent. Therefore, the behavior in the labora-

tory at about 3 Hz is not even close to the behavior of the

bearings in the field at 100 Hz or more. For the most part,

these bearings are durable in service. A separate test proce-

dure for bearing was developed for bearings and is given in
Appendix B. Fortunately, results obtained in fleld and labo-

ratory tests conducted on complete-assembly specimens

have shown that MBEJs can be modeled quite reasonably,

assuming there are rigid supports. Therefore, use ofthe steel

bearings should not have changed the load or strain distribu-
tions significantly, although overall displacement would be

expected to be different.
Load was applied through two computer-controlled 982-

kN (220-kip)-capacity hydraulic actuators as shown in Fig-
we 2.43. The actuators were controlled by computer using
load control. For the static tests, both tensile and compressive
loads of - 89 to + 89 kN (-20 fo + 20 kip) were applied to a
given specimen over 22-kN (s-kip) intervals. To shake down
the specimen in the fixture, each test was repeated several

times. As in service, loads were applied at the centerline of
the centerbeam top flange.

As discussed below, both upward and downward loads

were applied during the fatigue tests. Thus, the specimen
needed to be securely restrained from "walking" off the bear-

ings. The system used to hold the support bar is shown in Fig-
ure 2.44. Once the specimen was located in the fixture as

required, the anchor bolts were fully tightened by the furn-of-
the-nut method with an air impact wrench. This ensured that

sufficient preload was developed and maintained to secure the

specimen in the proper position throughout the test.

2.3. 1. 3 Laboratory- Test Instrumentation

Each specimen was instrumented with strain gages in a

layout similar to that used in the field studies. Figutes 2.45

and 2.46 present typical strain gage layouts for a complete-

assembly and subassembly specimen, respectively. Strains

were recorded with a Huttinger Baldwin data acquisition sys-

tem capable of sampling 60 channels.
Global behavior of individual specimens was evaluated by

instrumenting each specimen with several strain gages in an

identical pattern. These data were then used to compare over-

all behavior among like specimens. Measured strains in spec-

imens of similar type were found to be very consistent. Sta-

tic tests were repeated several times for a given specimen,
and test results were found to be reproducible. To obtain

more detailed information about specimen behavior (i.e.,

moment transfer at the CB/SB bar connection), additional
strain gages were placed at selected locations on some spec-

imens. Both the global and local data were then compared

with the analytical models.

2.3.2 Complete-Assembly Static Test Results

As noted above, the position of the MBEJ, gap width,
and tire pressure were varied during the complete-assembly
static tests. The primary objective of these complete-
assembly static tests was to investigate the influence of
each of these parameters on the portion of load carried by
each centerbeam (i.e., distribution factor). The findings of
the static tests are discussed below. Details pertaining to the

complete-assembly specimens are summarized in Table
2.10.

2.3.2.1 Effect of Axle Load

Axle loads up to 155 kN (35.0 kips) were appliedin22-
kN (5.O-kip) increments at each gap width, and strains were
recorded. The measured distribution factor was calculated
by taking the ratio of the measured vertical moment on a

centerbeam to the calculated vertical moment that would
result from the entire axle load being applied to that cen-

terbeam. The calculated theoretical moments were obtained
by modeling individual centerbeams and respective support
bars as beam elements in a three-dimensional frame. A
commercially available software package was used for
analysis.

Figure2.41 presents the distribution factor as a function of
the total applied axle load for each ofthe three centerbeams

in specimen BF-1. The results show a decrease in distribu-
tion factor of the primarily loaded centerbeam with increas-

ing load. The rate of decrease of the distribution factor
decreases at higher axle loads. Figure 2.48 presents the por-
tion of the axle load carried by each centerbeam versus total
applied axle load in specimen BF-l. This load is obtained by
multiplying the measured distribution factor by the total axle
load. Al1 specimens exhibited trends similar to those shown

in Figures 2.41 and2.48 regardless of centerbeam width, gap,

or tire pressure.Figure 2.44. Subassembly support bar bearing detail.
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Plon View of Underside of Jo¡ni

Figure 2.45. Typical complete-assembly strain gage plan.

Figure 2.48 illustrates the phenomenon that was explained
in Section 2.1.4-i.e., that the increase in the response of the

centerbeam is not proportional to the increase in the total axle
load. For example, the appropriate value of the fatigue-limit
state axle load is uncertain, and estimates range from 100 to
160 kN. Figure 2.48 shows that as the total axle load
increases from 100 to 160 kN, an increase of 607o, the load
on the centerbeam increases from 55 to only 65 kN, an

increase of only I9Vo. All but 10 kN of the additional 60 kN
was transmitted to the other centerbeams as the load

increased. This effect mitigates the uncertainty in the total
axle load.

2.3.2.2 Effect of Centerbeam Gap

Gap between centerbeams was varied from I2.l ro 76.2
mm (0.5 to 3.0 in.), typically in 0.5-in. increments. Figures
2.49 and2.50 present distribution factor versus gap width for
various axle loads along with Tschemmernegg's recom-

P lan

E levotim

Figure 2.46. Typical subassembly strain gage plan.
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Figure 2.48. Apparent share ofaxle load carried by each

centerbeam in specimen BF- Ì.

mended distribution factor (given in Figure 2.29), which is
shown for comparison. The widths of the centerbeam are

19.4 mm (3.125 in.) and 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) for Figures 2.49

and2.50, respectively. At load levels of > 100 kN, which are

the load levels associated with design, Tschemmernegg's

method appears to overpredict the share of the load carried

by a centerbeam for the MBEJ shown in Figure 2.49.How-
ever, in Figure 2.50 the agreement at high load levels is good.

To study the effect of axle position, tests were conducted

in which the MBEJ was repositioned with the axle located

between two centerbeams and with the axle located directly
above a centerbeam for one specimen. The measured distri-
bution factor for the latter case (i.e., the axle positioned

directly over the centerbeam) consistently resulted in a

higher distribution factor than the former.

2.3.2.3 Effect of Tire Pressure

The influence of tire pressure on distribution factor is

shown in Figure 2.51. Pressures of 448 kPa (65 lbflin.r,5ll
kPa (75 lbf/in.'z), and 655 kPa (95 lbf/in.'?) were used. At low
axle loads, the distribution factor increases in proportion to

the tire pressure. However, in the range of axle loads greater

than 100 kN, tire pressure is no longer a signilicant variable.

Individual tire footprint lengths were also measured at

two different pressures (551 kPa [80 lbf/in.'?] and 655 kPa

[95 lbf/in.'z]). This was accomplished by coating the bottom
of the tires with paint, placing a piece of paper on a rigid steel

plate beneath the tire, and applying a load. The axle was then

lifted, the paper was removed, and the process was repeated

at a different load.
Figure 2.52 shows the average tire footprint length for the

two different pressures. Tire width was observed to remain
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essentially constant as load increased. At loads above 25 kN,
the change in the tire patch length is approximately inversely
proportional to the change in tire pressure. However, the tire
patch area is about 30Tolarger than would be calculated for
a uniform pressure on the order of 655 kPa. This means that
there are areas ofthe tire footprint, in the gaps between cen-
terbeams and near the edges of the patch, where the rubber is
in contact with the surface but significant pressure is not
exerted on the surface.

Figure 2.53 compares the measured average footprint
length for the case of 655-kPa tire pressure and the footprint
length calculated according to the 1994 AASHTO LRFD
bridge design specification for both the strength and fatigue
limit states. Figure 2.53 also shows the six tire patch lengths
of the rear axles measured during the field tests, which
ranged from 248 to 26'7 mm for 50-kN wheel loads. The lab-
oratory data and the field data are in good agreement.

According to the specifìcation, patch length can be estimated
as follows:

L : ry (l + IF/100)P/(0.438 kN/mm) (2.r)

where

l, : patch length (mm);

^7 
: load factor (1.75 for strength I, 0.75 for fatigue);

P : wheel load (71 kN for design truck, 56 kN for design
tandem); and

1F : impact factor (7o).

This equation is based on a patch width of 508 mm (20 in.)
and a tire pressure of 861 kPa (125 lbf/in.'z). Hence, the
denominator is the product of (508 mm) x (0.861 N/mm2)
: 0.438 kN/mm. The assumed tire pressure of 861 kPa (125
lbf/in.'z) is on the high end of typical truck tires (T. R. Con-
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nor, personal communication [Connor is former manager of
Kost Tire and Muffler in Forest City, Pennsylvania, and has

over 20 years of experience in sales of car and heavy truck
tiresl) but results in a conservative (shorter) estimate of the

patch length. The AASHTO code specifies the 7l-kN (16-

kip) wheel load of the design truck as a design case. For this

case, Equation 2.1 gives a patch length of 213 mm (8.4 in.)

with the fatigue load factor (which is slightly smaller than

measured values), and 490 mm (19 in.) with the strength load

factor (which is much larger than measured values). Recall

that this wheel load actually represents a tandem and there-

fore should be divided by 2 to fìnd a realistic footprint for
dual wheels. If only one-half the wheel load were used in
Equation 2. l, one-half the patch length would be calculated.

Figure 2.53 also shows the footprint length calculated

according to Equation 2.I,with the tire pressure assumed to

be 655 instead of 861 kPa. In this case, the agreement with
the measured data is not as bad. However, some inconsisten-

cies with Equation 2.1 must be addressed.

As shown in Equation 2. 1, load and impact factors are

applied to the load when the patch length is determined. For

strength design, increasing the wheel load with a load factor

increases the patch length and subsequently spreads the load

out over a greater area. The larger patch length decreases the

calculated local forces and stresses. In terms of the load on

a particular centerbeam, application of impact factors

decreases the share of load and results in an unconservative

and unintended effect.
Also, the impact factor accounts for both downward

amplification and upward rebound. However, application of
the full impact factor to the wheel load implies that patch

length increases with upward rebound. With the equation

above, modifying the load also modifies the patch length and

subsequently the wheel load distribution factor.

The patch length should reflect the best estimate of the

actual patch length in service, so that reasonable load distri-

butions are obtained locally. Then the force effects-e.g., the

moment ranges in the centerbeams-should be multiplied by

the load factors and impact factors.

2.3.2.4 Effect of Centerbeam Height Mismatch

The effect of vertical misalignment between adjacent cen-

terbeams was investigated by placing thin shims on selected

centerbeams, applying load, and measuring strains. Results

indicate that vertical misalignment of centerbeams greatly
influences the share of load carried by a given centerbeam.

For example, in a three-centerbeam complete-assembly

specimen, the axle was centered over the middle centerbeam,

and steel shims were placed on the two adjacent center-

beams. The share of the load carried by a centerbeam that is

next to one 3 mm (0.125 in.) below the surface may increase

24Vo.If the adjacent centerbeam is 6 mm below the surface,

the share of the load carried by the higher centerbeam may

increase 33Vo. The effect of misalignment is more pro-

nounced at smaller gap widths (less than 38 mm or 1.5 in.).

2.3.3 Subassembly Static Test Results

Static tests were conducted on all nine subassembly spec-

imens. During these tests, load was applied monotonically in
22-kN (S-kip) increments from -89 to +89 kN (-20 to +20
kips). The specimens included in the matrix exhibited a

broad range of welded details found on multiple-support-bar
MBEJs currently manufactured in the United States. The

matrix also included two centerbeam and two support-bar

span lengths. Support-bar width also ranged from 38.1 to 127

mm (1.5 to 5 in.); however, support-bar depth varied only
slightly. Geometry of the centerbeams also varied only
slightly. This is because centerbeams used in multiple-
support-bar MBEJs produced by domestic manufacturers are

quite similar.
Strains were recorded and subsequently used to calculate

moments at strain gage locations. These moments were then

compared with those obtained through structural analysis to

investigate the effects ofthe fixture on boundary conditions.

A commercially available frame analysis package was used

for analysis. Each subassembly was modeled as a three-

dimensional frame on pinned supports with beam elements.

The translational stiffness of the supports was fixed in all
directions. This assumption is reasonable, as the specimen

was supported on steel bearings during the test. Measured

vertical and horizontal moments were found to be in very
good agreement with those determined analytically under

proper boundary conditions. Specific details about results

obtained through the static tests are discussed below.
The method of anchoring the support bars to the fixture

discussed above was found to provide some restraint to the

support bars. Specifically, small but measurable fixed-end

moments were developed at support bar ends because of the

clamping force of the anchor plates. These end moments tend

to decrease the maximum midspan stress developed in the

0l
0



support bar. Rotational restraint to strong axis bending ofthe
centerbeam was also measured. These restraining forces are
also a result of anchoring the support bar and tend to increase
the stresses in the weld throat. To investigate the effect of
restraint, several static tests were conducted with only com-
pressive loads applied with the anchor bolts both loose and
fully tightened.

Previous fatigue testing of full-scale subassembly speci-
mens has been conducted on similar specimens at Lehigh
University. During these tests, only compressive loads were
applied and a different fixture, not capable of developing the
restraining forces discussed above, was used. Observed
cracks found in both test programs were identical, indicating
that the f,xture used in this program had little if any effect on
the relative proportions of the stress components and the
mode offatigue cracking. It should be noted that the effect of
these restraints was taken into account when the applied
stress ranges for the S-N data were calculated.

The effects of support-bar stiffness on vertical center-beam
moments was investigated by varying support-bar stiffness in
the model; the extreme case was a rigid support (i.e., a two-
dimensional model). It was observed that support-bar stiffness
has little effect on centerbeam moments, indicating that a two-
dìmensional model with pinned supports is sufficient as long
as proper rotational restraints, ifpresent, are considered.

Calculated and measured horizontal moments for a typical
subassembly specimen were compared. The calculated
moments were obtained from a three-dimensional frame
analysis with beam elements. Measured moments were found
to be in generally good agreement with those obtained ana-
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lytically. However, calculated moments obtained with a two-
dimensional model overestimate the horizontal moments.

Additional moment arising from horizontal forces was
also measured in the support bars. These moments result
frorn the horizontal component of the load applied at the top
of the centerbeam. Figure 2.54 shows a typical moment dia-
gram for a support bar. The additional moment from the hor-
izontal load is the difference between the moments on either
side of the centerline. Measured horizontal support-bar
moments were not as consistent as vertical support-bar
moments. Nevertheless, for most specimens the measured
horizontal moment component was in reasonable agreement
with predicted moments.

The additional moment in the support bar due to horizon-
tal loads depends on the moment arm of the applied horizon-
tal force at the top of the centerbeam. In the past, the assump-
tion has been made that the moment arm was the distance
from the top of the centerbeam to the middepth of the sup-
port bar. An attempt to estimate the length of this moment
arm was made by using the measured support-bar moments.
The results indicate that a moment arm equal to the distance
form the top of the centerbeam to the middepth of the sup-
port bar yields very reasonable, slightly conservative results.

In summary, the following are the most important findings
from the static tests of subassemblies:

1. Vertical moments in MBEJ subassemblies can be rea-
sonably modeled by two-dimensional frame analysis
with beam elements provided that proper boundary
conditions are considered.
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2. Horizonfal moments in MBEJ subassemblies can be

reasonably modeled with a three-dimensional frame

analysis with beam elements provided that proper

boundary conditions are considered. A two-dimen-

sional frame analysis is acceptable but will overesti-

mate the horizontal moments.

3. The depth of the moment arm used to estimate the

increase in support-bar moment resulting from horizon-

tal loads can be conservatively taken as the distance from

the top of the centerbeam to middepth of the support bar.

4. MBEJ subassemblies can be effectively used to char-

acteÅze and represent the behavior of complete-assem-

bly MBEJs provided that the proportions of the applied

loads reasonably reflect actual loads applied in the field

as best as possible.

2.4 LABORATORY FATIGUE TESTS

Fatigue testing was conducted on a variety of specimens

including complete MBEJ assemblies and subassemblies

consisting of individual centerbeams and the associated sup-

port bars. A summary of the test specimens, loads, and cycles

to failure is shown in Table 2.1I.The f,rst six tests are actu-

ally two complete bolted single-support-bar MBEJ assem-

blies. Each of these assemblies had three centerbeams, which

were tested sequentially for a total of six tests.

Specimens included at least two centerbeam spans (three

support bars), and nine of the subassemblies included three

spans. The CB/SB connections included bolted single-
support-bar connections as well as full-penetration and fillet-

welded multiple-support-bar connections. Many of these

specimens also included various splice details. Load ranges

are shown instead of stress ranges because the stresses are a

function of the connection location (interior versus exterior),
crack initiation location, and connection geometry. Most of
the specimens exhibited at least two cracks, and some spec-

imens exhibited as many as four cracks. Thus, multiple data

were obtained from each test.

2.4.1 Fatigue Test Procedures

Figure 2.43 showed a typical test setup for a three-span

subassembly specimen. Loads were applied to each fatigue

test specimen by two computer-controlled actuators that sim-

ulated the two wheel loads of an axle. The specimens were

inclined at an angle of 1l degrees so that the nominal hori-
zontal load range was 207o of the vertical load range. The

loads varied as sine waves at frequencies of 2 to 3Hz, which
were in phase for the two actuators.

The actuators were centered in the spans of the two-span

specimens. In the three-span specimens, the actuators were

centered in the outer two spans, which created a constant

bending moment over the interior span. This arrangement of
the two actuators gave the maximum bending moment in the

centerbeams and resulted in spacings that were reasonably

close to the theoretical 1800-mm spacing of the wheels of the

AASHTO standard HS truck.
The actuators were operated in load control; thus, the load

range was maintained even as fatigue crack growth occured'
Increases in displacement that occurred as a result of crack

growth were monitored and the tests were automatically

TABLE 2.11 Summary data for fatigue tests (all dimensions in mm)

Specimen CB/SB
Connection

SB
Widrh

# Spans

@Length
Splice Detail Load Range

KN
Number of
Cycles(103)

c-1 Bolted 80 2@ 524 F.P.' +21.4 ro -72.1 5806

c-2 Bolted 80 2@ 24 F.P.' +44.5 to -133.5 34

c-3 Bolted 80 2@ 524 F.P., +32.9 to -102.8 149

c-4 Bolted 80 2@ 24 none 13.4 to -78.3 545

c-5 Bolted 80 2@ 524 none -13.4 to -78.3 257

c-6 Bolted 80 2@ 524 none -73.4 to -75.7 79'l

B-l Fillet 63 3@ 68 fish plate +23.3 to -'16.7 1388

B-2 Fillet 63 3@ 68 hinse +23.3 to -76.7 1003

B-3 Fillet t27 3@ 68 fish plate +23.3 to -76.7 1658

B-4 Fillet 127 3@ 68 fish olate +29.4 to -96.1 1069

B-5 F.P, r21 3@ 68 hinge +29.4 to -96.1 2149

B-6 F,P, 127 3@ 168 hinse +29.4 to -96.1 2326

A-1 F.P. 38 3@ 270 none +15.5 to -51.1 33"t4

A-2 Thin F.P.' 38 3@ 2't0 none +23.3 to -76.7 1262

A-3 Thin F.P.' 38 3@ 270 none +23.3 to -76;l 1525

^-4
Thin F. P. 38 2@ 524 none +22.3 to +77.0 276

A-5 Thin F. P.' 38 2@ 524 none +22.3 to +57.9 839

F.P. is full-penetration
1 Full-penetration shop splice
2ïhe thin full-penetration weld has a narrow hourglass shape.



stopped if the displacement increased out of the original
range by +2.5 mm (0.1 in.). This increase in displacement
range occuffed before complete fracture of the specimen but
not until after the crack had become at least 50 mm in length
along the surface of the specimen.

Load ranges for the tests were selected so that fatigue
cracking was anticipated within 3 million cycles. A test typ-
ically lasted 5 to 7 days and ran 24 hr a day. The tests were
terminated either when the specimen fractured, when the
crack had grown to a significant length, or when the crack
growth appeared to stop. Defining failure in terms of signif-
icant crack size is obviously somewhat subjective. Cracks
had typically penetrated at least 51 mm (2 in.) into the weld
when a test was stopped. Note that this depth of cracking rep-
resents a larger percentage of the cross-sectional area of the
weld for the narrow full-penetration welds compared with
the very large (63.5 x I27 mm) full-penetration welds.

Most of the specimens exhibited more than one crack.
When one connection fractured before the others, the actua-
tor loading that palticular span of the specimen was shnt
down. The other actuator was then run alone until failure was
achieved for either orboth ofthe other two connections in the
respective span. The loads on the remaining actuator were
adjusted so that the nominal stress ranges in the remaining
connections were essentially equal to those measured at the
start of the test.

Previous fatigue tests conducted on similar MBEJ sub-
assemblies at the ATLSS Center (44) were conducted with
downward forces only. These previous tests revealed a
potential problem with downward-only loading on the full-
penetration welded details. Fatigue cracking initiated in a

region where there are compressive applied stresses. The
fatigue cracking is possible at these locations because of the
tensile residual stress associated with the weld (i.e., the sum
of the applied and residual stresses were at least partially in
tension during the load cycle). However, the crack growth in
these previous tests essentially ceased once the crack left the
tensile residual stress f,eld.

To attempt to avoid this problem, most of these tests were
conducted with the loads at least partly in uplift. Most of the
tests were conducted with 237o of the total load range
upward. This percentage of uplift is similar to but slightly
greater than the I9Vo maximum uplift that was observed in
the field studies (see Section 2.2.4.3). These rebound forces
generate tensile stresses that promote continued propagation
of the cracks that would arrest under downward loading only.
It turns out that the problem of slow crack growth still occurs
even with 237o lupliflt. It is believed that in service the crack
growth would be more rapid because of variation of the loca-
tion of the wheel loads. The wheel loads in the test are
located to maximize the potential for crack initiation. How-
ever, this is not the optimum location for maximum propa-
gation of long cracks. Therefore, in service the MBEJ may
be subjected to wheel loads that cause more rapid crackprop-
agation. Because it is not considered practical to vary the
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location of the wheel loads in the tests, the load ratio was
altered to achieve the same effect. As explained later, the last
two tests in Table 2.lI (A-4 and A-5) were conducted with
the load range entirely in tension, and this eliminated the
problem of slow crack growth.

For the reversal loading, a fixture was required that was
capable of delivering both compressive and tensile forces
directly to the specimen without any slip. It was also essen-
tial that this fixture be robust enough to survive the entire test
program and yet not influence the behavior of the specimen.
Figure 2.55 presents a photograph and Figure 2.56 presents
a detailed drawing of the fixtule. The fixture was placed on
the centerbeam at the required transverse location, leveled,
and clamped onto the centerbeam by the lock bolts. Each
actuator was then carefully positioned on the respective
beveled plate and attached with bolts. Measured strains,
compared with measurements with load applied through
tires, showed that this fixture had no significant influence on
centerbeam behavior near the connections to the support bar.

Previous fatigue testing of MBEJ at the ATLSS Center
(44) includedcomplete-assembly and subassembly multiple-
support-bar MBEJ specimens. These tests indicated that sub-
assembly testing of multiple-support-bar MBEJs was valid.
This conclusion was reconfirmed in the static testing
described in Section 2.3, which showed that the stress distri-
bution in the subassemblies was essentially the same as in the
complete assemblies.

However, for single-support-bar systems, individual
CB/SB subassemblies had not been previously tested. An
MBEJ subassembly specimen typically consisted of an indi-
vidual centerbeam and four equally spaced support bars. The
geometry of the subassembly was of dimensions typically
found in service so that appropriate shear and moment ratios
were maintained. There were concerns that the effects of
overall system behavior-e. g., equidistant devices-on the
stresses and fatigue life would not be included. Therefore,

Figure 2.55. Fixture used to apply load to centerbeam.
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Figure 2.56. Detail of fixture used to apply load to

centerbeam.

complete assemblies of the single-support-bar MBEJ sys-

tems were tested. It was concluded that the system behavior

has only a relatively small effect and can be ignored' There-

fore, in the recommended test procedure, subassembly tests

are permitted for single-support-bar as well as multiple-
support-bar systems.

The same fixture was used to grip each centerbeam sepa-

rately in the complete-assembly tests. To avoid interference

with the f,xture, the strip seals between the centerbeams were

not installed. Also, the bearings and equidistant springs in the

complete-assembly tests were replaced with steel discs of
about the same size. As explained previously, these elas-

tomeric parts are incapable of taking the elevated loads at the

low frequencies in these tests. A separate fatigue test proce-

dure was developed for the elastomeric bearings, which

attempts to account for the strain-rate-dependent behavior.

This procedure is presented in Appendix B.

The field studies revealed that elastomeric components,

when subjected to the high-frequency loading applied in the

field, essentially behave as rigid supports. Loading frequen-

cies applied in the laboratory (2 to 3Hz) are considerably

lower than those measured during the f,eld studies. Thus,

replacing the elastomeric components with steel results in
behavior closer to that observed in the field. Static and

dynamic strain measurements were made and compared with
measurements made before the elastomeric components

were replaced. The steel bearings were found to have only a

modest effect on measured strains.

The centerbeams C-4, C-5, and C-6 were in a complete-

assembly single-support-bar MBEJ that had special attach-

ments for equidistant control at midspan. These at-

tachments resemble outriggers because they bear against

the neighboring centerbeams. These outrigger attach-

ments made it impossible to connect the fixture to the

centerbeam for application of upward loads. A fixture
capable of applying downward loads only was fabricated,

and the fatigue tests on these specimens were conducted

with downward loads only. During this test, the downward

loads resulted in tensile stress ranges at the outrigger

attachment details beneath the actuator. These were the

details that cracked in these tests and not the CB/SB con-

nection details.
When failure occurred in the complete-assembly tests

and the test on one centerbeam was terminated, the speci-

men was repositioned and another centerbeam was fatigue

tested. The support bar is actually tested three times in this

procedure. However, the support bars in the single-support

bar systems do not crack because there are no fatigue-

critical details.

2.4.2 Fatigue Test Results

2.4.2.1 Single-Support-Bar Fatigue Tests

Fatigue tests were conducted on complete assemblies of
bolted single-support-bar MBEJ systems consisting of three

centerbeams. All specimens contained two continuous cen-

terbeam spans over three equally spaced support bars (see

Figure 2.51). The total load ranges applied to specimens

C-l , C-2, and C-3 were such that 23Vo of the load range was

upward and'|7Vo of the load range was downward. Cracking

occurred in the centerbeam at the location ofbolt holes where

stirrups for the CB/SB connection were attached. The stress

=
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range is calculated for the bottom corner of the centerbeam
as the sum of the net-section bending stress range in the ver-
tical direction and the net-section bending stress range in the
horizontal direction due to the centerbeam end moments at
the CB/SB connection.

The centerbeams in specimens C-4, C-5, and C-6 were
loaded only in compression (i.e., no uplift was applied)
because of outrigger attachments as explained previously.
Cracking occurred in the centerbeam at the location of bolt
holes where the outrigger attachments were connected. The
stress range is calculated for the bottom corner of the center-
beam from the sum of the net section vertical and horizontal
bending as explained above. The bending moments in this
case are the midspan moments at the location of the outrig-
ger detail.

The results from the bolted joint tests are shown in Fig-
ure 2.58. The data associated with the outrigger details in
the positive moment part of the span are shown separately
from the data associated with the bolted stirrup detail in the
negative moment region (at the CB/SB connection). These
data show that there is no significant difference in the two
bolted details. The lower bound to the fatigue strength
appears to be Category D, which was expected because
most types of mechanically fastened connections are also
Category D details as shown in the AASHTO bridge design
specifications.

Testing should be done at some later time to determine the
CAFL (called the fatigue threshold stress range in the
AASHTO LRFD code) for bolted CB/SB connection details
for MBEJs. The fatigue threshold for Category D is 49 MPa.
However, during the test the research team noticed difficulty
obtaining cracks at stress ranges as high as 70 MPa. This mayFigure 2.57. Complete-assembly fatígue test.
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indicate that although at the relatively high stress ranges the

bolted detail is a Category D detail, the bolted detail may have

a threshold that is higher than the threshold for other Category

D details. There are many precedents of details within a com-

mon category having unique fatigue thresholds.

Full-penetration centerbeam shop splices were included in
specimens C-1, C-2, and C-3. No observed fatigue cracks

developed at these splice details. However, the stress ranges

at the locations of the splices were smaller than the stress

ranges at the bolted details that cracked.

Only the bolted details at the outrigger and the stirrup
caused cracking. No other details of the single-support-bar
systems appear to be any more vulnerable to fatigue crack-
ing than these details. Therefore, it is not necessary

to duplicate all the various details in the complete-assembly

tests.

The stress ranges at the critical outrigger and stirrup
details were very easy to calculate and were in good agree-

ment with the strain measurements. There was no apparent

effect on the cracking from stress ranges in the outrigger or
the stirrup itself but only from the stress range in the cen-

terbeam. Therefore, it is not necessary to reproduce the

complex stress ranges in the outrigger or the stirrup-i.e.,
it would be sufficient to have these details as passive attach-

ments in subassembly tests. Finally, the stress ranges at the

critical outrigger and stirrup details were not significantly
affected when the bearings and equidistant springs were

replaced with steel blocks. Therefore, it is concluded that it
would be adequate to perform subassembly tests for single-
support-bar MBEJs.

2.4.2.2 Multiple-Support-Bar Subassembly

Fatigtte Tests

All welded subassemblies except A-4 and A-5 contained

a three-span continuous centerbeam over four equally spaced

support bars (see Figures 2.43 and2.46).

Full-Penetration Connections Table 2.lI summarizes

specimen data and test results for the three wide full-
penetration weld details and the four narrow full-penetration
weld details. There were three possible cracking modes in
these welded CB/SB connections, which are defined below
as Types A, B, and C. In design, all three possible cracking
modes must be checked, and each cracking mode requires a

unique nominal stress calculation.
Type A cracking originated at the centerbeam weld toe,

propagated up into the centerbeam at approximately a 45-

degree angle, and grew back over the connection. This type

of cracking is shown in Figure 2.59.It is well known that

fatigue cracks grow perpendicularly to the plane ofprincipal
stress. Thus, a crack is an excellent indicator of the orienta-

tion of the principal stress field. Clearly the crack is driven
by a combination of horizontal bending stress in the center-

beam and vertical stresses in the weld throat at this location.
The vertical component is generated by the following three

forces: (1) the vertical reaction at the support, (2) the over-

turning moment resulting form horizontal force, and (3) the

end moment in the centerbeam due to support-bar restraint.

The third force component is a result of the clamping forces

developed in the fixture (as discussed in Section 2.3) and is

Figure 2.59. Detail of Type A craclc.



not present in actual complete-assembly MBEJs. This devi-
ation from the service loading is acceptable as long as the
actual stress range at the connection detail is taken into
account.

The principal stress range was obtained by taking the
square root of the sum of the squares of the horizontal and
vertical stress ranges (i.e., the vector sum). This estimate of
the principal stress range is used because the magnitude of
the shear stress ranges at the critical locations is not known.
The results of this estimate are approximately correct for the
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range of stress combinations appropriate for MBEJs. The
examples in Appendix C show the speciflc calculations
required to determine Type A stress ranges as well as the
location and orientation of the force components leading to
Type A cracks.

Type B cracking originated at the support-bar weld toe,
propagated down into the support bar at approximately a 45-
degree angle, and grew back under the connection. This type
of cracking is shown in Figure 2.60. The fatigue crack indi-
cates the orientation of the principal stress field. As in the
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Figure 2.60. Detaíl of Type B crack,
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case of Type A cracking, the crack is driven by a combina-
tion of horizontal and vertical stresses in this location. The

vertical component is generated by the same three forces dis-

cussed for Type A cracking. In the case ofType B cracking,

however, the horizontal component is a result of longitudinal
support-bar bending stress. The support-bar bending moment

is the sum of the rnoment created by the applied centerbeam

reaction and the additional bending moment developed by
the horizontal force applied at the top of the centerbeam. The

principal stress is calculated from a vector sum of these two
stress ranges. The examples in Appendix C show the specific

calculations required to determine Type B stress ranges as

well as the location and orientation of the force components

leading to Type B cracks.

Type C cracking originated in the weld throat and

typically grew in a plane parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the support bar at about middepth of the weld throat (see

Figure 2.61). The stress range driving Type C cracking is

the vertical stress range in the throat of the weld generated

by the following three components: (1) the vertical reaction
at the support, (2) the overturning moment resulting from
horizontal force, and (3) the end moment in the centerbeam

due to end restraint. Appendix C presents the specific cal-
culations required to determine Type C stress ranges as well
as the location and orientation of the force components

leading to Type C cracks as part of a detailed design

example.
Type C cracking does not occur unless the magnitude of

the vertical strcss range in the throat of the weld exceeds the

stress ranges at the weld toes for Type A and B cracking.
Therefore, Type C cracking occurred only in the narrow full-
penetration welds. Wider full-penetration welded details

experienced Type A or B cracking only, presumably because

the relative magnitude of the vertical stress range is small as

a result of the much greater weld cross sections compared

with the horizontal bending stress range in either the center-

beam or the support bar. The load range capacity of the nar-

row welds is limited by Type C cracking. For the same cen-

terbeam and support bar, latger load range capacity generally
can be obtained with the wider welds. The optimum weld
width would be large enough so that Type A or B instead of
Type C cracking is expected.

Occasionally, Type C cracks were observed to tum down
into the support bar but only after significant growth had

occuned; the crack then grew at approximately a 45-degree

angle. This change in propagation direction is attributed to

the changing orientation of the plane of principal stress with
crack growth.

Figure 2.62 shows the stress range and cycles data for the

full-penetration weld details in S-N curve format along with
the AASHTO fatigue Categories C and D for reference. The
mean of the data is also plotted as well as the mean - 2 stan-

dard deviations (the lower bound). The line corresponding to

the mean - 2 standard deviations of the data provides a

97 .57o survival probability. As indicated, the mean - 2 stan-

dard deviations is in best agreement with the S-N curve for
Category D.

However, it is believed that Category D is too conserva-

tive. The lower bound is unusually low in this case because

of the high standard deviation. Ironically, the high standard

deviation is due primarily to the very-long-lasting test

results. (These long-lasting test results do not occur when the

proposed tension-only test method is used.) Thus, these good

test results in effect put a penalty on the lower bound.

Most of the data fall above the Category C line. In fact the

three test data that fall slightly below the Category C line
were from tests that were terminated prematurely and could
have run for more cycles.

The wide full-penetration weld test data are differentiated
in Figure 2.62. The rate of crack growth was very slow in
these wide welds. Because of limited time, these tests had to

be terminated before crack extension to a depth of about 51

mm (2 in.) was attained. If these tests were continued, the

data probably would have had substantially more cycles

associated with failure.
As previously mentioned, the fatigue cracks in welded

multiple-support-bar systems slow down when no longer
affected by residual stress, even with the 23Vo uplilt load. It
is believed that this slow crack growth would not occur in
service. One reason is that the position of trucks over the

joint is more variable than it is in the tests. Some of the wheel

loads will be in adjacent spans, where they can cause a rever-

sal of the moment in the span with the crack. Although these

reversal moments are smaller than the primary moments

required for crack initiation, they are large enough to con-

tinue to propagate a crack. Therefore, it is believed that once

a long crack is initiated in service, it would propagate quickly
to failure because of the loads in adjacent spans in combina-

tion with the rebound loads.
Another possible reason that slow growth may not be

exhibited in service is that there may be locked-in residual

bending moments in the centerbeam that can keep a crack in
tension. Reports from the field indicate that, after cracking
the connection, centerbeams have in some cases risen up

into traffic. This displacement of the centerbeam indicates

that it was forced into place during construction and that

these forces were locked in place when the connection was

made.

The solution to the problem ofslow crack growth is to con-

duct the tests in such a way that the applied stress range is

entirely in tension at the welded detail of interest. For the typ-
ical MBEJ systems, the detail of primary interest is the

CB/SB connection. To keep these details on the underside of
the centerbeam in tension, the load should be entirely uplift.
Tension-only loading is required in the proposed test speci-

fication. Tension-only loading simulates the possibility of a
locked-in bending moment. The proposed test method would
also cause cracks to propagate quickly to failure without sig-

nificantly influencing the initiation and growth of small

cracks.

t.

L'
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Figure 2.61. Detail of Type C crack.

One way to cause the applied stress range at the CB/SB
connection to be entirely in tension is to test the subassem-
blies inclined as in the tests described below, but upside
down, with loads in compression only. This was the tech-
nique used for the last two tests (A-4 and A-5 in Table 2.11);
the data are presented in Figure 2.62.The data obtained dur-

ing these tension-only tests fall within the scatter of data
obtained in the tests with load reversals. Note that the fixtures
for a test with the load in one direction only can be much sim-
pler than the fixtures required for reversing load. Thus, this
change also has the advantage of considerably simplifying
the testing.
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Figure 2.62. S-N plot: full-penetration CB/SB connections.

Tension-only loading could be a problem for the stirrup
details in single-support-bar systems. If these systems are

tested with the loads entirely in uplift, all the load will be

transmitted through the stirrups. It is believed that in service

at least two-thirds of the reaction force at the CB/SB con-

nection is transferred directly in bearing through the bearing
between the centerbeam and the support bar. This was con-
firmed in field tests where a strain gage was placed on the

stirrups and very low strain ranges were observed. If the

unrealistically high demand of the tension-only loading
causes the stirrup detail to crack, an exception to the tension-

only test requirement is allowed. These single-support-bar
systems may be tested with 307o tplift andl}Vo downward.
However, it is believed that most of the stirrup details could
actually meet the more stringent tension-only test, so the

reversal loading test may not be necessary at all.
There were no observed fatigue cracks in base metal away

from the welded CB/SB connections. In a previous test pro-
gtam (44), it was found that Category A applied for the base

metal of the centerbeam shapes, and this rarely governs the

fatigue design of the MBEJ.

Fillet-Welded Connections Four specimens featured

fillet-welded CB/SB connections. Figure 2.63 presents a

schematic of a typical fillet-welded detail. The fill plate is

inserted to provide a nominal clearance between a center-

beam and adjacent support bars. There is a large lack of
fusion zone on each surface of the fill plate that effectively
acts as a large built-in crack. Figure 2.64 is a photograph of

a fillet-welded connection that has completely fractured. The

large lack-of-fusion zone is clearly visible at the center of the

connection.
Figure 2.65 presents an S-N plot of the data obtained from

the fatigue tests conducted on the fillet-welded connections.

The mean - 2 standard deviations falls below Category E'.
The stress range for these data is calculated in terms of the

entire area of the connection, including the unfused areas.

This calculation is the same as the calculation that would be

used for Type C cracks in full-penetration welds. In this man-

ner, the fillet-welded connections can be compared directly
with the full-penetration welded connections.

The fillerwelded connections offer a fatigue strength less

than 25Vo of the fatigue strength of the full-penetration-
welded connections. For connections of comparable size

with a given set of fatigue-design loads, the fillerwelded
connection would allow centerbeam spans only 257o of the

length allowed by full-penetration welds. The examples in
Appendix C show that the full-penetration weld details typi-
cally allow a centerbeam span up to about 1220 mm. The
fillet-welded connections would allow a span of up to only
300 mm, which clearly is not feasible. Therefore, the low
fatigue strength of the fillet-welded connections means that

they will in effect be excluded from use once this specifica-

tion is adopted. Therefore, these fillet-welded connection

details are not discussed further.

Centerbeam Field Splices. As mentioned in Section

2.l.3,the centerbeam splices, especially the field splices, are
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Figure 2.63. Detail of fiIlet-welded CB/SB connection.

Figure 2.64. Failedfillet-welded CB/SB connection (note:
support bqr has completely fractured off).

one of the MBEJ details of greatest concern. Full-penetration
weld splices perform well and can be expected to have a

fatigue strength of Category B if the surfaces of the center-
beam are ground smooth. These full-penetration splices ordi-
narily should not govern the fatigue design of the MBEJ.
However, a full-penetration weld can be made in the field
only in the case of an MBEJ with only one centerbeam.

Full-penetration splice welds are typically made from two
sides. After the root passes ¿ìre placed in the first side, this
root should be back-gouged to good weld metal before a

weld is made from the second side. Figure 2.66 shows two
typical cross sections of centerbeams with attempted full-
penetration weld splices. Obviously, these welds were not
back-gouged to good weld metal before a weld was made
from the second side. The large unfused areas evident in the
root ofthese welds essentially act like initial cracks. Cracks
can propagate easily to failure from these unfused areas.

Therefore, full-penetration welds must be back-gouged.
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Figure 2.65. S-N plot of fillet-welded CB/SB connection.

Partial-penetration splice weld details have even larger
unfused areas and should never be used.

Two other types of centerbeam splice details were

included on selected subassembly specimens-the hinge
detail and the fish-plate detail. The hinge detail is illustrated
in Figure 2.67 . One option that has been considered is to have

no splice at all; instead, there are short sections of center-

beam cantilevered from two support boxes that butt together

but are not joined. The problem with this arangement is that

the centerbeam ends may not be aligned. The hinge detail
was then conceived to maintain alignment but still allow

rotation to occur and therefore minimize the stress range in
the area of the splice.

The bolt plates cany shear only (no moment). There were

no observed fatigue cracks at any ofthe hinge details with the

actuatol's located in Spans 1 and 3. However, the demands on

the splice in the center span were not that severe with the

actuators in the other spans. One test was conducted in which
an actuator was positioned in Span 2 as close as possible to

the hinge and a load ran ge of * 26.7 kN ( + 6 kips) to - 89 kN
(*20 kips) was applied. The percentage of vertical uplift
(rebound) is consistent with the proportions measured during

Figure 2.66. Typical cross sections of centerbeams with
anempte d full - p enetration w e ld s p lic e s. Figure 2.67. Hinge-type centerbeamfield splice.
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the field studies. Because of limited time, the test was termi-
nated at 192,000 cycles. However, because the loads were so
large, this is equivalent to millions of cycles of service loads.
At the end of the test, a very shallow crack was observed at
a weld toe of one of the welded nuts on the south side of the
connection. This crack did not appear to have any adverse
affects on the performance of the connection.

Because the connection performed quite well throughout
the test, it appears that such a splice is an effective way tojoin
centerbeams in the field. Also, such a connection eliminates
the possibility of fabricating a welded splice of poor quality
that is susceptible to fatigue cracking. The hinge splice does
not have to be explicitly designed for fatigue, because it takes
no bending moment. (The shear stresses are minimal and
could not govern the fatigue design.) More testing of splice
details is recommended. The effects of such a connection on
the joint seal and water tightness are also unknown and
should be investigated.

The fish-plate-type detail illustrated in Figure 2.68 carries
both moment and shear. The plate extending below the cen-
terbeam is intended to decrease the nominal stress range in
the actual centerbeam connection by increasing the section
modulus. To verify this, a fish-plate connection was heavily
instrumented on one specimen. The data indicate that
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Figure 2.68. Detail. of fish-plate-type centerbeam field splice.
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because of shear lag through the connection, the increase in
moment of inertia of the cross section is not as effective
in reducing bending stresses as would be theoretically
calculated.

The fish-plate details did not crack in these tests; however,
the applied stress ranges in the center span were not of suffi-
cient magnitude to cause fatigue cracking. The longitudinal
splice plate is analogous to a partial-length cover plate on a
beam. Because of the splice-plate geometry, it would be clas-
sified as a Category E or possibly Category E' detail. Thus,
the decrease in stress range at the splice that is realized by
strengthening the centerbeam is more than offset by the low
fatigue strength of the cover plate detail added. Minimizing
the length of the centerbeam span in which this type of splice
is located could reduce the stress range and possibly allow
the use of this detail. However, the hinge-type splice is con-
sidered preferable. Neither ofthese splice details has any sig-
nificant effect on the performance of the seal.

One fish-plate splice detail has been known to fail in
Washington State after 11 years of service. It was reported
that the f,sh-plate splice broke off of the centerbeams, result-
ing in misalignment of the centerbeam. The cause of the fail-
ure is unclear, but it was suspected that the splice detail was
not welded to one of the centerbeams.

q
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CHAPTER 3

INTERPRETATION, APPRAISAL, AND APPLICATIONS

The literature review and the survey revealed at least three

types of problems with MBEJs: (1) problems that can be

traced 1o improper installation, (2) wear and tear of the elas-

tomeric parts, and (3) fatigue cracking of steel parts and their
connections. It is believed that construction problems have

been solved by greater awareness of the potential problems,

adequate installation specifìcations, and inspection (9). Cur-
rently, most of the standard job specifications have adequate

installation specifications. Also, because of the use of more

durable materials, wear and tear of the elastomeric parts has

not been as significant a problem as it was in the past. There-

fore, the focus of this research was on development of
performance-based specifications and commentary for the

fatigue design ofthe steel parts and their connections.

MBEJs have traditionally been designed by the manufac-

turers using proprietary techniques. Also, MBEJs are typi-
cally procured on a lowest-bid basis. Without any specifica-

tions, the low-bid process could lead to a decreased margin

of safety against fatigue (ó). Currently, there are no general

design or fatigue design provisions for MBEJs in the

AASHTO bridge design specifications (12). There are some

state specifications, most of which were developed in the past

few years. Many of the state specifications are derived from
a specification for the state of Washington (13,14), wht'ch

was based on work by Tschemmernegg. The state of Wash-

ington specification has fatigue design loads and perfor-

mance requirements for MBEJs and requires fatigue testing.

However, there are no established fatigue design procedures

or specifications for canying out the required tests (15).

This chapter presents the development of, and rationale

for, the proposed MBEJ design specification and test speci-

fication. The requirements for this specification include the

following: (l) the specifications must account for the com-
plex dynamic behavior of the MBEJ as a system; (2) the

specifications must be reasonably easy to use; and (3) the

specifications must be general so that innovative new designs

for MBEJs are not excluded. These requirements are often in
conflict and a balance must be struck between accuracy and

simplicity. A pure performance-based specification would
not present a method for demonstrating adequate fatigue

resistance. Therefore, a balance also must be struck between

being a general performance-based specification and being

sufficiently clear that the specification is interpretecl in a uni-
form way.

The design specification proposed in Appendix A and the

test specification proposed in Appendix B optimally meet

these requirements. The proposed specifications are based on

the findings of the literature review, survey, field testing, and

laboratory testing, which were summarized in the previous

chapter. The test specification is intended to determine the

fatigue-resistance data required for the design procedure

(i.e., the fatigue threshold stress range) for the critical con-

nection details. Several design examples using the specifica-

tion are presented in Appendix C.

The impact of the proposed specifications is discussed

in Section 3.2. A typical steel MBEJ with either the full-
penetration welded connection or a typical bolted connection

can be designed to be resistant to fatigue cracking by using

the proposed specification. MBEJ systems designed in
accord with these proposed specifications should have only
a slightly greater initial first cost.

3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF
THE PROPOSED SPECIFICATION

The proposed specifications were designed to be inte-
grated with the 1994 AASHTO standard specification for
highway bridges-LRFD. There are aspects of the loads,

fatigue performance requirements, and commentary that may

be useful for a wide variety of expansion joints and other

deck elements, although the details of the proposed specifì-

cation apply primarily to the fatigue design and strength

design of multiple-support-bar and single-support-bar
MBEJs. These were the only types of MBEJ used at the time
of the report. Every attempt was made to make the specifica-

tion as general as possible so that it would be applicable to
any new innovative types of MBEJ.

The functional design of MBEJs (e.g., what movement

range to design for, how the equidistant springs work, etc.) is

not addressed in this specification. There have been few

reported problems of inadequate functional design, so this is
not regarded as requiring additional AASHTO specifications

beyond what is currently included in most state bridge spec-

if,cations. The specification is also limited to the steel load-

carrying components, connections, and attachments of the

MBEJ. The design of the elastomeric components for
strength and durability is not addressed. However, a test pro-



cedure for elastomeric bearings was developed and is
included in Appendix C.

3.1.1 Fatigue-Limit State Axle Load

The fatigue lives of MBEJ details are govemed by the local
stress ranges, which are related to the portion of the truck axle
loads carried by the individual centerbeams. As discussed in
Section 2.1.4, a variable-amplitude stress-range specíum can
be represented by an effective constant-amplitude stress range
equal to the rmc of all stress ranges. This tmc concept has been
applied to the variable-amplitude load spectlum obtained fiom
WIM data to determine an equivalent truck capable of pro-
ducing the same cumulative fatigue damage as the var.iable
series of trucks. The resulting truck is refen'ed to as the fatigue
truck in design and considerably simplifies fatigue evaluation
by representing the variety of trucks of different weights and
types found in actual traffic. Through examination of exten-
sive WIM data, a fatigue truck equal to the HS-15 vehicle with
a9.14-m (30-ft) axle spacing was recommended in NCHRP
Report 299 (33). The AASHTO LRFD specificarions use rhe
HS-20 truck with a fatigue load factor of 0.75 to achieve, in
effect, an HS-15 truck rather than introduce another possibly
confusing design truck in the code.

The effective fatigue truck is a useful concept for the
finite-life fatigue design approach-i.e., design for a specific
number of cycles (typically <2 million) by using the S-N
curve. The infinite-life fatigue design approach (as discussed
in Section 2.L4) was used in this proposed specification
because the number of load cycles applied to MBEJs ex-
ceeds the number of cycles associated with the CAFL. In the
infinite-life approach, it is postulated that fatigue cracking
will never initiate if fewer than l/10,000 cycles exceed the
CAFL. The stress range with an estimated exceedence level
of 1/10,000 is the important fatigue design parameter, which
is called the laligue-limit-state stress range.

Ideally, for infinite-life design of MBEJs, it is necessary to
estimate the truck axle load with a 1/10,000 exceedence
level. This axle load is referred to as the fatigue-limit-state
axle load. There are some measured axle load spectra from
WIM studies (35,36) Some measured spectra show many
axle loads exceeding 160 kN (36 kips). However, the data in
that range of the distributions (the extreme tail) are very
sparse. Although the lower part of the distributions are rela-
tively consistent from site to site, the extreme tail of the dis-
tributions from the measured axle load spectra are very site
specific. Therefore, there is signiflcant uncertainty in the
appropriate value for the fatigue-limit-state axle load.

The identification of the fatiguelimit-state load was pre-
viously considered in NCHRP Report 299 (33).In this case,
the axle loads were not ofparticular interest and the spectra
of GVV/ were studied. One term that is used in the discus-
sion of load spectra is the cr factor, which is the ratio of the
effective rmc load to the fatigue-limit-state load. In NCHRP
Report 299 (33), it was found that the cr factor for the GVIV
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spectra was close to 0.33. With an cr factor of 0.33, the
fatigue-limit-state truck is about 3 times heavier than the
effective fatigue truck, or about HS-45. (Actually, according
to the statistics of the GVW spectra [33], rhis HS-45 fatigue-
limit-state truck has an exceedence level slightly greater than
the target 1/10,000 level, more like 1i5000, bur this is con-
sidered close enough.)

As explained in Section 2.l.4,rhe AASHTO LRFD spec-
ifications imply the use of an cr factor of 0.5. Therefore, the
use of the HS-15 fatigue truck implies that the fatigue-limif
state truck is only HS-30. The AASHTO code was calibrated
to give reasonable designs, because it was believed that the
findings of NCHRP Report 299 (33), which were incorpo-
rated in the Guide Specification for Fatigue Design of Steel
Bridges (34), resulted in overly conservative estimates of
fatigue life compared with observed service behavior.

According to the AASHTO LRFD specificarion, rhe axle
load corresponding to the HS-30 truck is the fatigue-limit-
state axle load. For the design of deck elements, it is the axle
weights and not just the GVV/ that is required for fatigue
evaluation. Although it is not so important for the design of
most bridge elements, it is very important for the design of
MBEJs to recognize that the single rear axles of the HS
fatigue truck are actually an idealization of a tandem axle
(33,J5). The field test data (see, for example, Figure 2.36)
clearly show each axle of the tandem-axle groups creates a

unique stress cycle in an MBEJ. (As noted previously, sim-
plification of the HS rear axles as single axles is probably not
appropriate for other deck elements as well. The nature of
this axle load is an issue that should be clarified in the LRFD
code.) Therefore, the HS-30 tandem-axle load should be
split, and in this case each axle load is 107 kN (24 kips).
Therefore, the fatigue-limit-state axle load implied by the
AASHTO specif,cations is 107 kN (24 kips).

If the recommendations of NCHRP Report 299 (33) (cr fac-
tor of 0.33) were followed, the fatigue-limit-state truck would
be HS-45, and the conesponding split-axle load would be
160 kN (36 kips), which is in basic agreemenr wirh rhe mea-
sured axle load data. Thus, there is a basic discrepancy between
the axle load of 107 kN (24 kips) implied by the AASHTO
LRFD specifications, which has an exceedence level much
more frequent than 1/10,000, and the measured axle load and
GW/ data, which indicate that the axle load with a 1i10,000
exceedence level is more like 160 kN (36 kips). This discrep-
ancy presents a dilemma for development of this specification
for MBEJs. On the one hand, the theoretical design axle load
should conespond to the 1/10,000 exceedence level; on the
other hand, it would not make sense to design MBEJs to a

higher load than other deck elements. There is already a higher
impact factor to account for the dynamic effects.

One point of reference is Tschemmernegg's recom-
mended design axle load, which is incorporated in the state
of Washington specifications. Tschemmernegg's recom-
mended design load includes impact; if the impact factor
of 1.82 is divided out, the static design load is 130 kN
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(29 kips). No reported fatigue cracks have occured on

MBEJs that have been designed in accordance with the state

of Washington specification, which has been in effect in
Washington since 1993 and in other states for several years.

Although time will tell, it may be concluded for now that the

130-kN static axle load is sufficient to prevent fatigue crack-
ing. Therefore, the 160-kN (36-kip) axle load-i.e., the

theoretical 1 : 10/000 exceedence level axle load-appears to

be too conservative.
There are several advantages associated with using the

load model already specified in the LRFD specification for
design of MBEJs. For example, the axle loads prescribed
for fatigue and strength design were rationally developed

from extensive WIM data and have been found to reason-

ably represent the actual truck-load spectrum. More impor-
tantly, use of these loads also permits the application of
load and resistance factors already prescribed in the speci-

fication. A different load for MBEJs may be confusing and

would require another truck to be defined in Article
3.6.I.2.2.It would appear irrational to have a different truck
for the MBEJs than for other deck elements. Therefore, the

proposed specification uses the standard HS-20 fatigue
design truck in the LRFD specification. In addition, if the

AASHTO fatigue design truck is altered in the future, or if
individual departments of transportation prescribe a greater

load, there is no need to update the proposed MBEJ speci-

fications.
After careful consideration, a compromise solution was

crafted in the proposed specification. (Many compromises

and tradeoffs were made in developing the proposed specifi-
cations, and these are summarized in Section 3.1.10.) The

proposed specif,cation uses the tandem axle of the standard

HS-20 fatigue design truck with a load factor of 0.75, as in
the LRFD specif,cation. To compensate for any perceived

lack of conservatism in the loads, a very conservative

assumption is made about the distribution factors. (Distribu-
tion factors determine the share of the axle load transmitted
to an individual centerbeam.) As explained in Section 3.1.2,

the conservative assumption in the distribution factors results

in values that are on average about2l%o above the distribu-
tion factors that would correspond to the more typical
assumptions that have been made in the past. The distribu-
tion factors are about 2lEo greatef than those recommended

in the state of Washington specification, for example. The

effect of this conservative assumption is that the loads on a
centerbeam are 2l7o larger than they would be if the more

typical assumptions had been made.

This 2I7o margin can be thought of as a 2l7o inqease in
the fatigue-limit-state axle load if the more typical (smaller)

distribution factors were to be used. In other words, the effect
on the centerbeam is the same as if the real fatigue-limit-state
axle load is 130 kN (29 kips) and the real (smaller) distribu-
tion factors were used. The real fatigue-limit-state axle load
is approximately in agreement with the static axle load
implied by the current state of Washington specification.

As discussed in Section 3.2,the design axle load, the dis-

tribution factors, and the other provisions of the proposed

specification yield typical MBEJ designs with maximum
span lengths of about 1220 mm (48 in.). As discussed in Sec-

tions 2.1.4 atd2.2, 1220 mm is the recommended maximum
span length to control excessive dynamic effects in the

MBEJ. MBEJ manufacturers have been able to design

MBEJs to the state of Washington specification without a

substantial premium in first cost. Therefore, the design axle

load and the distribution factors in the proposed specification
are believed to be calibrated about right.

The data obtained from f,eld tests confirm that these pro-
posed loads and distribution factors ale conservative. The

largest stress ranges measured in f,eld tests, including the test

trucks at the legal limit and the uncontrolled truck and com-

muter bus traffic, were (50 MPa, which is <707o of the

fatigue-limit-state stress ranges calculated for these MBEJs
with the fatigueJimirstate axle load and the proposed distri-
bution factors (which were )70 MPa). In fact, most of these

MBEJs would not quite meet the proposed specifications.
Because these MBEJs are not cracked and the measured

stress ranges are well below the fatigue threshold or CAFL
for the typical details, it is concluded that these particular
MBEJs are not being exposed to loads as large as those in the

proposed specifications.
As explained in Section 2.1.4, wheel loads are distributed

in patches of constant width that increase in length with
increasing load. The area that the centerbeam has in contact

with the wheel load patch is fixed, so the fraction of the load

carried by one centerbeam (the distribution factor) decreases

as the load increases. This interesting phenomenon of
MBEJs has the fortunate effect that the increase in the cen-

terbeam load is not proportional to the increase in the design

axle load. The laboratory static tests discussed in Section 2.3

showed this phenomenon. Figure 2.48 showed that as the

total axle load increases from 107 to 160 kN, an increase of
507o,the load on the centerbeam increases from 56 to 65 kN,
an increase ofonly 16%o. Allexcept 8 kN ofthe additional 53

kN is transmitted to the other centerbeams as the load is
increased. The percentage increase in the centerbeam is

much less because the actual distribution factor decreased as

the load increased. This effect mitigates the uncertainty in the

total axle load.
As explained in Section 3.1.2, fixed distribution factors

were chosen for the proposed speciflcation. The proposed

distribution factors were calibrated to agree with measured

values for axle loads of about 130 kN. Because the distribu-
tion factors are fixed, the phenomenon described above is not

apparent-i.e., the fixed distribution factors give the incor-
rect impression that the centerbeam loads and stress ranges

increase in direct proportion to the axle load.
Aside from the fatigue-limit-state axle load, the rest of the

loading spectrum does not matter when the infinite-life
approach is used. Also, the total number of cycles is not

required; the only requirement is that the number of cycles is

large enough to exceed the number of cycles associated with
the CAFL, which is almost always going to be true. Therefore,

it is not necessary to know precisely the expected life of the

deck and future traffic volumes. Thus, despite the uncertainty



in the appropriate value for the fatigue-limit-state axle load, it
is considerably simpler to use the inf,nite-life approach than to
try to account for the cumulative damage of the whole distrib-
ution of future axle loads, which is even more uncertain.

For strength design, two load combinations may be con-
sidered. In addition to the HS-20 truck, the 222-kN (50-kip)
tandem axle [each axle is 111 kN (25 kips)] is also a possi-
ble load case. (This 222-kN tandem axle is not used for
fatigue design in the AASHTO LRFD code, presumably
because it is perceived to occurrarely.) Each main axle of the
HS-20 vehicle (142 kN [32 kips] total) actually represents

tandem axles of 71 kN (16 kips). Therefore, if the HS-20
axles are treated as tandems, it is clear the 222-l<N tandem
axle will govern for strength design.

3.1.2 Distribution of the Load
to Centerbeams (Distribution Factor)

The distribution of load to the centerbeams was discussed
in Sections 2.1.4 and2.3.2. One way to find the load in a cen-
terbeam is to calculate a wheel load patch size and then use
one of several procedures for portioning the load to the cen-
terbeams. However, as explained in Section 2.3.2, the patch
size models are not very accurate. Furthermore, there is con-
fusion about what factors should be applied to the wheel load
before the patch size is calculated.
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An alternative method for calculating the load in a center-
beam is the distribution factor, which does not require calcu-
lation of a load patch size. As explained in Section 2.3, the
distribution factor is the fraction of the design wheel load
range assigned to a single centerbeam. Distribution factors
were determined in the field and laboratory tests from the
apparent load in centerbeams on the basis of strain measure-
ments. The distribution factor was found to be dependent on
applied load, tire pressure, centerbeam width, gap width, and
centerbeam height mismatch.

Unfortunately, many of the factors affecting the distribu-
tion factor are difficult to quantify individually and even
more difficult to incorporate in an equation or graph. Exist-
ing methods to estimate the distribution factor, such as

Tschemmernegg's graph, do not incorporate all of these vari-
ables and consequently are susceptible to emor when they are

used outside the originally intended range.
The measured distribution factors that are relevant to the

fatigue-limit-state axle load are those corresponding to tire
pressures above 650 kPa (95 lbf/in.'?) and relatively high
loads greater than 130 kN (29 kips). The centerbeam height
mismatch was within tolerance (<3 mm) in these tests. The
relevant measured distribution factors are shown in Figures
3.1 and 3.2 as a function of centerbeam width for the 38-mm
(1.5-in.) gap opening (about midrange) and the 76-mm
(3-in.) gap opening (about maximum gap opening), respec-
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of measured distributionfactors with those recommended by
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tively. These figures also show the distribution factors from
Tschemmernegg's graph. As discussed in Section 2.1.4,

among the various existing schemes for distribution of loads

among centerbeams, Tschemmernegg's graph gives results

that agree most consistently with relevant measured data' In
comparison, calculating a patch width according to current

AASHTO LRFD specifications and using the distribution

method for grid decks discussed in the LRFD code produced

very poor agreement with experimental data and should not

be used for MBEJs.
Figure 3.1 shows that the values from Tschemmernegg's

graph provide a reasonable upper bound to the measured data

for a gap opening of 38 mm. There is a clear trend toward

increasing the distribution factor with centerbeam width, as

expected. However, the measured distribution factors for the

MBEJ with the 64-mm (2.5-in.)-wide centerbeams appear

inconsistent riitn tne measured distribution factors for the

MBEJ with 80-mm (3.125-in.)-wide centerbeams. This

inconsistency could be due to valiation in centerbeam height

mismatch or to a variety of other factors. The distribution fac-

tors measured in the field (the gaps were close to 38 mm) ale

also presented in Figure 3.1. The data from the field tests are

consistent with the lower of the values from the laboratory.

Figure 3.2 indicates that, for a gap openingolT6 mm, the

values from Tschemmernegg's graph are clearly too large

relative to all the measured data. As was also the case in

Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 indicates that the results for the cen-

terbeam width of 64 mm appear high relative to the trend line

among the other data. Fifty percent is a reasonable upper

bound value of the distribution factor for centerbeam widths

up to 64 mm at the maximum gap opening. Also, no mea-

sured values of the distribution factor exceeded 707o, even

for the very wide centerbeams [1i2 mm (4.4 in.)].
In view ofthe uncertainty in the distribution factor and the

variation with gap opening, a simplif,ed method is proposed

to estimate the distribution factor. The simple approach was

modeled after the state of Washington specification, where

the distribution factor is specified for typical centerbeam

widths in a table. The distribution factors in the state of
Vy'ashington speciñcation are presented in Table 3.i. These

distribution factors were obtained from the graph developed

by Tschemmernegg with the gap width of 38 mm-i.e.,
midrange.

The 38-mm gap (at midrange) is a common assumption in
the fatigue design of MBEJs. The rationale for choosing the

midrange of the gap (typically 38 mm) is that it is close to the

mean or average opening. Although part of the time the gap

and the distribution factors are larger, part of the time they

are smaller. However, this argument is inconsistent with the

inf,nite-life approach, which requires that the upper bound

stress range be less than the CAFL. The largest stress ranges

occur with the gap at maximum opening.
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TABLE 3.1 Distribution factors (Vo) for 38-mm gap and 76-mm gap and
proposed distribution factors

However, calculating the stress ranges at maximum gap
opening is perceived as being overly conservative for fatigue.
For one reason, the MBEJs are typically overclesigned for
movement range, meaning that the maximum gap opening is
never attained. Even though maximum gap opening occurs
rarely (if at all), and there is some question about the appro-
priate gap opening to choose for fatigue design, maximum
gap opening is clearly an appropriate assumption for check-
ing the Strength-I limit state.

For the proposed specifications, it was decided to use the
most conservative assumption with regard to gap opening in
determining the distribution factors. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, this decision was made in part to compensate
for a perceived lack of conservatism in the AASHTO fatigue
design truck. This has the added advantage that only a single
set of distribution factors are required for both the fatigue and
strength limit states.

The proposed distribution factors are presented in Table
3.1 and in Figure 3.2.The proposed distribution factors are
in good agreement with the measured values for a center-
beam width of 64 mm (one of the most common centerbeam
sections). Figure 3.2 shows that the line of the proposed dis-
tribution factors as a function of centerbeam width has a
slope that is similar to both the slope of the lower bound trend
line of the measured data and the slope of the values from
Tschemmernegg's graph. For centerbeam widths of 80 mm
and wider, the proposed distribution factors are approxi-
mately in between the measured values and the values from
Tschemmernegg's graph.

The proposed distribution factors for the maximum joint
opening are about 2l7o above (on average) the upper-bound
distribution factors (from Tschemmernegg's graph) for the
joint opening at midrange. As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, this ratio was shown to be about the same as the ratio
between the fatiguelimit-state axle load implied by the state
of Washington specifications and the AASHTO LRFD spec-
ifications. Thus, the conservative aspects of the distribution
factors approximately compensate for the unconservative
aspects of the AASHTO fatigue truck.

One modification of the proposed values in Table 3.1 that
appeaß in the table in the proposed specif,cation in Appen-
dix A is that the centerbeam width for the minimum value

of the distribution factor was increased from 60 to 64 mm.
This change was made for convenience to facilitate use of
the table for the most common size centerbeam, which is
63.5 mm. Otherwise, it would be necessary to interpolate for
this centerbeam width without making a large difference in
the resulting distribution factor.

Another advantage ofusing the higher distribution factor
is that it may compensate for ignoring the effect of center-
beam height mismatch. Laboratory studies described in
Section 2.3 indicafe that a height mismatch of 3 mm re-
sulted in a 247a increase in the measured distribution fac-
tor. The proposed distribution factors agreed with the
largest of the experimental data, which may represent a typ-
ical worst case for centerbeam height mismatch within a
tolerance of 3 mm.

3.1.3 lmpact Factor for Vertical Load

As descrìbed in Section 2.2, the peak dynamic am-
plification factor measured in the field tests was 1.32. The
maximum uplift was 3I7a of the static load, so a total load
range of 1.63 times the static value is derived from these
tests. (Another way to characterize the uplift would be as

23Vo of the amplified downward part of the vertical load or
l9lo of the total amplified vertical load range.) The total
dynamic amplification of 1.63 is in reasonable agreement
with the total dynamic amplification of 1.82 measured by
Tschemmernegg, as explained in Section 2.2.1.'the current
1994 AASHTO LRFD impact factor of 1.75 for expansion
joints in general appears to be a reasonable wolsf case.
(This is not surprising, because the AASHTO impact factor
for expansion joints was based on Tschemmernegg's mea-
surements on MBEJs.) Therefore, it was decided not to
change the current AASHTO LRFD impact factor for
MBEJs.

A joint located on a structure with significant settlement or
deterioration of the approach roadway may be exposed to
higher-than-expected impact forces because of dynamic
excitation of the vehicle. The approach slab roughness is
another potential factor. In fact, results of measurements (41)
from an instrumented axle on a test truck indicated that devi-
ations of -487o to -1967o are possible between dynamic and

Width of Centerbeam
Top Flange (mm)

Washington State
(Tschemmernegg)

(sao of 38 mm)

Tschemmernegg

(gap of 76 mm)

Proposed Distribution
Factors

60 (or less) 40 50 50

80 50 65 60

100 60 80 70

120 80
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static axle loads. It would be very difficult to quantify these

effects for a specification. Because field measurements were

taken at a variety of locations, typical truck excitations
shor.rld be reflected in the impact factor that was derived from
the f,eld measurements. The commentary to the proposed

specification will mention the potential of these conditions to

increase the impact factor.

At one test site with a tight horizontal curve [150-m
(490-fÐ radius and 8% superelevationl the vertical moments

were about 2O7o higher than would be expected in one span

and lower in another span, presumably because of centrifu-
gal force. A factor to increase the apparent load for cases

where there is a tight horizontal curve was considered. How-

ever, the maximum speed attainable for a truck on this curve

was 64 km/h (40 mph). Therefore, the dynamic amplification
is typically much lower than the proposed impact factor of
1.75. The decreased dynamic amplification will approxi-

mately offset the increased vertical load because of the hori-
zontal curve. Therefore, in the interest ofkeeping the speci-

fication simple, the effect ofhorizontal curvature can safely

be ignored.
The same impact factor is used for strength design,

although this implies that the downward part only is ampli-

fied by the factor 1.75, because strength design deals with the

peak load and not the load range. This is very conservative,

because the peak downward vertical moment was 1.32 times

the static moment.

3.1.4 Horizontal Load ComPonent

When vehicles traverse an MBEJ at constant speed, a hor-

izontal dynamic response is also excited that causes a hori-
zontal bending moment range, again leading to an increase

in stress range at detarls (20,31,38). Large horizontal forces

can be applied by vehicles at MBEJs located near traffic
metering devices such as stop lights or toll facilities (19,20).

Other than the general requirement that all bridge elements

should be designed for a horizontal force equal to 57o of the

vertical load, there are no speciflc recommended horizontal
loads due to wheel load impact in the AASHTO code.

The horizontal bending is critically important because the

section modulus for bending in the horizontal direction may

be one-fourth or even less of the section modulus in the ver-

tical direction. The typical horizontal bending moment mea-

sured in the field was relatively small at steady speeds; the

total horizontal moment response (back and forth) was

<I4Vo of the vertical moment response. In one case, a truck
was presumably braking slightly and the total horizontal

response was227o ofthe vertical response.

Tschemmernegg reported a maximum total horizontal

fatigue-limirstate load range that is 30lo of the total ampli-

fied vertical fatigue-limit-state load range. However, he

matched up the largest horizontal response in one direction
from the long-term samples with the largest horizontal
response in the other direction to obtain his total recom-

mended horizontal load. It is likely that these two responses

were not from the same vehicle; in fact they could be hours

apart. This can explain why his horizontal load is a greater

percentage of the vertical load than the 22Vo measured in the

field tests (see Section 2.2). Tschemmernegg's approach is

regarded as too conservative, because it essentially implies

that every vehicle causes the maximum response in both

directions.
Horizontal force effects resulting from braking and accel-

eration tests were typically much greater than measured dur-

ing the steady-speed tests. In the field tests, the maximum

braking effects were measured as the driver locked up the

wheels and skidded across the MBEJ. The maximum hori-

zontal moment response under these conditions was 4JVo of
the vertical moment response at all but one site. The braking
response was much greatel than the response to acceleration,

which was <147o of the vertical moment in all cases except

one.

The exception was the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge, where

the maximum horizontal moment response due to braking
was 657o of the vertical moment response, and the maximum
horizontal moment response due to acceleration was 297o of
the vertical moment response. The extremely large horizon-

tal forces on this MBEJ due to braking and accelerating may

be a result of the large width of the centerbeam, which gives

a larger surface for traction.
It is debatable whether a fatigue design specification

should include the special effects ofbraking and accelerating

in the design forces. The fatigue design approach is based on

keeping almost all the loading cycles (except the largest

0.017o of occuffences) lower than the CAFL. If these brak-

ing or accelerating forces occur more frequently than0.0l7o
of the occunences, then they should be included. However,

it is difficult to imagine that under normal circumstances

0.017o of the vehicles will be braking as violently as was

done during the field braking tests. On the other hand, more

routine braking, such as occurred inadvertently during the

field tests, can lead to a horizontal bending moment range as

large as 227o of the total amplified vertical bending moment

range.

A compromise was made in the proposed specifications. It
is required that the horizontal load be 2O7o of the vertical
load. The 207o is almost as large as the typical response due

to routine braking, and therefore it is believed to be repre-

sentative of typical upper-bound horizontal response. There

is also a precedent for the 207o rctio1, it has been used in the

state of Washington specification and much of the previous

testing of MBEJs was performed with a horizontal load range

equal to 2O7o ofthe vertical load range.

Larger braking or acceleration forces can occur if the

MBEJ is located near a traffic light, stop sign, or toll facility'
Large bridge structures, which typically use MBEJs, also

experience high traffic volume. As a result, these highways

are frequently susceptible to congested traffic in which all

vehicles are constantly stopping and starting while crossing

the MBEJ. A special requirement of 507o horizontal load is



required in these cases. This special provision covers worst-
case braking at most locations.

However, it is known that at least the large swivel-type
single-support-bar MBEJ on the Lacey V. Murrow Bridge
can have a maximum horizontal response due to braking of
65Vo of the vertical response. Obviously, the large swivel-
type single-support-bar MBEJ on the Lacey V. Murrow
Bridge is a special case with respect to horizontal response
from braking or accelerating. It was decided that it would
be unreasonable to increase the horizontal force require-
ment for ordinary MBEJs just to account for these unusual
MBEJs. In the proposed commenfary, it is recommended
that special attention be given to the potential response that
may occur for braking and accelerating on these types of
large MBEJs.

Tschemmernegg reported that the maximum horizontal
response due to braking was even higher-aboutl5To of the
vertical moment response. However, he did not recommend
that the larger braking forces be used in fatigue design.

In some cases, the peak horizontal response is slightly out
of phase with the peak vertical response. In these cases, the
two peak responses would not be additive. However, careful
examination of the time histories reveals that in about one-
half of cases, the peaks occur nearly in phase so that the
responses would be additive. Because the inf,nite-life
approach is used, which is based on the largest stress ranges,
the assumption should be made that the peaks occur in phase.
The specification will require that the effect ofgrade be taken
into account for a grade greater than 5Vo. At these small
angles, the increase in the horizontal load (in terms of a per-
centage ofthe vertical load) is about equal to the grade. The
effect of grade was undetectable in field tests on a bridge with
a grade exceeding5To (even driving uphill and downhill over
the same instrumented centerbeam span), as explained in
Section2.2.

Although horizontal loads of 207o of the amplif,ed verti-
cal load are specified for both fatigue and strength design,
the percentages represent different types of loading for each
limit state. For fatigue design, the 207o horizontal load rep-
resents a load range (i.e., l07o forward arrd lOVo backward)
and subsequently a stress range. However, for strength
design, peak loads, not load ranges, are of interest. Thus,
when strength is considere d, the 207o horizontal component
produces a peak load (not a load range) and must be applied
in the direction of the braking direction. Note that this 207o
peak for strength design is almost as large as peak resulting
from maximum braking (one-half of 48Vo, or 247o). Consid-
ering that the strength vertical load is much higher with a
greater load factor, this horizontal peak of 207o for strength
is large enough to cover the worst possible braking or accel-
eration.

3.1.5 Guidance on Structural Analysis

Because of the complexity of the analysis of an MBEJ and
the wide variety of assumptions that can be reasonably made,
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it was decided to be relatively prescriptive in the specifica-
tion on how the design stress range is calculated. First, it was
noted that the pair of wheel loads spaced at 1830 mm (6 ft)
must be positioned to give the worst-case stress range for
each particular detail. Several examples are given in the com-
mentary. It is stated that the loads on centerbeams are to be
treated as line loads along the centerline of the centerb
i.e., the effect of eccentricity is ignored. This is appropriate
because the field test data were interpreted in the same way;
therefore, any effect of eccentricity is actually built into the
impact factor.

The specification allows the analysis to be conducted for
the MBEJ in the midrange configuration. Because the distri-
bution factors are already based on the worst-case gap open-
ing, the only other effect of conducting the analysis at
midrange is that the suppoft bar span will be slightly less than
if full gap opening were assumed. This minor unconservative
factor is allowed because analyzing the MBEJ at midrange
has been the usual procedure in the past.

Equations are provided for estimating the stress range at
critical details. The equations include the following: (l) a

formula for the principal stress range that governs the typical
cracking in full-penetration CB/SB connection welds, and
(2) a formula for the stress range in the stirrup of single-
support-bar connections.

It is not known what proportion of the vertical load is car-
ried by the stirrup as opposed to being canied directly
through the bearing in a typical single-support-bar connec-
tion. It is known that very small strain fluctuations on these
stirrups were measured in the field. There have been no
reports ofcracking due to stress ranges in the stirrup, so the
possibility of no fatigue design check at all for the stress
range in the stirrup was considered. However, it was
believed that some fatigue strength requirement was neces-

sary to guard against future innovative designs with inade-
quate stirrups. Therefore, it was decided that the stirrup
should be designed for at least 307o of the total vertical
load-i.e., about equal to the uplift part of the load. Hori-
zontal load is disregarded in the analysis of stinup details.
The example problems in Appendix C verify that current
typical single-support-bar connections can easily meet this
requirement.

In the commentary, it is stated that the MBEJ can be accu-
rately modeled as continuous beams on rigid supports when
subjected to vertical wheel loads. For horizontal loads, it is
stated that the continuous beam model is conservative but
that more accurate results can be obtained from a frame
analysis.

Skew is also discussed in the commentary, although skew
has not been identified by any ofthe agencies responding as

a factor that affects loading of the joint. Highly skewed
MBEJs are subjected to a range of moments that includes the
negative moment from the wheel in the adjoining span fol-
lowed or preceded by the positive moment from the wheel in
the span.
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3.1.6 Guidance on Detailing

The proposed MBEJ specif,cations state some general

requirements for the design and detailing of the bridge to

accommodate MBEJ systems. Specifically, the following are

required:

. Providing access to the underside ofthejoint system to

ensure that inspection and maintenance activities are

possible;
. Providing adequate concrete cover, providing adequate

stiffness ofthe support box top plate, and installing rein-
forcement in the deck slab to minimize concrete crack-

ing above support boxes; and
. Careful detailing ofthejoint system and deckreinforce-

ment to ensure that proper concrete consolidation can be

achieved under the support boxes.

Reference to the AASHTO LRFD bridge construction
specif,cations is made to include additional fabrication and

installation considerations and requirements.

3.1.7 Guidance on Fatigue Resistance

The fatigue design check in the specification is the same

as the infinite-life provisions in the 1994 AASHTO LRFD
code. The design stress range is compared with one-half of
the fatigue threshold. As explained in Section 2.1.4, this is
done because the fatigue design truck (and the calculated
stress range) represents an effective design load, whereas the

fatigue-limirstate stress range (which should be compared

with the fatigue threshold) is assumed to be twice as large
(a factor : 0.5).

Provisions are not included in the proposed specification
for a finite-life fatigue design. Almost all structures that

require a modular expansion joint cany enough truck traffic
to justify an infinite-life fatigue design approach. For exam-
ple, assuming an MBEJ with a 25-year life, it can be shown

that with an ADTT per lane of more than 100 trucks per day,
the number of cycles will exceed the number of cycles asso-

ciated with the CAFL for a typical full-penetration welded
CB/SB connection. A flnite-life calculation would be useful

only for bridges with lower ADTT. Furthermore, little cost is

added to the MBEJ by designing for infinite fatigue life.
A test specification is provided in Appendix B to evaluate

the fatigue resistance of the most important connection
details in MBEJs. However, numerous details on the MBEJ,
for which there are no test data, should be checked for
fatigue. Among these details are the attachments for equidis-
tant springs and the stainless steel slider plates, which typi-
cally do not crack in fatigue tests or in service. Because these

details have no history of cracking, it was decided that, to
obtain fatigue strength data, it should not be necessary to spe-

cially design a test to get them to crack.

Because it cannot be anticipated what type of details will
be used in the future, the specif,cations state that "In cases

where the details do not clearly resemble the structural
details illustrated in Figure 6.6.1.2.3-1, fatigue testing shall

be conducted to establish the appropriate fatigue threshold."
This statement leaves up to the designer the judgment of the

appropriateness of the fatigue categories in the AASHTO
code and the need for testing. This judgment is routinely
exelcised for ordinary structural details on bridges.

As discussed in the next section, it is currently believed
that the fatigue strengths of the standard welded and bolted
connections are sufficiently char acterized. Furthermore, the

fatigue strength of these details corresponds to the expected

fatigue strength for full-penetration groove welds and bolted
joints based on the AASHTO fatigue design provisions for
bridge structural details. As previously noted, it is suspected

that the CAFL for bolted connections may be larger than cur-
rently assumed. Although it may be worthwhile to conduct

additional tests to establish this greater CAFL, the current
CAFL for bolted connections is conservative. Therefore, the

research team believes that it should not be necessary to per-

form additional fatigue testing of these details or minor vari-
ations on these details.

3.1 .8 Development of
the Fatigue Test Procedure

The fatigue test procedure is presented in Appendix B. The

objective of the fatigue testing procedure is to characterize

the fatigue strength of the details. Once the fatigue strength

of the details is known, the design procedure in Appendix A
may be used to evaluate and design a range of MBEJ conûg-
urations by using details that are similar to those that were

tested. For each configuration, the design stress range is

determined by analysis, and the result is checked against the

fatigue strength of the details. The tests are not intended to
qualify a particular type or model of MBEJ. Each MBEJ con-

figuration must be analyzed to determine whether it meets the

specifications.
Fatigue resistance, in terms of fatigue threshold (CAFL)

and the standard lower-bound S-N curves, can be established

through this standard. Typically, the CB/SB connection is the

critical detail or weak link with respect to the fatigue resis-

tance of the system. Therefore, the CB/SB connection is the

primary focus of the test specification. However, if there are

any other details that are also susceptible to fatigue, this pro-
cedure will yield data for the fatigue resistance of these

details as well.
The test procedure is based on the nominal-stress S-N

curve approach and is consistent with current AASHTO
fatigue design provisions. The data collected are used to
establish the appropriate AASHTO fatigue category for the

MBEJ details. The procedure can also be used to establish the

fatigue resistance in terms of any other nominal-stress-based

S-N curves, such as those included in Eurocode 3.



The specimens must be full-scale CB/SB subassemblies
representative of those to be used in the field applications.
Each specimen shall consist of three continuous centerbeam
spans over four equally spaced support bars. Smaller sub-
assemblies that do not consist of several continuous spans do
not adequately represent the complex combined stless ranges
at the critical details. Comparison of previous test data gen-
erated on smaller subassemblies with the data generated from
several continuous spans indicates that the smaller sub-
assemblies give an apparently greater fatigue strength, which
is unconservative.

Some reasonable bounds on the centerbeam span length
(between centerlines of support bars) and support-bar span
(between centerline of bearings) are presented. Any welded
or bolted attachments used to secure equidistant springs to a
support bar, centerbeam, or stirrup shall be included on the
specimen. A rigid load path (support fixed to the test frame
or floor) shall be provided to resist any horizontal forces or
displacements that are normally resisted through these
attachments. In addition, any miscellaneous welded or bolted
attachments shall also be included on the subassembly spec-
imsns. For example, welded attachments used to secure the
elastomeric seals to the centerbeam shall be included on the
specimen.

The test method requires calculating the nominal stress
range at the detail of interest. The nominal stress is calculated
with traditional bending and axial load equations that are
used in strength design. The nominal stress does not include
the effect of the local stress concentration due to the weld or
bolt hole.

The number of cycles to failure typically has an order of
magnitude of scatter. Therefore, a statistically significant
number of data must be acquired. The test specification
requires a minimum of 10 S-N curve data points. Typically,
three or four cracks (data points) are obtained from each
three-span specimen. Therefore, three specimens are typi-
cally required to qualify a new type of detail. Sometimes, a
large number of cycles without a crack-i.e., a runout-are
also a valuable data point.

Each specimen musf be instrumented to measure static
nominal strain ranges in the specimen, and recommendations
for minimum instrumentation are made. The measured static
strain ranges obtained during a calibration test shall be used
to estimate the nominal moment and strain distribution in the
specimen and used to verify structural analysis models. The
structural analysis model is considered verified when pre-
dicted strain ranges are within +25%o of the measured strain
ranges. Upon verification, the results from the structural
analysis model are used in preference to the measurements to
determine the nominal stress ranges at the details of interest
for reporting results.

The test method describes fixtures that can be used. Typi-
cal elastomeric springs and bearings used to transfer vertical
loads from the support bar to the support box must be
replaced with steel bearings in the test fixture. This allows the
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fatigue test to be conducted at load ranges greater than those
found in service.

The fatigue tests should be conducted as described in Sec-
tiott 2. 4. The 207o rati o of horizontal-to-vertical load ranges
may be obtained by inclining the specimen I 1.3 degrees from
the horizontal plane. To avoid problems with cracks slowing
down because of applied compression stress ranges, the tests
must be conducted so that the detail of interest is entirely in
tension. In the normal conf,guration, this loading is consid-
ered uplift. However, the desired loading may also be
achieved by testing the MBEJ upside down and applying the
loads in compression.

The tension-only test procedure puts an unrealistic
demand on the stirrup of single-support-bar MBEJs. There-
fore, in the event this test procedure produces failures ofthe
stirrup, single-support-bar systems may be tested by load
reversal. The tension-only test procedure makes the stirrup
take all the load range. In service, it is estimated that <30Vo
of the load range is actually transmitted through the stirrup.

Failure criteria are specifically spelled out in the proposed
test specification for a variety oftypes ofcracks. A test may
also be terminated when, for a given stress range, the speci-
men has survived the number of cycles required to plot the
data above a particular fatigue-resistance curve. For exam-
ple, if the applied stress range is 1 17 MPa (17 ksi) and the
desired fatigue-resistance curve is Category C, then the test
may be terminated after application of about 900,000 cycles.
As in the design speciflcation, specific calculations are pre-
sented for the stress ranges at various details.

Because of the large scatter inherent in fatigue tests, it is
necessary to guard against the possibility of overoptimistic
conclusions being drawn from a limited set of test results.
Based on the results of previous fatigue testing, the upper
bound of the fätigue strength for many typical details has
been well characterized in the finite-life regime. Therefore,
for tests at stress ranges above the CAFL (the finite-life
regime), the maximum fatigue resistance (detail category) of
any detail is not allowed to exceed that prescribed in Table
3.2. However, the fatigue threshold (CAFL) for these details

TABLE 3.2 Maxlmum permitted fatigue category for MBEJ
details

Type of Detail Maximum Permitted Catesory
Welded Multiple CB/SB Connections
Vr'elded Stimrp Attachments for SSB Systems
Bohed Stimrp Attachments for SSB Systems
Groove-Welded Centerbeam Splices
Miscellaneous tüy'elded Connections
Miscellaneous Bolted Connections
Notes:

Miscellaneous connections include attachments for equidistant devices.
Groove-welded full-penetration splices may be inc¡eased to câtegory B
if weld soundness is estâblished by NDT.
The maximum permitted category applies only to the S-N curve at stress
ranges above the threshold. A threshold that is higher than the threshold
associated with these categories may be used if the threshold is established
with a minimum of ten test data.

C

B
D
c
c
D
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is not as well characterized. Therefore, if the testing is con-

ducted to determine the CAFL of the detail, the test may

result in a higher fatigue threshold for the detail under inves-

tigation. In such a case, all 10 data must be used to establish

the fatigue threshold. The CAFL must be selected from
among the CAFL for the seven AASHTO fatigue categories,

corresponding to the CAFL that is just below the lowest

stress range that resulted in crack.

Procedures are presented in the test specification for cleal-

ing with outliers. For example, in the event that all but one

data point fall above a given desired fatigue curve, that one

data point may be discarded and replaced by three new data

points obtained through additional testing.

Data reporting requirements include the following:

. Nominal stress range at detail of interest (S.);

. Applied load range for each patch;

. Number of cycles at first observation of a crack (for
report purposes only, not to be used in the S-N data);

. Number of cycles at failure or termination of the test

(N) and the reason for stopping the test (i.e., failure or

termination);
. Type ofcrack;
. Joint type and manufacturer;
. A drawing showing shape, size, and dimensions of the

specimen;
. Section properties and detail dimensions of the center-

beam and support bars;
. Welding procedure specifications; and
. Bolt size, bolt material speciflcation, and method of

tightening.

It is currently believed that the fatigue strength of the stan-

dard welded and bolted connections are well characterized.

Furthermore, the fatigue strength of these details con'esponds

to the expected fatigue strength for full-penetration groove

welds and bolted .ioints based on the AASHTO fatigue

design provisions for bridge structural details. Therefore, the

research team believes that it should not be necessary to per-

form additional fatigue testing for these details or for minor
variations on these details. However, the fatigue testing pro-

visions are useful for evaluating innovative new connections.

For example, the test procedures and the performance

requirements in the design specification would prevent the

use of the single-bolt connection detail and the fillet-welded
details that have experienced fatigue cracking in service.

3.1.9 Proposed Requirements
for Elastomeric Parts

The three main types of elastomeric MBEJ parts are the

seals, bearings and springs, and equidistant devices. The
watertightness of the neoprene seals is essential for an MBEJ
to act as an effective ban'ier. Several agencies require that the
joint be tested for watertightness by flooding the joint under

about 75 mm (3 in.) of water for several hours. This is not

mentioned in the commentary because it is not known
whether it is really necessary.

In addition to traffic loading, the effects of ultraviolet light
or chemicals, such as deicing compounds, also contribute to

seal deterioration. In general, the ASTM specifications for
the seal material are sufficient to ensure adequate durability

under normal wear and tear and environmental exposure.

However, failures may occttr because of detachment from

the centerbeams, although improvements in the seal design

and improved adhesive are believed to have addressed this

problem. Because of these problems, some agencies do not

allow the seal to be installed in the field.
The commentary does have a discussion of the problems

associated with splices in the seals. If the joint is placed in

stages, as in rehabilitation ofexisting bridges, a field splice
is required in the seal if it is installed in the shop. Field

splices of the seals have been a problem and therefore are

typically avoided. In some cases, splices may also be pro-

hibited by individual agencies. Therefore, in the case of
staged construction, it may be advantageous to allow field-
installed seals after both parts of the MBEJ are installed and

spliced, so that one continuous seal can be installed without
a splice.

Problems have been reported with neoprene bearings and

equidistant springs becoming loose and falling out of posi-

tion. Another potential problem with the bearings is fatigue

or excessive wear or compression because of repeated truck
loading. In addition to the fatigue test for the steel compo-
nents and connections, a test procedure is also presented in
Appendix B that was developed for MBEJ bearings. A dis-

placement range is determined that corresponds to the

design loads at high frequencies characteristic of service

loading. To facilitate heat dissipation, the tests are con-

ducted at lower frequencies. The test is considered suc-

cessful if the load does not drop off more than 257o from
the original load range after 2 million cycles. This test pro-

cedure was not the primary emphasis of this research and is

considered only a preliminary requirement. However, it is
known that the bearings currently in use by most manufac-

turers can pass the test.

It is not clear whether the problems with bearings are sig-

nificant enough to warant additional testing by this proce-

dure. Nevertheless, the procedure is established in case it is
deemed necessary. The test requirements for bearings may

not be sufficient to ensure durability. Additional specifica-

tions for environmental durability should also be specifled to

ensure the longevity of the elastomeric components.

The equidistant devices and springs have not been a sig-

nificant problem. The equidistant devices do not take signif-
icant loads from the truck loading. The largest demand on

these devices comes from maximum joint movements, which

occur relatively infrequently. They have been designed for
adequate functionality by the manufacturers, and it is not

believed that additional specifications are required.



TABLE 3.3 Significant factors affecting conservatism ofspecification

Conservative Factors Unconservative Factors
Distribution factors set too hiøh Axle load less than l: 10.000 exceedence level
Worst-case dynamic amplification used for all
MBEJ, even those with little amplification

Amplification could possibly be greater for speeding
trucks

Max. amplification occurs at midspan and there is
little amplification of nesative bending at suoport

HS-20 rea¡ axles treated as pair of axle loads

Horizontal load not alwavs in ohase 207o increase due to horizontal curve iqnored
Testins is oerformed in all tensron Catesory C used for fatieue shenqth ofF.P. welds
Use of 2-D model for horizontal loading Possible 33Vo increase due to CB height mismatch

i sn ored

Impact factor in code is greater than measured Possible 507o horizontal component due to braking
ignored in most cases

Maximum horizontal response assumed on every
cvcle

Note: F.P = full penetration
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3.1.10 Summary of the Tradeoffs in
the Proposed Specification

As explained in the previous sections of this chapter,
compromises must be made to simultaneously meet the
objectives, including simplicity, accuracy, openness, gen-
erality, and practicality. In addition, several very uncertain
variables significantly affect the durability of MBEJs.
Therefore, several important assumptions or simplifica-
tions have been made, the most important of which are
summarized in Table 3.3.

If every assumption that was made was conservative, the
resulting specification would be too conservative, costly, and
impractical. Therefore, it is appropriate to make tradeoffs, so

that about one-half of the assumptions will be conservative
and one-half will be nonconservative. As explained in the
next section, it is believed that the proposed specification is
balanced and calibrated to achieve a fatigue-resistant MBEJ
at only a small premium relative to current MBEJs.

3.2 IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED
SPECIFICATION

The proposed specification, if followed conectly, should
essentially eliminate the occurence of fatigue cracking. The
target reliability level for fatigue is 97.57o probability of no
fatigue cracks over the lifetime of the MBEJ. A first attempt
was also made to develop a performance test for the elas-
tomeric bearings. The specification commentary provides a

discussion of elastomeric bearings and construction-related
issues that should also help reduce the occurrence of these
problems. Therefore, the impact of this proposed specifica-
tion should be to reduce the maintenance problems with
MBEJs significantly.

The proposed specif,cation solves a long-standing prob-
lem with MBEJs being procured on a lowest-bid basis. The
specification will create a level playing field where the man-
ufacturers can compete with products of approximately equal
reliability. The proposed specification provides an estab-
lished fatigue design procedure and a procadure for carrying
out the required fatigue tests. The proposed specifications are
reasonably easy to use but are sophisticated enough to
account for the complex dynamic behavior of the MBEJ as a

system. Finally, the specif,cations are sufficiently general so

that innovative new designs for MBEJs are not exclucled
from consideration.

Several design examples using the specification are pre-
sented in Appendix C. A typical steel MBEJ with either the
full-penetration welded connection or a typical bolted con-
nection can be designed to be resistant to fatigue cracking
by using the proposed specification. The only significant
effect of the specification, besides eliminating the use of
poor fatigue details such as the f,llet-welded connection, is
to limit the maximum centerbeam span to about 1220 mm
(48 in.) for common centerbeam sections. This may cause an
additional one or two support boxes to be required in a typ-
ical multilane bridge MBEJ. Therefore, MBEJ systems that
are designed in accord with these proposed specifications
should have only a slightly greater initial first cost. This
small increase in cost will be offset by a higher level of con-
fidence in long-term joint performance and possible
decreased life-cycle costs.

The design of the MBEJ will typically be governed by the
stress range at critical details for fatigue. Static strength rnust
also be checked but will not typically govern the design.
Alternative design methods and criteria may be used if such
methods can be shown (through testing and analysis) to yield
fatigue-resistant and safe designs.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Experimental and analytical research was carried out to

develop performance-based specifications and commentary

fol the fatigue design of MBEJs. The following main con-

clusions were reached:

. Although most moderr MBEJ systems have remained

effective with little or no maintenance, there have been

at least three types of problems: (1) problems that can be

traced to improper installation, (2) wear and tear of the

elastomeric parts, and (3) fatigue cracking of steel parts

and their connections.
. Causes of the fatigue cracking problems include (1) the

dynamic response of these systems was underestimated;
(2) poor details were specifìed and fabricated; and (3)

installation was poor.
. Field tests conducted at four different locations

showed (1) MBEJ can be modeled with beam ele-
ments; (2) maximum measured dynamic vertical
moment range was 1.63 times the corresponding static
moment range; (3) horizontal bending moment range

measured under normal driving conditions was up to
227o of the vertical bending moment range; (4) hori-
zontal moment ranges measured during emergency

braking tests were almost 50Vo of the total vertical
moment range; and (5) the maximum measured stress

ranges from typical traffic were <50 MPa, which is
<107o ofthe stress ranges predicted basecl on the pro-
posed design specification.

. Static load and strain distributions measured in the lab-
oratory were found to be similar to the distributions
measured in the field. An equivalent static load and

structural analysis method were developed that produce

stress ranges in the MBEJ components and connections

approximately equal to the dynamic stress ranges that
were measured in the field.

. A practical fatigue test procedure was developed. The

fatigue resistance of full-penetration welded connec-
tions is equivalent to AASHTO Category C, and the

fatigue resistance ofbolted connections is equivalent to
AASHTO Category D. Partial-penetration or fillet-
welded CBiSB connections have very low fatigue resis-

tance and therefore are not feasible under the proposed

design specifications.
. MBEJ designed in accord with the proposed specifìca-

tions should be resistant to fatigue cracking. The addi-

tional material and improved details that will be required

to comply with the proposed specifications are not

expected to substantially increase the initial first cost of
MBEJs.

4.2 SUGGESTED RESEARCH

The following items are l€commended for additional
research.

. Additional fatigue testing should be conducted at stress

ranges near the CAFL to better define the fatigue thresh-

old for MBEJ details. As opposed to typical fatigue tests

for MBEJ subassemblies, these tests will each last

longer than 10 million cycles, which corresponds to
about 40 days of continuous test time. Additional fatigue

test data on various splices, equidistant spring attach-

ments, stainless steel cover plates, and stirrup details

should be acquired.
. Perform additional fatigue testing to investigate the phe-

nomenon of slow crack growth in full-penetration
welded connections.

. Review the adequacy of construction and installation
specifications and prepare additional guidelines, includ-
ing a training course or videotape if necessary. Prepare

guidelines, a training course, or a videotape on inspec-

tion, maintenance, and repair of MBEJs in service.
. Determine the best solution to avoid reflective cracking in

the concrete deck directly above support boxes, consider-

ing the relative flexibility of the top plates of the suppofi

boxes, concrete cover, transverse reinforcement over the

support boxes, and slump of the concrete mixture.
. Develop a general test method that will simulate envi-

ronmental exposure as well as truck loading to qualify
elastomeric parts and function of MBEJs and other

expansion joints.
. Review the adequacy of the material specifications for

the elastomeric parts and prepare additional material
specifications, test methods, and requirements if neces-



sary, Further develop the proposed fatigue te.st method
for elastomeric bearings.

. Determine under which limited circurnstancer strength
may control the design, and eliminate the necessity to
check strength provided that fatigue strength require-
ments,are met in all other circumstânces.
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. Expand the current work to develop desþ and test spec-

iûcations for otler deck elements including ther types
of expansion joints, grid decks, steel and aluminum
orthotropic decks. and floor bearns, including calculation
of wheel load patch size and distribution of wheel load¡
to these elements and dynamic impact factors.
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PROPOSED FATIGUE DESIGN SPECIFICATION AND COMMENTARY



Section 14.5.7 Special Requirements for Modular Joints
14.5.7.1 GENERAL

Modular bridge expansion joints are structu¡al systems which permit both
translation and rotation between adjacent bridge elements. The joints are located in the

plane ofthe bridge deck and are parallel to the centerline ofbearings for a structure. This
section of the specification addresses the fatigue design and strength design of modular
bridge expansion joints (MBEJ). The functional design of MBEJ is not addressed.

The specification was developed primarily for the two common types of modular
expansion joints, multiple and single support bar systems, including swivel-joist systems.

The provisions of this section are not necessarily applicable to the design of other

expansion joint systems.
The structural components, connections, and attachments of MBEJ meeting the

requirements of this section of the specification should be fatigue resistant and have

sufficient strength. Altemate methods of design that have been shown to achieve

approximately equal or greater reliability level for fatigue resistance and strength may be

used if approved by the engineer.

Multiole-Support-B ar MBEI System
Multiple-support-bar MBEJ have transverse centerbeams which are rigidly

connected to longitudinal support bars. Each support bar supports only one centerbeam.

The support bars span across the joint opening and slide between elastomeric springs and

bearings in support boxes to accommodate the thermal expansion and contraction of the

bridge superstructure. The support boxes are cast into the concrete on both sides of the
joint. For the multiple-support-bar system, a support box will hold as many support bars

as there are centerbeams.

Sinele-Support-Bar MBEJ System
Single-support-bar MBEJ have transverse centerbeams which are attached to

support bars using steel yokes and elastomeric springs and bearings. Each support bar

supports all the centerbeams. The support bars span across the joint opening and slide

between elastomeric springs and bearings in support boxes. The support boxes are cast

into the concrete on both sides of the joint. One special type of single-support-ba¡ MBEJ

system is the swivel-joist system, in which the SB swivels as well as slides in the support

boxes.

14.5.7.2 DESIGN AXLE LOADS AND MPACT FACTORS

The centerbeams, support bars, bearings, and other structural components shall be

designed for the simultaneous application of vertical and horizontal loads from a tandem

axle. The tandem axle shall consist of a pair of axles spaced 1.2 m (4 ft.) apart with
vertical and horizontal loads specified in Articles 14.5.7.2.1 lo 14.5.'7.2.3. The

distribution of the wheel load among centerbeams is given in Article 14.5.7 .3.

14.5.7.2.1 Vertical Axle Load for Fatigue Design

The vertical load range for fatigue design is the largest axle load from the three-
axle design truck specified in Article 3.6.1 .2.2. For fatigue design of modular expansion
joints, this axle load shall be considered as the total load on a tandem, i.e. the total load
shall be split into two axle loads spaced 1.2 m (4 ft.) apart. Only one of these tandem
axles must be considered in the design, unless the joint opening exceeds 1.2 m (4 ft.).
The load range shall be increased by the dynamic load allowance (Impact Factor) of 757o
specified for Deck Joints in Table 3.6.2-1.

14.5.7.2.2 Vertical Axle Load for Strength Design

The vertical load for strength design shall be the design tandem axles specified in
A¡ticle 3.6.1.2.3. This load shall be increased by the dynamic load allowance (Impact
Factor) of 15Vo specified for Deck Joints in Table 3.6.2-1.

14.5.'l .2.3 Horizontal Load for Fatigue Design and Strength Design

The horizontal load range for fatigue design and the horizontal load for strength
design shall be 20 percent of the amplified vertical axle load (LL + IM) specified in
Article 14.5;1.2.1 or 14.5.7.2.2. For MBEJ to be installed at locations where significant
braking and/or acceleration forces are expected (i.e., adjacent to toll booths, traffic
signals, etc.), the horizontal load range for fatigue design shall be 50 percent of the
amplified vertical axle load.

For MBEJ installed on vertical grades in excess of 5 percent, the additional
horizontal component due to grade shall be added to the horizontal axle load described
above.

14.5.7.3 DISTRIBUTION OF WIIEEL LOADS

Table I specifies the centerbeam distribution factor which is the percentage of the
design vertical axle load and the horizontal load which shall be applied to an individual
centerbeam for the design of that centerbeam and associated suppof bars. Distribution
factors shall be interpolated for centerbeam top flange widths not given in the table, but in
no case shall the distribution factor be taken as less than 5OVo. The remainder of the load
shall be divided equally and applied to the two adjacent centerbeams or edge beams.
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Table I4.5.7.3-1 - Centerbeam Distribution Factors

width of centerbeam
Ton FIen oe

Distribution Factor

64 mm (or less) 507a

80 mm 60E

100 mm 70Vo

l20mm a0E"

14.5.1.4 FATTGUE LIMrT STATE DESTGN REQUTREMENTS

14.5.7.4.1 General
MBEJ structural members, connections (bolted and welded), splices, and

attachments shall be designed to resist the load combination for the fatigue limit state
which is specified in Table 3.4.1-1 for the simultaneous application of vertical and
horizontal axle loads specified in Article 14.5.7.2. Loads shall be distributed as specified
in Article 14.5 .1 .3.

14.5.1 .4.2 Design Stress Range
The nominal stress ranges (Af) at all fatigue critical details shall be obtaìned from

â structural analysis of the modular joint system applying the design vertical and
horizontaì axle loads specified in Article 14.5.7.2, distributed as specified in Article
14.5.1 .3. The MBEJ shall be analyzed with a gap opening at least as large as the
midrange configuration (at least half of maximum gap opening). The design axle load
shall be applied as two wheel loads with transverse widths of 510 mm (20 in.) spaced in
accordance with Article 3.6.1.2.2. For each detail under conside¡ation, the wheel loads
shall be positioned transversely on a centerbeam to achieve the maximum nominal stress
range at tha¡ detail. The vertical and horizontal wheel loads shall be applied as line loads
to the top of the centerbeams and along the centerlines of the centerbeams. The design
stress range in the centerbearr/support bar connection shall be calculated according to
14.5.1 .4.2a or 14.5.7.4.2b. The design nominal stress ranges (Af.¡ shall be used for
fatigue design as specified in Article 14.5.7.4.3.

Cålculâte
Srress at This Locâtior

Nloment Di¡grâm

Figure 14.5.7.4.2-1

14.5.7.4.2a Welded or Bolted Single-Support-Bar Systems

Cente¡beam
The nominal stress range (Âf in the centerbeam at a welded or bolted stimrp shall

be the sum of the longitudinal stress ranges in the centerbeam resulting from horizontal
and vertical bending at the critical section. The effects of stresses in any load-bearing
attachments such as the stimrp or yoke shall not be considered when calculating the
longitudinal stress range in the centerbeam. For bolted single-support-bar systems, stress
ranges shall be calculated on the net section.

Stimrp
The nominal stress ra¡ge (Af; in the stimrp or yoke shall be calculated without

considering the effects of stresses in the centerbeam. The stress range shall be calculated
by assuming a load range in the stim.rp which is equal to 307o of ¡he total vertical reaction
force between the centerbeam and support bar. The effects of horizontal loads may be
neglected in the design of the stimrp.

14.5.7 .4.2b Welded Multiple-Support-Bar Systems
The equations below may be used to calculate the nominal süess range (Af). The

reduced moment on a critical cross section or the moment at the centerline of the
connection may be used in these equations, as shown in Figure 14.5.7.4.1-l forthe case

of the support bar.

Centerbeam'Weld Toe Crackine (Type A Cracking)
Type A cracking is driven by a combination of vertical and horizontal bending

stress ranges in the centerbeam (S*) and the vertical stress ranges in the weld throat (S*)
(See Figure A at the end ofthis section.) These two stress components shall be taken as:

-MvMv
"RR-c 'c

"Xcb "Ycb

o -Mot 
Rt

'*-s*r"-A**

(r4.s.7.4.2b-t)

and

(14.s.7.4.2b-2)

Where M",=R"d-
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ranges in the connection. (See Figure B at the end of this section.)
The stress range in the support bar shall be taken as:

" _Mu, lRH(d"b+hw++d.b)
"* - too 't s,*

The vertical stress range in the weld shall be taken as:

c _RH(d"b+h*), Rv
Ju------:-

S*¡o, A.mr

Support Bar rùfeld Toe Crackine (Type B Cracking)
Type B cracking is driven by a combination of horizontal and vertical stress

14.5.7.4.3 Design Criteria

To ensure an infinite fatigue life, all modular expansion joint structural steel
members, connections (bolted and welded), splices, and attachments shall satisfy the
following:

(r4.s.7.4.3-r)

where:

Af = The nominal st¡ess rânge as specified in Article 14.5.7.4.2.
FrH= The fatigue threshold as speciñed in A¡ticle 14.5.7,5.

14.5.7 .5 FATIGUE RESISTANCE

The fatigue resistance of details shall be characterized in terms of the fatigue
categories described in Table 6.6.1.2.5-1. Many details used on MBEJ may be clearly
associated with the structural details illustrated in Figure 6.6.1.2.3-1. In these cases, the
fatigue categories for these details given in Table 6.6.1.2.3-l may be used for design. In
cases where the details do not clearly resemble the structural details illustrated in Figure
6.6.1.2.3-1, fatigue testing shall be conducted to establish the appropriate fatigue
threshold.

14.5.7.6 STRENGTH-I LIMIT STATE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Modular expansion joint structural steel members and connections (bolted and
welded) shall be designed to resist the load combination for the Strength-I limit state
which is specified in Table 3.4.1-l for the simultaneous application of vertical and
horizontal axle loads specified in Article 14.5.7.2, distributed as specified in Article
r4.5.7.3.

14.5.7 .7 DETAILING CONSIDERATIONS

The design and detailing of the bridge to accommodate MBEJ systems shall
include:

r Providing access to the underside of the joint system to ensure that inspection and
maintenance activities are possible.

¡ Providing adequate concrete cover, providing adequate stiffness of the support box
top plate, and installing reinforcement in the deck slab to minimize concrete cracking
above support boxes.

o Careful detailing of the joint system and deck reinforcement to ensure that proper
concrete consolidation can be achieved under the support boxes.

(14.s.7.4.2b-3)

(14.s.7.4.2b-4)

F
A I < TH

2

Tyoe C Crackine
The stress range driving Type c weld throat cracking (See Figure c at the end of

this section.) shall be taken as:

s^-= R" *R"(d"o+åh*)
^ c 04.5.7.4.2b_5)
"Wdd uhtd

In the above equations:
Ru= Vertical reaction in the connection.
R*= Horizontal reaction in the connection.
M'= Horizontal bending moment in the centerbeam or the bending moment in the support bar
due to vertical forces
M"= Horizontal bending moment in the centerbeam md the bending moment in the support bar
due to the âpplied horizontal force.
S*"", S"-, and S*= Section modulus of the bottom of the centerbeam or of the support bar.
A*-, A*,, and A,*= Area of weld at the top, middle, and bottom of the connection,
respectively.
S*q, Sw, and S*= $eç1i6¡ modulus of the weld at the top, middle, and bottom of the connection,
respectively.
h.= Heightofthe weld.
d. and d; Depth of the centerbeam and support bâr respectively

The nominal stress range (Âf) at welded multiple-support-bar connection details
shall be calculated for each case from the following:

^f 
= 1ßÇ +sÇ (r4.s.7.4.2b-6)

Where:
S* = Combined bending stress range in the centerbeam or support bar, from above.
S*= Ve¡tical stress range in the centerbeam to support bar weld ftom the reaction of the

support beam. Components of this stress range include the vertical load and overtuming
moment-
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Figure-C Stresses and Forces Associated with Type C Cracking
Figure A - Stresses and Forces Associated with Type A Cracking

Figure B - Stresses and Forces Associated with Type B Cracking
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Commentary to the Design snecification

Commentarv to Article 14.5.7.1:

. These MBEJ design specifications provide a rational and conservative method for
the design of the main load carrying steel components of MBEJ. The design of the MBEJ
will typically be govemed by the stress rang" àt critical details for fatigue. Static strength
must also be checked, but will typically nor govern the design. Alternite design merhods
and criteria may be used if such methods can be shown (through testing and/ãr anarysis)
to yield fatigue-resistant a¡d safe designs. The target reliabilily level fãr fatigue is 97.5
percent probability of no fatigue cracks over the lifetime of the MBEJ.

These specifications do not specifically address the functional design of MBEJ or
the design of the elastomeric parts. These specifications are based on reseäch performed
as part of NCHRP project 12-40. The finar reporr from this project conrains exrensive
discussion of rhe loads and measured dynamic i"rponr" oi rr¡npi the fatigue resisrance
of common MBEJ details,.a-s well as the durability of the erasrom;ric partJ Fatigue testprocedures were deveroped for the structural details as weil as the eraståmeric bea'ngs.

The four main typ_es of-erastomeric MBEJ parts a¡e the seals, bearings, springs,
aad equidistant devices. The MBEJ manufâcturers hàve leamed which materiañ give good
durability, and conseQuently the service performance of the springs and 

"quidistancedevices in most recent MBEJ is adequate. There is some concem about bearings, which
can fatigue and wear and eventualry fall out. The ross of a bearing causes th'e ross of
support of a support bar and essentiaily doubling of the centerbeu* Ipun and the fatigue
stress ranges.

The ASTM specifications for the seal material are believed to be sufficient to
a_ssure.adequate durabitity under normal wear and tear and environmentar exposure.
watertightness is sometimes tested after installation. Improvements in the design and
adhesive are believed to have addressed the problem of detachment f¡om centerbeams.
Some agencies do not allow the seal to be initalled in the field because of rhe potenrial
for detachment. However, if thejoint is placed in stages as it often is in rehabilitation of
existing bridges, a field splice will be required in the seal if the seal is installed in theshop Field splices of the seals should be avoided. Therefore, at least in the case of
staged construction, field installed seals should be allowed to achieve one continuous seal
without a splice, after both parts of the MBEJ are installed. consideration should be
given to the possibility ofbuckling ofthe seal in bridges with significant skew.

. . 
Another common problem is that the seals fill with deùris. Traffic passing over

the joint can work the sear from its anchorage by "pushing ,, on this debris. MBEJ
systems are supposed to be self-cleaning because as the joint approaches full open and
closed positions, debris i-s expeiled from the joint. How",rer, many designers
conservatively ove¡size the MBEJ thus preventing thejoint from being self-cleaning.

Commentarv to Article 14.5,7.21,;

The vertical axle load for fatigue design is one-half the 142 kN (32 kìp) HS20
axle load or 71 kN (16 kip). This reduction recognizes thar the main axles of the HS20
truck a¡e a simplification of actu¿il tandem axles. The simplification is not satisfactory for
MBEJ and other expansion joints because expansion joints experience a separate stress
cycle for each individual axle.

Fo¡ strength design, there are two load combinations that could be considered.
However, recognizing that each main axle of the HS20 vehicle should actually be treated
as 142 kN (32 kip) randems, ir is clear thez22 kN (50 kip) tandem (which is åot used for
fatigue design) will govem for strength design.

Although horizontal loads of 20vo of the totar verticar load prus impact are
specified for both fatigue and strength design, the percentages represent different types of
loading for each limit state. For fätigue design, rhe20Vo horizonial load represents a /ocd
range (i.e., l07o forward and l0olo backward). However, for strength design, peak loads,
not load ranges, are of interest. Thus, when strength is considered, n l}n'horizontal
load requiremenr corresponds to a peak load of 2ovo applied in the braking direction.

The 20 va horizonÍ.al load is greater than the expected roading from traffic at
steady speeds, including the effect of accereration and routine braÈing. However,
horizontal force effects resulting fiom extreme braking can be much greater than at steady
speeds' These large braking forces can occur if the MBEJ is locateã near a traffic lighi,
stop sign, or tolr facility. Large bridge structures which typicaily use MBEJ also
experience high traffic volume. As a result, these highways ar" ir"qréntty susceptible to
congesred traffic in which all vehicles are consrantly stopping and starting while crossing
the MBEJ. ln these siluations, the horizontal load range for fatigue shoulã be 50vo of the
total vertical load.

The larger horizontal load of 50Va of the total vertical load is greater than the
expected loading from extreme braking at most locations. However, it is known that ât a
large swivel-type single-support-bar MBEJ with unusually wide centerbeams rhe
maximum horizontal response due to braking was 65vo of the vertical response. These
types of large MBEJ should be specially designed for an even greater horiiontal load, as
deemed necessary by the engineer.

The impact factor specified for deck joints in the LRFD code of 25 percenr was
developed from field testing of MBEJ conducted in Europe and was confirmàd in recent
field tests of MBEJ which showed that the maximum ãownward amplification of the
response is 32 percent, with abor¡t 31 percent rebound in the upward direction. Field
measurements were taken at a variety of locations, so typical truck excitations should be
¡eflected in the impact factor. However, a joint located on a stn¡cture with significant
settlement or deterioration of the approach roadway may be exposed to higìrer than
expected impact forces due to dynamic excitation of the trucks. ugn¡ *itt 

"Ãt"rb.u*spans less than 1220 mm (4.0 ft) are reponed to have lower dynamic effects.
At sites with a tight horizontal curve (less than 150 m (490 ft.) radius) the vertical

moments could be about 20 percent higher than would be expecred. An increase in the
impact factor for c¿ses where there is a tight horizontal curve is not considered necessary
if the speed of trucks on these curves is limited. ln this case, the dynamic impact will be
less than for trucks at full speed and the decreased dynamic impact will apiroximately
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oflset the increased verticai load due to the horizontal curve'

l.hesameimpactfactorisusedforstrengthclesign,althoughthisimpliestha(the
downward prrt only rs amplifiecl by the 175, since strength design deals with the peak

ìoad and not the load ,ung". Th" impa.t fu.tor ìs overconservative for strength design,

since the maximum measured downward vertical moment was only 1.32 times the static

moment. However, strength rarely governs the design'

CommentarY to Article 14.5.7'3:

The distnburion rr.6ilã rhe fraction of the cìesign whecl load range assignecl to

a single centerbeam, is a funciion of applied load, tire pressure' gap wldt!, and ce¡terbeam

height mismatch. unfortunately, many of the factors affecting the distribution factor a¡e

difñcult to quantify individ'ally and even more difficuìt to incorporate in an equation or

graph. Exisiing methocis ro estimatc the distribution factor do not incorporare alì of these

î^ria¡t"s ancì Jons"quently can be susceptible to error when used outside the originally

inrended range. In vi"w áf this uncertainty, a simplified tabulaf method is proposed to

estimate the distribution factor.

WheelloaddlstributionfactorsshowninTablelarebasedonfieldandlaboratory
testing recently conducted as part of NCHRP Project 12-40 - Fatigue .Criteria for

Morttiar Brir.lge Expansion Joints anrì have been found to be in acceptable agreement

with the finclings of other researchers. These distribution factofs are based on the worst-

case assumptío; of maximum joint opening (maximum gap width) Calculating the stress

ransesatmaximumgopop"ningmaybeveryconservativeforfatigue.However,this
conservatism .u*p"nru,"rio, u"p"r""iu"d lact of conservatism in the AASHTO fatigue

clesign truck. Even though ma"imum gap opening occurs only rafely. it is an appropriate

assumption for checking the Strength-I limit state' however'

Another advantage of using the higher distribution factors is that it may compensate for

ignoring the effect of ""ntåb"u- 
ñeight mismatch. Laboratory srudies show that height

mismatch of 3 mm resulted in a 24 peicent increase in the measured distribution factor.

CommenLrrY to Article 14'5'7'4:
Although the design;le load and distribution factors represent a "wofst case", it

was decided rhat rhe struitural analysis for fatigue design need nor represent conditions

worse than average Therefore, for fatigue loading' the assumed gap can be equal to or

greatcr than the midrange of the gap (typìcally 38m-m or l'5in)' which is probably cìose to

the mean or average opening. The gap primarily affects the support bar span'

However, when cãnsiclering 
',tt" 

Strength-I limit state, the gap between

cenrerbeanrs shalì be ¿rssumed to be ai the fully-opened position (typically 76 mm or 3 in)'

Anliyzing the centerbe¿im as ¿i continuous bealn over rigid supports has been

lcluncjtogivegoodagreen]entwithmeasuredstrainsforloadsintheverticaldirection.
Forloadsinthehorizontaldirectlon,thecontinuousbeammoclelisconseivative.Forthe
loacjsinthchorizontâldirection,n]oreaccurateresultscanbeachievedbytreâtingthe
cellterbeanlsanclsupportbarsasacoplanarframeprnnedattheendsofthesupportbars.

Maximum cÈnterbeam stress ranges tn lntenor spans are typically generated with

one of the wheel loaris centerecl in the span. However, if the span ìengths are the same'

thc exttrior spans (first f'o* tft" curb) wilt typically govem the design ln an optimum

design, this exterior span should be about ten percent less than typical interior spans' The

vertical and horizontal wheel loads are idealized as line loads along the centerlines of the

centerbeams, i.e. it is not necessary to take into account eccentricity of the forces on the

centerbeam. The maximum reaction of the centefbeam against the support bar is

g"nerutedwhenthewheelloadiscenteredoverthesupPortbar.Thissituationmay
iou"m for cracking through the throat of the centerbeaÍ/suPpoft bar weld, for design of

t"h" ,ti.-p of a single-support-bar system' or for cracking of the support bar' 
-

MBEJinstalìedonskewedstnrcturesmayrequirespecialattentioninthedesign
process. Skew is measured relative to the longitudinal axis of travel, therefore a joint

,.unru"rr" to the longitudinal axis is considered to have 90 degrees skew. on structures

with joint skews less than 76 degrees, it can be shown that the wheels at either end of an

axle will not roll over a particuiar centerbeam simultaneously. This asymmetrìc loading

could significantly affect the stf,ess range at fatigue sensitive details, either favorably or

adversel-y.Nevertheless,askewedcenterbeamspanissubjectedtoarangeof-moments
which includes the negative moment from the wheel in the adjoining spân, followed or

preceded by the positive moment from the wheel in the span'

Foralldetailsexceptthewelded-multiple-support-barcenterbeamtosupportbaf
connection, the design stress range can be calculated using the nominai moment at the

location of intefest. Special eqtãtions for calculating the stress range are provided for

welded multiple-support-bar MBEJ These special equations are based on cracking

described in Article 14.5.7.4.2b which has beèn observed in fatigue testing of welded

multiPle-support.barMBEJ.Forthecaseofweldedmultiple-supportba¡centerbeamto
support ba¡ ionnections, the nominai stress range is obtained by taking the square root of

tnå sum of the squares of the horizontal stress ranges in the centerbeam or support bar and

vertical stress ranges in the weki. Note this method of combining the stresses ignores the

contribution of sheil stresses in the region. Shear stresses are ignored in this procedure

since they are typically small anrd veryãifficult to determine accurately. More details are

provided'in thl final report for Nifmp Project-12-40 Fatigue Criteria for Modular

Bridge Expansion Joints-
The designer must also imticipate any other fatigue critical details and check these

for fatigue also. See the Commentary for Article 14'5'7'5 below'

ihe support bar bending ,tr"i, ,ung. is a result of th.e sum of the bending moment

created by the applied centerbeäm reactio; and the additional bending moment developed

by the horizontál-fot". applied at the top of the centerbeam'

P¡ovisions ur" no, included fór a finite life fatigue design' Typically' most

structures which require a modular expansion joint carry enough truck traffic to justify an

infinite-Iifefatiguedesignapproach.Furthermore,uncertaintyregardingthenumberof
axles per truck and the numbår of fatigue cycles per axle would make a finite life design

approach difflcult. fo, 
"*untpt.' 

ut'uã.ing ãn MBEJ with a 25 year life and a category C

ðlíjSe iCAFt=l0ksi), it can be shown ihat the maximum permissible ADTT is about

l00trucks/dayiftheceFlis.|ustslightlyexceeded.Vy'ithsuchalowlimitonADTT'a
fìnite life calculation is not of inuch uie. Furthermore, little cost is added to the MBEJ by

designing for infinite fatigue lille'

Division of tf," .Jn,tant-amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL) by two is consistent with

the farigue provisions in Àrticle ø.ø.t.2.5. This reduction recognizes that, because of the
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shape of rypical truck weight spectra, the fatigue design axle load is approximately one

half of the limilstate fatigue axle load and as such should be compared to one-half the

CAFL. The intent of this procedure is to assure that the stress range from the fatigue

limit-state load range is less than the CAFL and thereby ensuiing essentially an infinite

fatigue life.

Commentary to Article 14.5.7.5:
The fatigue design procedure for long-life variable-amplitude loading is based on

the fatigue threshold. For most details, few tests have been conducted with the stress

range neaf the fatigue threshold. Therefore, the emphasis in fatigue testing of details

should be on defining the fatigue threshold, which requires more expensive long-terrn

testing at stress rânges close to service stress ranges. Acceptable procedures for

conclucting farigue tests are inciuded in the Final Report for NCHRP Project 12-40 -

Fatigue Criteriafor Modular Bridge Expansion Joínts'

The fatigue strength of particular details in aluminum are approximately one-third

the fatigue strength of the same details in steel and therefore aluminum is typically not

used in MBEJ.
Material properties (strength and fracture toughness) and weld quality have not

been noted as particular problems for MBEJ.
Fatigue-critical MBEJ details include: l) the connection between the centerbeams

and the support ba¡s; 2) connection of any attachments to the centerbeams (e.g. horizontal

stabilizers or outriggers); and, 3) shop and/or field splices in the centerbeams. MBEJ

detaiìs can in many cases be clearly associated with analogous details in the bridge design

specifications. ln other cases, the association is not clear and must be demonstrated

through full-scale fatigue testing.
The detail of primary concern is the connection between the centerbeams and the

support bars. A typical full-penetration welded connection, which was shown previously,

can be associated with Category C. Fillet welded connections have very poor fatigue

resistance and should not be allowed.

According to AASHTO bridge specifications, bolted connections should be

classified as a Category D detail, with respect to the bending stress range in the

centerbeam. As in any consiruction, more than one bolt must be used in bolted

connections.
The bolted connections in single-support-bar MBEJ usually involve a yoke or

stirrup through which the support ba¡ slides and./or swivels. It is difficult to determine

what iraction of the vertical reaction force range at the support bar is carried by the stimrp

and what fraction passes directly through the bearing, but it is clear that the stimrp must

rake part of the load range, especially the uplift portion. However, there have been no

particular problems noted wilh these stimrps.

Riel¿-welded splices of the centerbeams a¡d edgebeams are aiso prone to fatigue'

I¡ new construction, it may be possible to make a full-penetration welded splice in the

field before the joint is lowered into the blockout. However, in reconstruction work, the

joint is often inslalled in several sections at a time to maintain traffic. In these cases, the

splice must be made after the joint is installed. Because of the difficulty in access and

position, obtaining a full-penetration butt weld in the field after the joint is installed may

be impossible, especially if there is more than one centerbeam. Partial-penetration splice

joints have inherently poor fatigue resistance and should not be allowed'

Other splice details have been proposed which add attachments to increase the

moment of inertia of the centerbr:am in the location of the splice in an attempt to reduce

the stress fange at this detail. The ends of these attachments, if welded, are often a very

severe detail and therefore may create a worse condition than the field splice itself.

Bolted splices have been used and no cracking of these bolted splice details has

been reported. The bolted splice plates behave like a hinge, i.e. they do not take bending

moments. As a result, such details are subjected only to small shear stress ranges and

need not be explicitly designed for fatigue. However, the hinge in the span creates greâter

bending moments at the support bar connection, therefore the span with the field splice

must bã much smaller than the typical spans to reduce the applied stress ranges at the

support bar connection.
Thin stainless-steel slide:: Plates are often welded like coverplates on the support

bars. ln the AASHTO bridge design specifications, the fatigue strenglh of the ends of

coverplates is Category E. However, there have not been any reports of fatigue cracks at

theseìliderplatedetailsinMBEJ. Thelackofproblemsmaybebecausethesupportbar
bending ,t.".. ."ng" is much lower at the location of the slider plate ends than at the

centerbeam connection, which is the detail that typically govems the fatigue design of the

supporr bâr. Also, it is possible thât the fatigue stiength is greater than that of

conìentional cover plates, perhaps because of the thinness of the slider plate. Some

manufacturers have proposed bonding the slider plates with adhesives for economical

reasons. The adhesive jãint would not affect the fatigue strength of the support bar and

rherefore could potentially be better than a welded detail. However, at least one

manufacturer hashad problems with the long term performance of the adhesives. As a

result, many agencies require these stainless steel plates to be welded to the supPort bar.

Vr'elded attachments on the sides of suppon bars to react against the horizontal

equidistant springs are of little concem with respect to the bending stress range in the

,uppon bar bicause the stress ra.nge.at these details is very small. ln addition to checking

theLquidistant spring attachments with respect to the stress range in the support bar, there

is alså some benaing load in the attachment itself. The equidistant springs take part of

the horizontal load, especially in single-support bar systems. The horizontal load is also

transferred through friction in the bearings and springs of the centerbeam connection.

However, since this rransfer is influenced by the dynamic behavior of the MBEJ' it is very

difficult to quanrify the load in the attachments. Since there have been no reported

problems wiih cracking of these equidistant attachments or wear of the sPrings' it is

recommended that they need not be explicitly designed as a loaded attachment for fatigue'

Vy'eldsfortemporaryattachmentstothecenterbeamsorsupportbarsforerection
purposes must be removed and the surface ground smooth'

CommentarY to Article 14.5.7.7:

R.f* t" the AASfrTO LRFD n.idg" Construction Specifications for additional

fabrication and installation considerations/requirements. Many MBEJ durability

problems are a result of poor detailing and/or poor construction techniques. construction

problemsincludepoorconsolid,ationofconcreteunderthesupportboxes,concreteinthe
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oflset the increased vertical load due to the horizontal curve.

The same impact factor is used for strength design, although this implies tlìat the

downw:ircì part only is amplified by the 1.75, since strength design deals with the peak

lo¡rcl and not the load range. The impact factor is overconservative for strength design,

since th¿ meximum ¡neasured downward verticaì moment was only 1.32 times the Static

moment. However. strength rarely govems the design.

Commentarv to Article 14.5.7.3:
The distribution factor. i.e. the fraction of the design wheel load range assigned to

a single centerbeam, is a function of appìied load, tire pressure, gap width, and centerbeam

hcighr misnrarch. Unfonunately. rnany of the facto¡s affecting the distribution factor a¡e

dilficult to quantily individually and even more clifflcult to incorporate in an equatton or

graph. Existing merhods to esrimate the distribution factor do not incorporate all of these

variables and consequently can be susceptible to error when used outside the originally

intenciecl range. ln view of thìs uncertainty, a simplified tabular method is proposecl to

estirnate the ciistribution factor.
Wheel load distribuLion factors shown in Table I are based on field and laboratory

testing recently conducted as part of NCHRP Project 12-40 - Fatigue Criteria for
Motlular Bridge Expansion Joints and have been found to be in acceptable agreement

with thc fincìings of other resea¡chers. These distribution faciors are based on the worst-

càsc ¿lssunìprion of ntaximunt joint opening (maximum gap rvidth). Caiculating the stress

ranges at maximum gap openrng may be very conservative for fatigue. However, this

conservatism compensates lor a perceived lack of conservatism in the AASHTO fatigue

design truck. Even though maximum gap opening occurs only rarely, lt is an appropriate

âssumption for checking the Strength-I limit state, however.

Anorher advantage of using the higher distribution factors is that it may compensate for

ignoring the effect of centerbeam height mismatch. Laboratory studies show that height

mismatch of 3 mm resulted in a 24 percent increase in the measured distribution factor.

Commentary to Article 14.5.7.4:
Although the design axle load and distribution factors represent a "worst case", it

was decided rhat the strucrural analysis for fatigue design need not represent conditions

worse than average. Therefore, for fatigue loading, the assumed gap can be equal to or

grearer rhan the midrange of the gap (typically 38mm or 1.5in), which is probably close to

the mean or average opening. The gap primarily affects the support bar span'

However, when considering the Strength-I limit state, the gap between

cenrerbeams shall be assumed to be at the fully-opened position (typically 76 mm or 3 in).

Analyzing the centerbeam as a continuous beam over rigid supports has been

found to give good agreement with measured strains for loads in the veÉical direction.

For loacls in the horizontal direction, the continuous beam model is conservative. For the

loacls in the horizontal direction, more accurate results can be achieved by treating the

centerbeanls anci support bars as a coplanar frame pinned at the ends of the support bars.

Maximum centerbeam stress ranges jn interior spans are typically generated with

one of the wheel loacis centered in the span. However, if the span lengths are the same,

rhe rxrcrior spans (first from the curb) will typically govern the design. ln an optimum

design, this exterior span should be about len percent less than typical interior spans. The

veftical and horizontal wheel loads are idealized as line loads along the centerlines of the

centerbeams, i.e. it is not necessary to take into account eccentricity of the forces on the

centerbeam. The maximum reaction of the centerbeam against the support bar is

generated when the wheel loari is centered over the support bar. This situation may

govern for cracking through the throat of the centerbean/support ba¡ weld, for design of
the stirrup of a single-support-bår system, or for cracking of the support bar.

MBEJ installed on skewed structures may require special attention in the design

process. Skew is measured relative to the longitudinal axis of travel, therefore a joint
transverse to the longitudinal a:<is is considered to have 90 degrees skew. On structures

with joint skews less than 76 degrees, it can be shown that the wheels at either end of an

axle will not roll over a particuìar centerbeam simultaneously. This asymmetric loading

could significantly affect the stress range at fatigue sensitive details, either favorably or
adversely. Nevertheless, a skel¡r'ed centerbeam span is subjected to a range of moments

which includes the negative moment from the wheel in the adjoining span, followed or
preceded by the positive momenl from the wheel in the span.

For all details except the welded-multiple-support-bar centerbeam to support bar

connection, the design stress range can be calculated using the nominal moment at the

location of interest. Special equations for câlculating the stress range are pfovided for
welded multiple-support-bar MBEJ These special equations are based on cracking

described in Article 14.5.7.4.2:b which has been observed in fatigue testing of welded

multiple-support-bar MBEJ. For the case of welded multiple-support bar centerbeam to

support bar connections, the nominal stress range is obtained by taking the square root of
the sum of the squares of the horizontal stress ranges in the centerbeam or support bar and

vertical st¡ess ranges in the weld. Note this method of combining the stresses ignores the

contribution of shear stresses in the region. Shea¡ stresses are ignored in this procedure

since they are typically small and very difficult to determine accurately. More details are

provided in the final report for NCHRP Project-12-40 Fatígue criteria for Modular
B ridge Expansion Joints.

The designer must also anticipate any other fatigue critical details and check these

for fatigue also. See the Comnxentary for Article 14.5.7.5 below.
The support bar bendin¡¡ stress range is a result of the sum of the bending moment

creared by the applied centerbeåm reaction and the additional bending moment developed

by the horizontal force âpplied at the top of the centerbeam'

Provisions are not included for a finite life fatigue design. Typically, most

stnrctures which require a modular expansion joint carry enough truck traffic to justify an

infinite-life fatigue design apProach. Furthermore, uncertainty regarding the number of

axles per truck and the number of fatigue cycles per axle would make a finite life design

approach díff,cuit. For example, assuming an MBEJ with a 25 year life and a category C

cs¡ss (cAFlol0ksi), it can be shown that the maximum Permissible ADTT is about

100 trucks/day if the CAFL is;iust slightly exceeded. With such a low limit on ADTT, a

finite life calculation is not of much use. Furthermore, little cost is added to the MBEJ by

designing for infinite fatigue lil'e.

Division of the constant-amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL) by two is consistent with

the fatigue provisions in Articl,e 6.6.1.2.5. This reduction recognizes that, because of the
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support boxes, and improper placement of reinforcement steel near the joint. ln exlreme

cases, voids under a support box could lead to movement of the support box. If a support

box is not well supported, it is ineffective and the span of the centerbeams is essentially

cioubled. Concrete should be placed on one side of the support bar box and vibrated so

that it appears on the opposite side prior to placing concrete on that side

Problems with poor detail design include improper detailing of superstructure

elements and reinforcement steel, reflective cracking in the concrete cover directly above

sr,rpport boxes, ancl lack of access to the underside of the MBEJ for inspection and

maintenance. Reflective cracking in the concrete deck directly above support boxes has

been noted at almost every MBEJ. These cracks permit water intrusion which may

eventually cauSe delaminatiqn of the c6ncrete cover Over the Support bar boxes'

Reflective cracking is most significant in a region of the deck which has transverse negative

moment causing transverse tension stress in the top of the deck, i.e. where the deck is

continuous over a girder in a direction transverse to the longitudinal axis of the bridge'

Among the fãctors believed to affect reflective cracking are: 1) the discontinuity in the slab

thickness caused by the support box; 2) the relative flexibility of the thin plates used to

construct the top of the suppoft boxes; and 3) slump of the concrete mixture. ln either

case, it seems that the Solution may be tO Provide adequate concrete cover and transverse

reinforcement over the support boxes to minimize the crack widths'

Blockouts are used for modular joints to facilitate placement and adjustment. The

blockout must be designed to support the weight of the joint, particularly on deck

overhangs. Sometimes the ends oiit."t girders are notched to accommodate the joint:

The posiible fatigue problem at these notches should be considered. C¿ueful installation

of the joint and placement of blockout concrete are critical to ensure a durable joint.

close cooperation is required between the designer, contractor, and joint

manufacturer to ensure a quality joint installation. For example, designers should work

with the manufacturers when detailing blockout reinforcement. By working together,

experienced designers, typically more familtar with reinforcement needs or details of the

"djacent 
,tru.turnl elements and manufacturers, often more familiar with installation

pråbl.n.,, and facrors affecting MBEJ durabìlity, will likely develop good details that

rccluce placement problems during construction. Unfortunately, it is difficult to anticipate

reinforiement requirements during clesign because the joint system and manufactureÍ are

not known until after contract award.

MBEJ should be accessible so thât they may be inspected or repaired from below.
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PROPOSED FATIGUE TEST SPECIFICATION AND COMMENTARY



Fatigue Test Specification for Modular Bridge Expansion Joints
NCHRP Proiect I2-40

1.0 General
1.1 Scope

This specification describes a test procedure for the primary load-carrying metal

componenrs of modular bridge expansion joints (MBEJ). This test procedure is applicable to

rvcldccl or boitecì single-support-bar and multiple-support-bar MBEJ systems. The testing

procctlure clescribed here cloes not pertaín to other expansion joint systems (i.e., strip seal joints,

fingerjoints, etc.) used ìn bridgc structures.
Appcndix A oithis specilication presents a minimum performance critedon and fatigue test

nlethod for elastonlerjc bearings for MBEJ.
l 2 Summary

This test procec.lure can be usec.l to rstablish the fatigue resistance of the centerbeam to

supporr bar connecrion (CB/SB connection) in MBEJ. Data reported includes the appiied

non'tinf,l-stress range (S,) and the numbe¡ of cycles (N) at a predetermined extent of crack

prgpagation (defined as failure) or test termination- Ten reportable fatigue cracks (data) must be

acquirecl for each detail. Reportable ciata shouid be in the very Iong life range, i.e. as close to the

threshold as pr¿ìctical, but in no case less than 200,000 cycles. The lower bound to the data

dctsrrÌ1rncs which AASHTO categor;i rs approprìate for design.

1.3 Approach
The nominal stress range must be calculateci at the location where a crack is antlcipated to

initrarc, 'lhe nominai stress is determined from standard equations for bending and axial load

which are essentially the same as the equations used in strength design. The stress concentration

effect of the welci, bolt hole, or other local features are not taken into account in the nominal

SITdSS,

The cycles to failure (N) and the applied constant-amplitude nominal stress range (S,). data

are plotted on a log-log scale together with several standârd S-N curves. The data a¡e associated

wirh the grearest S-N curve which represents a lower bound to the data. The equation for the

stancìard S-N curves are as foÌlows:

N = (Ay(s,",,)r 0)

Whcre : N = Numbe¡ of cycles

S, 
"" = Nominal effective st¡ess range at the detail under conside¡ation

A = Detail Constant (See Table 1)

Detril C¡tcson Constant A

rJ 120.0 103

C

D
É

44.0 103

27.0 n3
i 1.0 108

Tablc I Dcttul Category Constânt 'A'

Altemarively, the data may be assiociated with the greatest constant amplitude fatigue limit
(CAFL) The CAFL musr be selected from among the cAFL for the seven AASHTO fatigue

categories, corresponding to the CAFL that is just below the lowest stress range that resulted in

crack. ). In this case, all the data used to infer the CAFL must be within 4 ksi of the CAFL

2.0 Specimens
2.1 Metal Components - General

Specimens shall be fulì-scale centerbeam/support bar assemblies representative of those to

be used in the field applications. Each specimen shall consist of three continuous centerbeam

spans over four equally spaced support bars. Spans between centerbeams shall be a minimum of
0,91m (3'-0") and a maximum of l.3ijm (4'-6") (see Figure 1). Support bar spans shall be a

minimum of 0.91m (3'-0") a¡d a maximum of 1.12m (3'-8") (See Figure 2). The

centerbeam/support bar connection shirll be located at midspan of each support bar. Figure 3

ilÌustrates a typical welded multiple-support-bar subassembly sPecimen.

Any welded or bolted âtrachmernts used to secure equidistant sPrings to a support bar,

centerbeam, or stirup shall be included on the specimen (see Figure 3). A load path (rigid

supporr fixed to the rest frame or floor) shall be provided to resist any horizontal forces or

displacements which are normally resisted through these attachments. Any miscellaneous

welded or bolted attachments, e.g. the welded attachments used to secure the elastomeric seals to

the centerbeam, shall also be included on the subassembly specimens'

Support bars of subassembly specimens that are components of a single-support-bar swivel-
joist rype MBEJ, shall be orientated perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the centerbeam.- 

Piior ro testing, specimens sh¿ùl be visually inspected for any flaws, defects, loose

fasteners, etc., that could possibly affect the fatigue resistance of the detail under consideration'

Defects and flaws shall be defined as per the appropriate governing speciäcation (e.g.,. contract

specifications, ASTM A-6, AV¡S D1.it, etc.). Data obtâined from specimens containing defects

siall not be excluded from the data set except as perrnitted in Section 5.1. Any observed defect

shall also be reported with the datâ.

2.2 Instrumentation
Each specimen shall be sufficiently instrumented to measure static nominai strain ranges in

the specimen for a specific interval of loading. Best results can usually be obtained when the

ioading interval for the static calibration tests does not pass through zero load. Strain

measurements shall be made ar locations not influenced by local effects (i.e., away from weld

toes or bolt holes). As a minimum, specimens shall be instrumented as illustrated in Figures 4a

and 4b.
The structural analysis model shall be considered verified when predicted strain ranges are

wirhin +Z5Vo of the measured strain ranges at every location. Upon verification, the results from

the srructural anâlysis model shali be used in preference to the measurements to determine the

nominal stress ranges at the details of interest for reporting results'

3.0 Fixtures
3.1 Fixture Details

Fixtures capable of adequately supporting and securing the specimen during the test shall

be provided. Thè fixture shall be fabricated to sufficient tolerance so that âdditional stresses âre

nor generated in the specimen as a result of fixture misalignment. In addition, any fabrication
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e¡fors in the specimen shall be corrected or compensâted for using non-mechanical means (t e',

shimming).Itisnotpermittedto..force''aspecimenintothefixture.
Tyiicaf elastoineric springs and bearings used.to transfer vertical loads from the support

u^, to tírà supporr box can b" ,."!tu""a with steel bearings in the test fixture' This will permit the

fatigue test to be conducted at load ranges greater than those found in service

4.0 Tcst Procedure
4.1 General

A minimum of ten (10) data are required to establish the fatigue resistance for each detail

under consideration, The eítire CB/SB connection shall be considered as a single detail'

Severaldatamaybeobtainedfromasinglesubassembìybyrepairing-thecrackedportions
of the specimen and resuming the test Howev-er' the repair must have minimal effects on the

propoñi;n and orientation of ítress ranges at unfailed details still under consideration' If a detail

inui r,o, been repaired crâcks again, rhis shall nor be included as additional data.

4.2 Loads
Loads shall be applied through hydraulic actuators or othef similar loading devices The

magnirude of the vertical load ran-ge (AP,) shall be maintained throughout the entire test (i'e''

..load control,,). Load ranges shall be monitored continuously throughout the test to ensure that

the desired load range is m"aintained. Both vertical and horizontal load ranges shall be appìied to

the test specimen simultaneously in the following plopoñions:

Verticaì Load Range = ÀP"

Horizontal Load Range = '2(AP")
The proportions of horizãntal and vertical load ranges given above m.ay be obtained by

incliningìhe^specimen 11.3" off of the horizonlal plane and applying load through actuators

oriented in the vertical Plane.

Multiole SuPPort Bar Systems

The direction or touaÇ sbu-tt be either all tension or all compression and shall be applied at

a consrant amplitude "t "rv'J.ir"¿ 
frequency. The applied load range shall be in a direction

such that the reaction fo.c" b"t*""n the centerbeam and support bar is tensile. The load range

shallnotpassthroughth",eroloadpositionandaminimumpreloadshallbemaintained
throughout the test.

Sinele Suoport Bar Systems

Single supporr u* ,frt.ã-.uy be loaded using the same proced^ures as. specified above for

multiple support baf syst;ms.. In tire euent that pr;mature failure of the stirrup occurs' a load

,ong" -uy Ëå ut"¿ which is 707o downward and 30% uplift'

4.2.1 APPtication of Load
Load shall be appÌied through two 250mm(10") long patches, typically steel plates wìth

hard rubber bearing pu¿r, pta""¿ iã contact with the bottom portion of thecenterbeam as shown

in Figure 5. Each parch ;h;1 be located in the cenrer of each ourer span. Note that the specimen

is shown upside down in Figure 5'

4.2.2 Static Calibration Test

Astaticcalibrationtestshallbeconductedinorderobtainstfaìnrangemeasurements
required to verify the structural analysis model. In order to assure sufficient seating of the

specimen in the fixture, aminimum of 45kN (1Okips) shall be applied at each patch load (This

l.åquir.r.nt shall be waived for tests of single suppon bar systems conducted with load reversal')

Once this load is applied, all strain measuring devices shall be rebalanced to zero strain while the

preìoad is maintained. An additional load which is approximately equal to the desi¡ed load range

.i,uli u. applied. Srrain ranges shall br: measured for the load range from 45kN (10 kip) to the

p.uL fo"¿. Each static calibration test shall be repeated three times while still maintaining a

lnini.nu* a5 kN (lokip) Ioad at each toad patch throughout each. The measured strain ranges

from each repetition should vary by no moie lhan 25Va from the mean value. In the event the

strain ranges are not repeatableiappropriate modifications to the fixture shall be made until the

,,r*n ,on!., are repeaiable. ón." it'i, established that the data are repeatable, the measured

strain range shall be compared to the strain range calculated using the structural analysis model'

4.2.3 Magnitude of Fatigue Load Ranges

Theload ranges used in the test shalì not be so large as to alter the observed failure mode

from that which would be observed under service conditions. under no circumstance shall

applied stresses exceed the yield stress of the material in any portion of the specimen Testing

.irutt ¡. performed at a minimum of two different load (stress) ranges'

If ihe purpose of the test is to iclentify the CAFL (fatigue threshold)' the first load range

should be chosen so that the applied stress range is just above the postulated GAFL' The load

range in the subsequent test is increased or decreased according to whether the test was a runout

o. fãll"¿, respectiv¿ly. A suggested in,:rement in load is such that the stress range is increased or

de.reused uy r+ vnã (2 ksil The cA,FL must be selected from among the GAFL for the seven

,cAsurofatiguecategories,correspondingtotheCAFLthatisjustbelowthe]oweststress
range that resulted in crack.

4.3 DefÏnition of Failure
The following criteria shall be used to define failure of a given centerbeam support bar

connection.
4.3.1 Welded Centerbeam Support Bar Connections

Occurrence of fatigue .ruik, o, fraclu¡es specified below shall be conside¡ed as sufficient

reason to decla¡e a connection as failed

Tvpe A Cracking--* 
rvp,p, ¿, .iacking originates at or near the centerbeam weld toe, propagates up into the

centerbeam at some angle ãnd grows back over the connection. Typically, Type A cracks grow

ar an angle of about +5;. e spe"cimen shall be considered as failed due to Type A cracking when

a crack has grown on any uårtical face a Ìength of d/2 from point of origin' Where 'd' is the

ã.p,r1 oi,t," ðenterbeam. în" ti*it, of type A of cracking are illustrated in Figure 6.

Tvpe B Crackine--:Typ" B 
"*cking 

originates ât or near the support bar weld toe' propagales down into the

support bar and grows baci under the connection at some angle, typically about an angle of 45'.

AspecimenshallbeconsideredasfailedduetoTypeBcrackingwhena.crackhasreacheda
i",rg,n or dJ2 frompoint áf origin on any verricai :uppon 

bar face, where 'd' is the depth of the

,lp"p* u"r. Type B of crackirig and rhe associared limits are illusrrated in Figure 6.

Tvoe C Crackins=* 
T)"" c .r*king originates in tl:le weid throar 

.and 
typically grows in a plane parallel to the

longituäinal axis of the ,íppon bar at abour mid-depth of the weld throat (see Figure 6. ). A
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speciûien shalÌ be considered as failed due to Type c cracking when a complete fracture of the

rvelcl throat has occurrecl.

l.ype C cracks havc been observed to turn down into the support bar, but only after significant

gro*tir. ln such instances, the criteria for type B cracking shall be applied'

4.3.2 Welded StirruP Connections
'l'he folìowing criteria shall be used to define faiiure of a given GB/SB connection that

util izes weìded st;JruPs.

l. Fatigue cracks which result in complete fracture of any leg of a stirrup'

2. Fatigue cracks originating ar or ne"ì a stimrp weld toe that have g¡own â distance of

d/2into the centerbeam on any face, where 'd' is the depth of the centerbeam'

4.3.3 Bolted Centerbeam Support Bar Connections

The lollowing criteria shall be used to define failure of a given boìted centerbeam support

bar connection.
l.Fatiguecrackswhichhavegrownoutofaboltholeresultingincompletefractureof
the tension flange in the centerbeam'

2. Fatìgue cracks growing our of a bolr hole and extending a distance of $ -t, into the

centelbeanwebonanyface,where.d'isthedepthofthecenterbeamand.t,'isthe
flange thickness.
3. Complete fracture of any portion of a stim-rp'

4. Complete fracture of any single bolt'

4.3..1 Alternate criteria for Termination of a Fatigue Test-optional

A test may also be terminated when, for a given stress range' the specimen has survived the

number of cycles required to plot the data above a particulâr fatigue resistance curve' or the

maximum permitted in section 4.5. For example, if the applied stress range is I lTMpa (l7ksi)

anc.lthedesiredfatigueresistaniecurveiscategoryC'thenusingequationlandTablel'thetest
may be terminated-after ufpil.otion of about 90ó,000 cycìes, provided of course, the specimen

has not failed based on the criteria described above

4.4 Nominal-stress Range Calculation

4.4.1 Welded MBE.I
Tvpe A Crackine

Thenominal-stressrangeforTypeAcrackingisobtainedbytakingthesquarerootofthe
sumofthesquaresoftheho-rizontalbendingstressra¡gesinthecenterb.eamandverticalstress
,rng", in the welcì. Figure 7 illustrates the location and orientation of the force components

ìcading to TYPe A cracks
'i'vpe B Crackine

ThenominalstressrangeforTypeBcrackingiscalculatediromasquarerootofthesumof
squares of the longitudinal bending ti'"" 'ong" 

in the support ba¡ and the vertical stress ranges

in the welcl. The axiai load component in the support ¡ui¿u. to the horizontal load is relatively

snralì ancl may be ignored. Ëigure g illustrates the location and orientation of the force

components leading to Type B cracks'

Ivpe!"er4q¡t[s

The stress range driving Type C crackirng is the vertical stress range in the throat of the weìd

Figure 9 i]luslrates the locãtion and orientation of the force components leading to Type C

cracks.
Welried Stimlo Connections

The nominal stress range in the centerbeam at a welded stirrup shall be taken as the

summation of the iongitudinãl stress ranges in the centerbeam resulting from horizontal and

verrical bending. The ãntire load range should be used in this calculation, even if the loading is

partly in comfression. The effects c'f stresses generated in the stirrup itself shall not be

considered in the centerbeam stress ranges.

The load range in the stimrp itself shall be taken as 30Vo of the total vertical load range

carried through the connection. The effect ofthe horizontal forces may be neglected'

4.¡1.2 Bolted MBEJ
Centerbeam Connections
The nominal stress range in the centerbeam shall be taken as the sum of the longitudinal

stress ranges in the centerbeãm resulting from horizontaì and vertical bending' Stress ranges

shall be cãlculated on rhe net section. llhe effects of stresses generated in the stimrp itself shall

not be considered when calculating the stress range in the centerbeam'

Stimrp Connections
rn. t,ru¿ range in the bolt group and stirrup assembly shall be taken as 3OVo of the total

vertical load range carried through thà connection. The effect of the horizontal forces may be

neglected.
4.í Maximum Fatigue Resistance The data may be used to obtain an S-N curve which

represents a lower bound to the dâtå. In this case, the maximum fatigue resistance of any detail

shãll not exceed that prescribed in Table 2. Alternatively, the data may be used to obtain the

g."u,"* consranr ampÎitud" fatigue lirnit (CAFL). A unique CAFL (different from the CAFL

ãssociated in the AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications with the detail category) may be

established if ten data are generated within 4 ksi of the unique CAFL'

Tvp"ofDetail @
w"ld"d M"lttpþ CB/SB Connections C

Welded Stirrup Attachments for SSB Systems B

Bolted StirruPAttachments for SSB Systems D

Croove-Weláed Centerbem Splices' c
Miscellaneous Welded Connections' C

Miscellaneous Bolted Connectigls D

Table 2 - Maximum Pemitted Fatigue Category for MBEI Details

Notes:

ì. c¡oove-welded ñ¡ll-penemdon splices may be itcrc6ed to category B if weld soùndncss is Êstâblished by NDT.

2. Miscelloeoüs coñections iocludc aMchments for equidisimt devices'

3- Thc mqimum Pemined caregory applies onty ro tl¡e S-N cÙfle at sæss rugcs abovc thc CAFL A CAFL that.is higher

ùm ùe CAFL dsociâted witì thesc ;atego¡ies may be used ifthe cAFL is cstablishcd wiú a minimum of tcn test dab.

5.0 Results
5.1 Interpretation of Results

(Note, this secrion does not apply to tests that are conducted to establish the CAFL (fatigue

Bó
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threshold)ofagivendetail.Insuchinslançesitisnotpermittedtodiscardanydtltaobtained.
Tlrerefore proceed directly to Section 6)

The data obtained from the fatigue testing shall be plotted with the AASHTO fatìgue

resisrance curves as shown in Figure 10. The detail category shall be the greatest AASHTO s-N

curve rhat is less than ar *n ¿uii, 
"*.ept 

as limited in raule 2. For exarnple, for the data plotted

inFiguret0,categoryDwouldbeselectedastheappropriatefatigueresistancecurvetobeused
for design 

event thar a' bur one data poinr fa, above a given desired fa¡ieu¡.9yrve, rhar one dara

point may be disca¡ded -;,;;i;"d bï three new data ãbtained through additional testing' The

additiona.ltestingshallbeconductedatthesamestressrangethatthediscardeddatapointwas
obtained. These rhree u¿¿iìiånJ ¿"tu shall be plotted alonf with the remaining nine data The

detail caregory shall be rh" ;;;,;r, ¡¡suro s-N curue that is less than ail twelve of these data,

except as limited in TaUte"ã. For any detail, one and only one data may be discarded and

subsequently replaced *iti itr.", additíonal data for any set of ten original data None of the

additiånal data, lf acquired, shall be disca¡ded'

5.1.1 Welded StirruP Details

The fatigue r".ir,un*ïn the finite life regime for stimrps welded to-a c€nterbeam flange

shall not be raken g."ur", ït * that defined using AASHio fatigue details' The fatigue

resistance of the centerbe^- i.-*"fogo"s to and shalibe considered as a "Longitudinally Loaded

Groove_werded r,,orn^rrrl o, í,,Longitudínally Loaded Fitret-welded Attachment",

dependingonthetypeor"onn".tlonused.Thefatigueresistanceofthestirrupisanalogousto
and shail be considereJ u u ,,Trorruersery Loaded Groove-welded Attachment" or a

"Transversely Inaded Fitlet-Welded Anachmenr"' depending on the type of connection used'

6.0 RePorting of Data

6.L Faiigue Test Results and Observations

Data shall U" ."pott"-á in the typical S-N fo¡mat (Ìog(S) vs' log(N)) with the log of the

srress range plotted as,n" "ì¿i"* ty'i*i.). ln addition, ittJ¿u,u shall also be reported in tabular

io"t^t. fî.ì"ble shall contain the following information:

. Nominal sÍess range at detaii of interest (S"")'

' Applied ioad range for each patch'.

o Number "f;i;i; 
at first observation of a crack (for report purpose only, not to be

used in the S-N data)'
. Number "f ";"i;; 

at fâilure or rerminarion of the test (N). The reason fo¡ stopping

the test shall alsó be noted (i'e ' failure or termination)'

. Type of crack as descriùed in section 4.3. 1 . if the observed crack does not resemble

any of the ";;;;p*;"scribed 
in section 43'1' then a detailed description of the

fatigue crack shall be Provided'

6.2 Miscellaneous Required Information

irt" ìoli"*i"g additional information shall also be reported'

o Joint tYPe and manufacturer'

lAdrawingshowingshape,size,anddimensionsofthespecimen.Drawingsshall
also present ¿etails of õe fiiture including specimen orientation'

¡ Section o,"p..iiã, and detail dimensions of the centerbeam and support bars'

.ForweldedMBEJ,theweldproceduresspecificationshallbeattached.Forbolted
Ir¡seJ'tneboltsize,materialspecification,location'andmethodoftighteningshallbe
reported.
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APPENDIX A

Cuidelines for Durability Testing of Springs and Bearings for MBEJ

NCHRP Project 12-40

Al.0 General
r\ I .l ScoPc

Theprocedurcscontainedinthisappendixareguidelinesfordurability'testingofthe
elasronreric bearings,ypi.oiiy usecl in *oiutot bridge expansion joints (MBEJs) In addition'

s.nle ntininrum perfomtance .rit.ria or. prescribed. ihe requirements presented herein for these

c()nìpoIientS are not suffici.,.'t .o 
"n.u," 

durability in service. Additional specifications for

cnvironmental clurability shoulcl also be considered These guidelines do not necessarily apply to

springs, equidistant springs, or other eìastomeric parts'

r\1.2 Summary
AmininlumperformancecriterionisprovidedforMBEJbearings.Thetestiscarriedout

Lìynamrcallyonindividualbearings.Datatobereportedincludetheappliednominal-strainrange

^nd 
the nu,nber of cycles at faiìure or test termination

Al.3 ApProach
ThefatigtrelifewillbedeterminedbythedisplacementÍangeappliedtothespecimenrather

th:rn thc load or stress rance

Ä2.0 Specimens General
Specinlensshallbefull-scaìebearingcompone.r,ìtsrepresentativeofthoselobeusedinthe

iielcl applications. 
-feflon slrding surfaces, or materials typicaily bonded to the bearing shall be

included on the specimen
Prior lo testing, specimens shall be visually inspected for any-flaws,o1,lefects that couìd

possiblyaffectthefatigueresisttrnceofthespecimen'Defectsandflawsshallbedefinedasper
the appropriate governrng specification (e g ' .contract 

spectfications) Data obtained from

specirrens conraining defe'cts'shall not be excluded from thà data set. Any observed defect shall

bre reportecl with the data.

43.0 Fixtures
¡\3.1 Fixture Details

FixturescapableofadequatelySupportingan-dsecuringthespecimenduringthetestshall
be provideci. The fixrure;;iì ;" rr¡ri.ut.¿ tolufficient tolerance so that additional stresses are

no,'g.n"r^,"d in the specimen as a result of fixture misalignment'

À4.0 Test Procedure
A4.l General

A mlnimum of three frtique tests are required to establish the durability of each type of

bearing.
44.2 Loacls

I,oecìsshlllbeappliedthroughhydraulicactuatolsorothersimilarloadingdevices.The

magnitude of rhe displacem¿nr shall be niraintained throughout the entire test (i'e', "displacement

conìrol',). Displacement and load rangeli shall be monitored continuously throughout the test to

ensure túar the desired displacement rane;e and a minimum preload are maintained.

44.3 Application of Load
Loaà shail be applied to the specirnen through flat steel plates that are smooth and free of

rust. The plates shalibe sufficiently thick so as to ensure even load distribution to the specimen'

Azl.4 Dynamic Stiffness Test
Dynamic sriffness testing of the spring or bearing, a dynamic load tesl shall be conducted'

The dynamic sriffness shall ie obtainld ior at least three different loading frequencies, the

maximum being the expected in servir:e loading frequency. The maximum service loading

fr"qu.n.y shall 
-be 

estimãted assuming a vehicle traveì speed of 96kmh (60mph)'

t- ' ,r,L - 21t+b)
Wìere:

/= Loading frequencY
y 

= Vehicle speed (æsume 96kmh (60mph))

: = 8::[:i:;il ;i:ä,"*" mid-opening position)

The load range applied during the dynamic stiffness of the specimen shall be that obtained

from srructural ana-tysiiìsing fatigie wheel loads and wheel load distribution factors specified in

,r.," gou"*ing design specifiãatioi. Each dynamic test shall be repeated three times and the data

compared to assure the results are consistent'

44.5 Fatigue Test
The fatigue test shall be conducte,d under displacement control. The displacement (stfain)

range shall be applied at any desired frequency 
^less 

than or equâl to the service loading

fr"{u"n.y using'å sine or 
'other 

srnooth- wa,reform' Throughout the test, a minimum

pr""o,,pi"r.ion strain shall be mainta.ined (see section A4.2.2). The minimum cyclic strain

lppli"dìo the specimen shall be equal to the precomlression strain'

The minimum and maximuå dy'amic load shall be recorded at the beginning of the test'

Throughout the test, the minimurn and maximum dynamic load shall be monitored and

periodicallY recorded.
At the end of each complete cycl,e, the displacement shall be held (i.e., a dwell time) at the

pr".o-pr"r.ion position for no less than one half of the period of loading to help promote heat

dissipation. In addition, it is acceptable to use a-fan to Àid in heat dissipation' Excessive heat

geneiation will have negative effects on fatigue life'
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44.5,1 Amplitude of DisPlacement

The fãtigue test shall be run using displacement control. The magnitude of the

displacement amplitude to be used during the fatigue test (a) shall be determined using equation

(3) below:

^-Ru (3)

WÌ¡cre:

Rv = vertical reaction force at the beuing obtained from analysis

K = Dynamic stiffness of spnng or bearing determined in Section 4 3

44.5.2 MinimumPrecomPression
A minimum preco*pi"ssion strain equal to that which is generated in a spring or bearing

after it is installed in a support box or stimrp shall be applied to the specimen. The minimum

cyclicstrainappliedtothespecimenshallbeequaltotheprecompressionstrain'
44.6 Performance Criteria
44,6.1 Criteria for Failure

The following criteria shall be used to define failure and to terminate a test.

l. Excessive deterioration or cracking of the elastomeric material'

2. The measured minimum dynamic load falls to 3Olo of the initial value recorded at the

beginning of the test.

3. The measured maximum dynamic load range decreases to half of the initial dynamic

load range recorded at the beginning of the test'

44.6.2 Criteria for AccePtance

A rest may be terminated and the specimen will be considered as having satisfied the

requirements of ihe fatigue test after successfully withstanding 2 million cycles.

45.0 Reporting of Data

A5.l Test Results and Observations
Data shall be reported in tabular format. The table shall contain the following information:

.Minimum(i.e.,precompressionstrain)andmaximumstrain,displacementandload
at beginning of test.
. Nature of the forcing function (i e', sin, ramp, etc')'

o Number of cycles aifirst observation of a distress (for report purpose only, not to be

used in the data)

. Number of cYcles at failure'

. A description of the mode of failure'

5.2 Miscellaneous Required Information

The following additional information shall also be reported'

. Bearing or spring type and manufacturer'

. A drawing show"ing'shape, size, and dimensions of the specimen. Drawings shall

also present dètaiìs of the fixture including specimen orientation'

Figure 1-Acceptable Centerbeam Spans

C.L. Bearing (TYP.)

ir
' O9lmtoll2m ;

;,
Figure 2l-Acceptable Support Bar Spans

3 equal spaces 0.91In to 1.35m
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Figure 3 - Typicat Subassembly Specimen

(Welded Multiple Support Bar Subassembly Shown)

Figure 4a - Strain Gage Layout at Interior Centerbeam,/Support Bar Connection
(ExÍerior Connection Similar)

Figure 4b - Typical Support Bar Strain Gage Layout (Bottom View)
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zHorizontal Plane

/ t, Crock

Beveled Plate to Allow
Application of Vertical
and Horizontal Loads

ùig¡n of Io8

8ûnd{ry [quol to d/2

fof iqJc Cræk

fol¡q, Crocl

ûi9in of l* CrocÀ

SoFt 8r

fofiq¡ Croct(

S$O€rt 8d

Ecndry [.c¡¡ lo d/?

Tvoe I Crock

5{¡gû} 8t

Tyoe A Crock
Centerbeam 

\

r
d

t_

Secticn.A-A

Ivoe C Crcck

fot iqË Crock

SrDcr I gr
ùiqin ûf llroot Crock

Figure 5 Typical Fixture Used to Apply Load to Centerbeam

Figure 6 - Sketches of'Diferent Types of Cracks Observed in

Welded Multiple, Support Bar MBEJ fatigue Tests
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Notei Strcss Blocks âre

Shom Exâgge¡âtcd

Iiigure 7 - Stresses itntl lìorces Associated rvith Type A Cracking

t'igure I - Stresses antl Ii'orces Associatecl rvith'fype B Cracliing

Figure-9 Stresses and Forces Associated with Type C Cracking
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Commentary to the Fatigue Testing AcceptRnce Procedures for
Modular Bridge ExPansion Joints

NCHRP Project I2-40

Commentary to Article l.l Scope

Modular expansion jornts are structural systems which permit both translation and rotatirrn

berween adjacent bridge elements. Such joints are located in the plane of the bridge deck and are

parallel to the centerline ofbearings for Inost structures.

Conìmentary to Article 1.2 Summary
Fatigue resistance ol the metal components used in MBEJs can be established through this

standard. The procedure is based on the nonìinal-slress S-N-curve approach and is consistent

with current ¿.ÁSH1O fatigue design provisions. Fuil scale testing ol representative details is

required. The test results are used to establish the appropriate AASHTO fatigue category of
vaiious MBEJ details used in design. The procedure can âlso be used ro establish the fatigue

resistance in terms of any orher nomi:nal-stress based S-N curves, such as those included in

Eurocode 3. It is required that ten data be acquired for each detail in order to determrne which

AASHTO category is appropriate for design. Data repoñed includes the applied nominal-stress

range and the number ofl cycles at failu,re or test termination. The fatigue design procedure for

t.æE¡ is based on the fatigue threshold (i.e. the constant-amplitude fatigue limit or CAFL)

Therefore, the emphasis in this latigue test procedure is on defining the CAFL, which reqtrires

more expensive long-term testing at stress ranges close to service stress ranges

The centerbeam to support bar connection (CB/SB connection) is the prirnary fbcus of this

srandard However, if there are arly orher details which are more susceptible to flatigue, this

procedure will yield data for the fatigue ¡esistance of these details as well. lf there are other

details which crack prior to craiking of the CB/SB connection, these details may have to be

modified in order ro obtain data on the (IB/SB connection Typically, the MBEJ is not effrciently

designed ifdetails other than the CB/SB connection are governing the fatigue life

Commentary to Article 1.3 Approach
The deiail category accounts lor stress concentrations, weld quality, and other parameters

that are highly variable and difficult to quantiS/

Conrnrentary to Article 2.2 Instrumcnt¡tion
The measured static strain ranges obtained during a calibration test shall be used to estinlate

the nominal momenr and st¡ain distiiburion in rhe specirnen and used to verify structural analysis

mcrdels Details of the calibration resr are discussed in Section 4.2.2 (For guidance on nrodeling

techniques for MBEJ, the reader is relerred 1o the final report lor NCHRP Project l2-40 Fatigtre

Criteriå For Modular Bridge Expansion Joints) The structural analysis model shall [¡e considered

verified when predicted strain ranges are within ¡25o/o of the measured strain ranges. Experience

rvith these tests suggests that this is about the best agreenlent that is practlcal to obtain

Considering that theirain ar every location in the MBEJ must be within this tolerance. the strain

at most locations is in much beìter agreement than this maximum tolerance The structural

'l.E+6
! 6.89
1.E+8

Number of Cycles (N)
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Ànalysis tnodel will present less variatiOn than tlte me¿ìsurenlents, therelore the resultS from the

srntcrural analysìs nlodel shall be uscd in prclerence to the measurements to determine the

nonriniìl strcss rangcs at the details of intercst lor reporting results

Cornnrcrttatl to Articlc 4.1 General
For welded or.bolred MBEJ specir]rens, the entire cB/SB connectitrn shali be considered as

a single tictarl For exantple, cracks occurring at a welcied centerbeam/suppon bar connection

,.,,,,y õ..u, either. l) at the centerbeanr weld toe, 2) support bar weld toe or, 3) through the rveld

r¡rå¿ir In anv casc, rhis cracking deiìnes tÌrilure ot'the SB/CB conneclion (i e., detail)

Clonìnrcrltnl-l' 1o i\rticle 4.2 Loatls

Nl-L¡!¡q¡lc SLlpp-ort Bar Systcmg
'l'irc appliecl loa,l ranfclshall bc ìn a dirccrion such that the reaction lorce between the

ccntcrbca¡. ancl suppon bai is tensile ln the configuration with the centerbeams on top, this

I.ading world be ccinsìclerecl uplifì ¡\rl alternative ntethocl is to test the specimen upside down,

.,id aliply rhc loads ùnrirùly in conrpression The specified loading is entirely upliR to avord long

crack ¡lrLrpaeaIiorl lives rvhich resLrll in u,reater variability

,5-U-tgþlui¿POtt Il ar S v st enrs

Single suppoir bar svsrerrx ¡nav bc loacìecj usìng entrrely uplili ìoading.as fbr multiple

sul)p(lrt bar svsrer'ì15 liow,evcr, ir ts rccognìz-ecl thal the abovc proceclure resuits irl an unrealistic

scverr loadrtrg oi'the stirnrps rvhich Ittay rcsulr in prelllature tàilure of'thc stìrrup lrr lhe cvent

ilìrs occurs, a ltracl rangc,rra¡' be usecÌ "itith i' 7Oozo clorvnward ancj l0% trpliR Fatigtre tesling rn

Nhich rlrt loadirrg passcs rhrough ¿cro lOad (ì c loacl reversal) is typically rìruch rllore diflìcuit and

c()sllY to colldLlct

(--orrrrnrntrr¡ to 
^rticlc'{.2.2 

Nl:rgrlitrrtlc of Fatiguc Lo:rd Rangcs

IratiguJ tcsrs art typicailv c.rIl,.i,,.t.cl al Ioa(l ranucs iAt'.¡ which are Iluch hi.ghcr than the

cr'ecrcci 
*scrvrce 

l,iatl rano.es Hitw,evcr, tlte loacj rarigcs shail nol be so 
]a1Se 

as to alter the

observccl tiìilule Ilì()de lii¡rrl rhat rvhich rvoLrlcì be ol¡serve<j under service conditions

(.orrnrcntary ro ,\rticle 4.3. I Welde tl Ccnterbearn Support Bar Connection

'l1pe ('c¡acks have been observed lo turn down into the suppon bar' but only after

signiticå,rr gro*h This change in propagation clirectron is attributed to the changing orie.tation

.l't¡e plane oi'principal ,tr.!, *iih cra;k growth. ln such inslances, the criteria lor tvpe B

cracking shall be aPPlied

Cortrntclttary to .\rticle 4.'l.l Welded NIBEJ

lvLe A crackinq , . - -.L:..^,r.... .-+.f,^.1.^n, he centerbeamlup. Ãî*ruu,s driuen by a conrbination ot'horizontal bending stress ranges ln t

ancl the vcnical srrcss rung"s;n the weld throal at rhis location The venical cornponent ls

gcnerared by rhe fbllowìn! t*o fbrces i ) ihe venìcal reaclion at the support and 2) the
-uu.rtrr,''iug 

nronl.n, resultiilg lronl horizontal t'orces applied to the centerbeanì

The nominal-stress range is obtained by taking the square root ofthe sum of.the squares of

the horizontal stress ranges ii the centerbeam and ;eftical stress ranges in the weld' The venical

srress range in the throàt of the weld is generated by the following two components: 1) the

verrical reaction at the support and 2) the ãnetturning moment resulting form horizontal' Note

this method of combining the stressás ignores the còntribution of shear stresses in the region'

Shear stresses are ignored in this proceãure since they are typically small.and^ very dimcult to

ã","r*i* accuratel;. Figure 7 illústrates the location and orientation of the force components

leading to Type A cracks,
Tvoe B Cracking

fyp. ã]ru"ti'g i, driven by a conrbination of horizontal and vertical stress ranges in this

iocation. The vertical comp;nent is generated by the same two forces discussed for Type A

ciacking i.e., I ) the vertical'reaction aì-the supporr and 2) the overturning moment resulting from

horizontal force. In the case ofType B cracking, however, the horizontal component is a result of

longitudinal suppon bar bending ,i."r, ,"ng". ih. tuppott bar bending moment is the sum of the

*oä"n, 
"r.ut"à'by 

the applied ã"nterb,:u*i"uction and the additional bending moment developed

by the horizontal force applied at the tc'p ofthe centerbeam

The nominal stress range is calc,ulated from a square root of the sum of squares of the

longitudinal support bar strÃs ranges and the vertici stress rånges in the weld. Figure 8

illuitrates the loiation and orientatioi ofthe force components teading to Type B cracks'

Tyoe C Cracking
fn. .ñI ,u.gs a.luing Type C cracking is the vertical stress range in the throat of the weld

generated by t-he foliowinii*o.o*pone.-nts: l) the vertical reaction at the support and 2) the

ãu.nu*ing rorn"nt ,.srltìng form hårizontal. Figure 9 illustrates the location and orientation of

the lorce components leading to Type tC cracks

Commentnry to Article 4.5 Maiimurm Fatigue Resistance

Based on rhe results ofprevious fatigueìesting, the upper bound ofthe fatigue strength for

typical details has been *ell 
'characteri"eã for the finite life regime. Therefore' the maximum

fatigue resistance of any Jetail shall not exceed that prescribed in Table 2. if the testing is

conducted in the finite life regime. However, tesdng may be conducted with the purpose of

determining the CAFL (fatiguã threshold) of the detail, a unique CAFL may be established ln

such a case, all ten data must be used to establish the CAFL'

Comnrentary to Article 5.1 lnterprotation of Results

It is noted thar the acquisition ofthree additional data may result in selection ofa fatigue

caregory that is lower than wåuld have originally been selected based on the original ten data'

Such a situation may arise ifthe newly obtãined data demonstrates an unusually poor fatigue

resistance.
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Commentary to APPENDIX A

Guidelincs for Durability Testing of Springs and Bearings for MBEJ

Commentary on Article A1.l Scope
These guidelines do not necessarily apply to springs, equidistant springs, or other

elastomeric parts. However, these other elastomeric parts are not subjected to the significant load

ranges that bearings are subjected to Consequently, few Problems have been encsuntered with

the durability of these other elastomeric parts.

Commentary to Article Al.2 Summary
A minirnum perfbnnance criterion is provided for MBEJ bearings, ThiS pedormance

çriterion is relatively aibitrary, but it is known that present bearings can in most cases meet this

criterion.
Commentary to ArticleAl.3 Approach

While fatþe is t¡pically ass€ssed in terms of the stress range apþlied to a mèmbêr, tn nonlinèar

materiais it can be shown that the strain range; rather tha¡ the stress range, .is acrually the pararÍeter

which should be considered. In addition, fur nonlinear, viscoelastic mat€rials such as neopreng the

stif&ress of the component varies with the strain rate. Therefore, the fatþe tife witl be determined by

the displacement range applied to the specimén and would not vary significantly ifthe strain rate (and

hence the load range) were va¡ied.
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FATIGUE DESIGN EXAMPLES



F|l,-

Desiqn Example #1

1.0 General
These example fatigue design calculations are applicabie ro a rypical welded

rlultipìe-support-bar modular bridge expansion joint sysrem. The movemenr
cÌassification of this MBEJ is assumed to be 9 in. The systern consists of 2 in. x 4.j5 in.
sulrlrort bar-s spaced at3'-3". The MBEJ is not located near a rr.affic meter.ing clevice or
Loll facility. The geometry and section propcrties of rhe cen[erbeanl and
centerbeam/support bar weld are given belolv.

Centel beam:

S".. = 9.68 in3 (Strong axis section modulus at the bottom of the centerbeam)
Sr.u - 3.38 in3 (Weak axis section modulus at the bottom ol the centelbeam)
d,n = -5 in (Depth of the centelbeam)

Support Bar
t = 2 in. (Thickness of rhe support bar)

9* = Yl ]',, iDepth o1'the srLpport bar¡
S^, = 7.5 in' (Strong axis section modulus of the support bar)

'I'hroat

@ C.B. = 1.75* 
'n 

x 2.5 in (rvxl )
A;, , = .l.38 in:. S*., = I .32 ¡nl

@ Throat = L75* in x 3.0 in (wxl)
. c.-- .2 o "5li¡rr

@ S.B. = 1.75* in x 3.5 in (wxl)
¡\.. = 6.11,n2. S... = ..6 inl''Wl¡r

h.= 0.75 in (height of the weld)
*Nominal Width

rv = rvidth parallel to thc longitudìnal axis of the C.B.
I = length perpendicular to the longitudinai axis of the C.B.
A*.,, 4,",., and A,*, = Area of weld ât the top, mlddle, and bottom of the connection, rcspectively.
S",.., S,".,", and S,"*, = Scctron modulus of the weld at the top, middle, and bottom of the connectton,
rcspcctively for bcnding pcrpcndicular to the longitudinal axis of the centerbeân.

I .1 Fatigue Design Methodolog¡r
The following design wiÌl conform to the Íecommendations for fatigue design of

MBEJ as given in Article 14.5.'7 of the proposed specification. In this methoci, stress

ranges (AÐ generated by the fatigue truck must be kept less than one half the CAFL
(AFrH/2). TheoreticaÌly, if this condition is satisfied infinite life is ensured.

1 2 Fatigue Design
1.2.1 Loads
As per Article l-1.5.7.2, the MBEJ systern shall be clesigned to resist thc

stmultaneous application ol vertical and horizontal loads from a tandern axle. As
specifìed in Afticle 14.5.7.2.1 , the appropriate axle fbr fatigue design is the largcst axle

load from the thlee-axle design tnrck specified in Article 3.6.1.2.2. This axle has a gross

weight of 32 kips. However, as per 14.5.7,2. 1, this axle shall be consrdered as the totiìl
loadonatandem. Therefore,theactual designloadconsistsof two l6krpaxlesspaceci at

4'-0". Since the joint opening is less than 4'-0", only one of the axles in the tanclem shall

be considered (Article 14.5.7.2.1). The dynanric ampiification factol is specilied as'75o/o

inTable3.6.2-l.andArticle14.:;.7.2.1. AIoadfactorof0.T5,asspecifiedinTable3.4.l-
1, shall be applred for the fatigue lrmit state.

Fatigue Load Ranses

Stâtrc Vcrtical Axle Loed = Fv, = i6 kip/axlc (Note this is hall ol the 32 kip tandcm)

Ampìrfìcd Vcrticai Axle Load Range = ÂFv¡.p = (16 kip/axle)(l+.7-5) = 28.0 kip/axlc

As per Article 14.5.1 .2.3,tlre horizontai load range (ÀF¡1) for fatigue design shall bc

taken as 20Va of the amplified vertical axle load range. (Had the MBEJ been located at a

signai or other metering device, the horizontal load range would be taken as 50% of the

amplified vertical axle load rang:.)

ÀFs = 19.211 AFuo,o¡ = (0.2)(28 kip/axlc) = 5.6 kip/axle

As per Article 14.5.1 .3, the percentage of' the design vertical ¿xie load ancl

horizontal load that shall be djs,tributed to a cerìterbearn ¿tnd associ¿rted suppolt bars is

specified in Table 14.5.7.3-1 . The top width of the centerbeam is given as 2.5 in. Thtrs,

fronr Table 14.5.1 .3-1, the centerbeam distnbution factor shall be taken as 507¿.

D.F = 0.50



From structural analysis, the.following information was obtained:

1.3 Chcck Centerbcarn SLrpport Bar Connection
The nor¡innl st¡ess ranges shall be obtained from stmctriral analysis as speci¡ed in

Aniclc 14.5.7.4.2. For fatigue cìesign, the MBEJ shall be assumed ro be at thË midrange
opening. The ciesrgn stress range at an interior connection shall be checked for fatigue ìn
thrs exaniple. Though not shown here, an exterior span shouÌd arso be checked using the
sanre methods.

Since this is a weldeci murtipre-support-bar MBEJ, stresses sha¡ be carcur¿rted as
spccificrcl in Artjcle )4 5.1 .2b. Three separate checks are recluirecl for tlre cenrerbeam to
support ba¡ con nec tion i n i.velded rru itiple-support_bitr system.s.

Type A cracking is driven by a combination ofhorizontal and vertical stress ranges
in tlie connection (see Figure A at the end of this example).

'l'hroueh trial ancl er¡'or, the axie was positioned to maximize rhe stress range at the
ccnrerbe^r'weld toe. The |inal position is shown below ìn Figure 1.3-1. These ltads are
to be appliec{ to the top of the centerbeams ancl along the centerlines of the centerbeants.'l'hc vcrtical line loads are calculaterl be Iow:

Figure 1.3- 1

Vertrcal Load Range (Line Load)

s!:0-5f) /075x 28krp / rxlc
= (0.263kip/in)/ wheel(20irrx2wheel/axlc)

Horiz-ontal l-oad Range (Line Load)

!vrr =0.50x07-5x
5 6krp / axlc

= (l).053hp / in )/ rvhecl
( 20in ' 3u,hc.cJ / rrlcl

R" = 3.3 kip
R, = 0.66 kip (i.e., 207o ol R")

M" = 15.9 k-in
Mu=3.2 k-in (i.e.,20Vo of M,)

Where

R"= Venical reaction in the connection.
Rr= Ho¡izontal reaction in rhe connection.
y" = Horizontal bending moment in the centerbeam due to the applied vertical forces.M,= Horizontal bending moment in the centerbeam due to the applied horizontal forces

o -Mu M"
5 x.¡ S y.¡

^ 15.9k - in 3.2k - inJns = -- ---- - 

- 

= i..6ksi- 9.68in' 3.38inr

. - 
RHd.u Rv

JRZ --:-Ì-Swrop A wrop

^ 66k x 5in 3.3k
5 nz = -- -t: ---¡- - 

- 

= 2.6ksii.82rn' 4.38in'

Whe¡e:

S*"0 and S".o =Ssç¡ion modulus of the centerbeam
A*.0 = Area of weld at the t.op of the connection.
S*,.n, = Section modulus of the weld at the top of the connection.
d"" = Depth of the cente¡beam.

(14.s.7.4.2b-t)

(14.5.7.4.2b-2)

(14.s.7.4.2b-6)

calculate Âf as specified in 14.5.i.4.2b to check centerbeam weld toe cracking

^r 
= nGh" *s\,

¿r = .,ÆFrri *ã0, r..i = ¡.rrri

Whe¡e:

Notc 'l'hc rhovc cqualtons lncorporrtc thc clrstribr¡tron facror (DF) of 0.50 es spccrlìerl rn Trble
¡rrcl rhc i0rrrl l ¡cror ([-lì) ol 0 ?-5 rs s¡rcci l rctl r¡r ] ¡blc -1."1. I _ I

S* = Combined bending stress range in the centerbeam or support bar.
S*= ve¡tical stress range in the cente¡beam to support bar weld from the reaction of ¡he

suppo¡t beam. Colrponents of this stress range include the ve¡tical load and overturning
momenl.

r4 5.7.3- l

3'-3" (Typ.)

c-5
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Check Article 14.5.7.4.3
To ensure an infinite fatigue life the connecrions shall satisfy the following

^. - F*
2

Wherc;
Âf = The nominal srress rânge as specified in Article 14.5.-7.4.2
Frr = The fatigue th¡eshold as specified in Article 14.5.7.5.

(14.s.7.4.3-1)

For this MBEJ, the fatigue resistance of the centerbeam to support connection was
established through testing to be Category C. For a Category C detaii, Fru = lOksi as
specified in Table 6.6.1 .2.5-3.

Support Bar Weld Toe Crackine (Type B Cracking)
Through trial and enor, the axle was positioned to maximize the stress range at

support bar weld toe. The final position of the axle is shown below in Figure 1.3-2.
These loads are to be applied to the top of the centerbeams and along the centerlines of
the centerbeams. The vertical line loads calculated above should be applied here as well:

^., - l0ksi
J.ÒKSI a 

-
2

o.K.!

Bquation 14.5.7 .4.3-l is satisfied and centerbeam weld toe cracking will not occur.

73'-3" 
(Typ.) 

,Whect Over
/ 6,-0- ./ Supportllar

-*_--_-ìi__

From structural analysis
obtained:

Figure 1.3-2

of the above system, the following infbrmation was

Rv = 4.8 kip
R" = 1.0 kip (i.e., 207o of R,)

M.. = 20.5 k-ft (see below)

Where:

R"= Vertical reaction in the connection.
Rr= Ho¡izontal ¡eaction in the connection.

- Mv= Bending moment in the support ba¡ duc to venical and horizontal forccs.

Type B cracking is driven by a combination of horizontal and vertical stress
ranges in the connection (see Figure B at the end of this example). The rnoment jn the
support bar results tiom the vertical and horizontal reactions as shown in FigLrre 1.3-3.
Since the centerbeam is located at midspan (see Figure 1.3-3), the maximum moment in
the support bar occurs at the center of the span. The total length of the span is l7.l
inches (i.e., 2L).

Câlcullrc
Strês! âr This Lo.ãtion

Figure 1.3-3

c-1c-6



. _ )1. ¡ I(1¡rri.,.*l)s':Ljr.l
rr - a r-----.+'\ - .)\.r

'fhc rtronient in rhe sLrpport bar (Mr) due to the vertical reâction force (Ru) mnstbe calcula¡cd Note thrr (M") is a result of the verricar reaction onry, the ì,1¿itionnrrìo11ìenr f ronr thc horiz-onrar rbrce is carc'rated by the second liarf of equatlon14.5.7.¡.llr .ì sliown lrclori

M, = {11{, )x t-=+(-r.Ekrp)x¡j55in = ?Ll.5k-in

Nolc

lTlrnS.l)tn=-=l
:-fhc 

strcs: rarrge in the support þar (S*,,) is calcularecl using Eq. 14.5.7..1.2b-3:

calculate Af as specified in 14.5.'1 .4.2b to check for support bar weld toe cracking.

^f 
= lF*, *s\, 

04.5.7.4.2b-6)

/---
Af = V3.3" ksi + 2.4r ksr = 4.lksi

Where:

S", = Combined bending sress range in the support bar.
S*= vertical stress range in the centerbeam to support bar weld from the reactioq of the

support beam. Components of this stress range include the vertical load and overturning
moment.

Check Article 14.5.i.4.3
To ensure an infinite fatigue life rhe connecrions shall sarisfy the following:

(14.5.7.4,3-t)

( 14.-s 7 l th-3 )

. __ ì(t5k -rn I l.0r¡5rn -t)7¡rn +*r¿7-\r'l)-,'--_.-, --- ---=)liir
':r" - 75r¡r

\Vhdrc,

lì,, - ¡1ur¡r_,,n,n, rcaction r¡t rhc connectlon
lvl, = g"n¿¡n* ntolncrnl in thc su¡rport hatduc to vcrttcal forces.
S,," = Scction nrodulus ol thc suppr:rr bar.
L = Dlsrance Ironr C.L. ol bcaring to C.L. ol.conncction

The vertical srress range in the weld (Sor) is calcuiatecl using Eq. 14.5.7.4,2b_4

L _ llil((1."+h\\) Rv
"RZ --ll -+- (t4.5.i.42b-4)

.. l.Okr5r)rn -t)75inr 4.Sk
'",: = -- . ---i---- = -.fKSIi óIl 6.1 2ril -

Whcrc:

Il, = Vcrtical rctction in the connection.
R,, = ¡1ç,,.¡rnn,r, rcaction jn thc conncction.
4u"", = Area ol wcld at thc botlont of thc connecrion
S,",,. = Scction nlodulus ol thc rvclcl ar the ltottonl olthe conncctlon.
h_ = FIe isht ol rllc we ltl.

Where;

^f= 
The nominal srress range as specified in A¡ticle 14,5.7-4.2.

Frx= The titigue threshold as specifìed in Arricle 14.5.7.5.

For this MBEJ, the fatigue r'esistance of the centerbeâm to support connection was
established rhrough resting to be Category C. For a Category C ãetail, Fru = lOksi as
specified in Table 6.6.1.2.5-3.

4.1¡ri s lo!'i 
o.K.!

since equation 14.5.7.4.3-l is satisfied, support bar weld,toe cracking will not occur.
Had the stress range been too high (i.e., greâter than Sksi), the cJculations could
account for the moment gradlient and the stress range at the actual critical section
could have been calculated (see Figure 1.3-3). since the result is acceptable as is, the
design is conservatiye.

Af<qH
2

c-9



Weld Throat Crackins (Type C Cracking) 1.4 Check Centerbeanr Shop Splice
Type C cracking is driven by a combination of horizontal and vertical stress ranges The centerbeam shop splice is located in the ce¡rter of one ol' rhc spans. 'l'hc

in the connection (see Figure C at the end of this example). spììce is a full-penetratlon groove ,,veld. The welds have been inspected and all reqLrilctl

be applied here as well. From above; specified in Table 6.6.1.2.5-3.
Fronl structural analysis, the amplified vertical motnent range (AMy) at this ìocarion

R" = 4.8 kip rvas found to be:
R,, = 1.0 kip (i.e., 20% of R")

where: 
aMv = 35 0 k-in

R'=Ve¡tical¡eactionintheconneclion AsperArticle l4.5.T.2.3,tlrehorizontalloadrange(aF¡1;forfatigueclesignshail beR"=Horizontalreactionintheconnection 
taken as 2ovo of the amplified verticaì axle load range. In this case, rhe horizontal

The stress range driving Type C weld throat cracking shall be calculated using Eq. nloment range (AM¡¡) for fatigue; design shall be taken as 20Va of the amplified vertical

14.5.'1 .4.2b-5: moment range.

- Rv RH(d"b +åhw)

Au"*¿ ùwnu¿

.1.8k l.Ok(5in + *(0.75in)) - ^.S,.-'= -"=+ ''r '=3.0ksi
5.25in I 2.63in'

Where:
A*.,u = Area of the weld at the middle of the connection

S*,, = Section modulus of the weld at the middle of the connection.

h- = Height of the weld

AMH = 0.2x ÁMu = g.2v 35.9k - jn = 7.0k- in

Stress range the detail can be calculated with Eq. 14.5.1 .4.2b-1:

-MuM"
"t(B a er Xcb u Ycb

^ 35.0k - ft 7.0k - ftS-è=- J+ . =5.?ksr9.68in' 3.38in'

In this case, Af = Sn¡

(14.5.'7.4.2b-s)

(14.5.7 .4.2b-1)

Check Article 14,5.7.4.3
To ensure an infinite fatigue life, the connections shall satisfy the following:

Af s 
F'¡H (14.5.i.4.i-I)

2
where:

Àf= The nominal stress ¡ange as specified in Anicle 14 5'7 42.
Frx= The fatigue tlueshold as specihed in A¡ticle 14 5.7 5.

For this MBEJ, the fatigue resisrance of the centerbeam to support connection was

establshed through testing to be Category C. For a Category C detail, Fru = lOksi as

specified in Table 6,6.1.2.5-3.

3okri < 
lokti o.K.l

2

Since equation 14.5.7 ,4.3-L is satisfied, weld throat cracking will not occur.

c-r l



Check Article 14.5.1 .4.3
'ro ensure an infinite latigue life, rhe connections shall satisfy the foilorving:

E

tl 1-
1

*'herc.
Af = -l-he nominal strgss rangc as specìlicd in Article 14 5'l .4.2

[.¡rr= Thc frtigLrc threshold as specitled in Artlcle 14 5 7 5

[:or tirìs MBEJ, rhe farigue resistance of the centerbeam fielcl splice ìs Category B.

lror rL Cittegory B detail, Frs = 16 ksi as specified in Table 6 6.1 .2.5-3

Check Article 14.5 ;7 .4.3

To ensure an infinite fatigue life, the connections shall satisfy the following:

E
^ 

c - 'T'I)
2

where:
Af= The nominal stress rantge as specified in Article 14.5.7 42
Frs= The fatigue threshold as specified in Article 14.5.7.5.

For this MBEJ, the fatigue, resistance of the centerbeam field splice is Category E.

For a Category E detail, &H = 4.5 ksi as specified in Table 6.6.1.2'5-3.

(14.5.7.4.3-1)
(14 5.'7.4.3-t)

I 6ksi57ksri-
?

o.K.!
4.5ksi

l.5ksi S 

-
2

o.K.!

since eqtration 14.5.7.4.3-l is satisfied. the shop splice is adequately designed for
lÌrtigue.

1 .-< Check l 1'ypical Attachnlenl lor an Equidistant Spring
'Ihis ¡rrtlchnrenl consjsts ol I 0.5 inch thrck plate that is 3 ìnches square flllet

rvclcled to t¡e sicle of the support bar'. J'he fltigue strength of this detail is given in Table

(,.6.1.2.3-l rnrl iilustrated in Figurcr 6.6.1 .2.3-l as Example 6. The detaìl is analogous to

r rvcb stil'fc¡cr ol a plate gircler. Therefore the detail category for this connection is

carcgory c ur caregorl c' . Conservatively âssuming Category c detail, Frr¡ = lOksi as

specilied in 'fable 6.6.1.2.5-3.
The clctiiil is loc¿rtecl approximately 3 inches from the centerline of bearing for the

s¡pporl bar. 'fhe stress ranges near the slrpport will be considerably smalle¡ than those at

rhe CB/SB connectìon. rvhich is also a Category C cietail. Therefore, by inspection it can

be conclr,rclecl thrt the detail wilì satisfy Eqr"ration 14.5'7 .4.3-1.

L6 Che ck Attachment for Starnless Steel Slider Plate.
'lhis atrachment consisrs of a 0.125 inch thick plate that is tack welded to the side of

rhe slrpport bar. The fatigue strength of this detail can be conservatively considered as a

.ou"4rlut" encl detail. The fatigue strength of such a detail is given in Table 6.6 l 2 3-l

ancl iljusrratccÌ in Figure 6.6.1 .2.3-) as Exarnple 7, Because the plate is very thin (0. 125

inchcs), rhe clerail caregory will be taken as category E with Fru = 4.5ksi as specified in

'lablc 6.6 1.2.5-3.

The enci of the detail is located approximately 4 inches from the centerline of

beer.ing for the support bar. From the previous check for support bar weld toe cracking,

tirc rÌ¿rxinluln Stress range tn the support bar at miclspan was found to be 3.3ksi Using

inrcrpoiarion. rhe stress range (Af) at the end of the plate can be calculated as:

.\r -J.jksr^ 
4in 

=¡5-tk.,
3 55in

since equation 14.5.7.43-l is satisfied, the stainless steel slider plates are adequately

designed for fatigue.
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Figure A - Stresses and Forces Associated with Type A Cracking

Figure B - Stresses and Forces Associated with Type B Cracking

Weld Metal

Note: Strcss Illocks ârc
Shom Exâggerâtcd

Figure-C Stresses and Forces Associated with Type C Cracking



Desisn ExamPle #2

L0 Ccrrc'rtl
-l'lrcse cxurnple lnrigue ciesign ctlc.Ìatiorjs are applicable to a typical_boltecì-single-

sì-rpport bar ntocitrìal briclge expansion joirlt systern The movemenl classihcation ol this

ìr,1BE.l is ¡ssunted to bc ìs rnches. The systctn consisls of 3 in. x 4.75 in. support bars

spitcecillt.],-.ì,,'Theconnectionisfab¡lcatecjusingasttrrrtptypeconncctionusingfour
5)S rn cljenteLer A-325 trolrs. 'flie ÌvlBEJ is not located near a trirlfrc metering derice or

toll lricilitr,. 'l he geontctrv anci section properties ol the centerbeanl are given below

Ccn tcrbe eru:

{F! '¡t - 
(Strong-axis gross-sectiott modulus ât the bottonl ol the centerbeanr)

S,i,',, = -a U S '"' 
(Weak-axis gioss-section moduÌus at the bottom of the centerbeam)

s.. = t¡.I in. iSLr.ong-axis net-section modulus at the bottom of the centerbeam)

Sìi.=.1 L,,' iWclklaxisnet-section modttlusatrhebottomofthecentcrbeam)

r1.,, = 5 in (Depth of thc centerbeam)

¡3 . = -ì. L15 Irt 1-fo¡r r.r itlth of the ccnterbeam flange)

¡\ :, u .. = O llrll: iNL'l irrciL ol oltc holt\

S-gpgqr 3¡r
r = 3 in (Thickne I oi the support bar)

r1.., = .1.75 in (DepLh o the sLrpport bar)

S.." = I I 3 irrì (Stlong i <is section modulus of the sr-rpport bar)

I I FetisLrc Dcsign lvletltoclology

Thc lìrllurvrng clesign rviil conlornt Io rhc recommenciations for latiguc design ol

NlBE.lasgivcnrnAlticlel4.5Toltheproposecìspecrficationlnthrsnle[hod'stress
mngcs (Al") scncrirtecl by the fatigLre t'uik tn''ttt be kept less than one hall the CAFL

(AI;-irr/1.). Il ìhrs concliLiorr is satisfieci. thcoretically infinite lifc is ensurecl

I 2 lratrguc Desigtl
I I I Lo¡ds
As pcr Arricle 14 5 7 2, thc MBEJ system shall be cle signed lo resist lhe

silllrt]lancoltslpplrcationofverricalanclhorizontirìloirdsfronlltandemaXle.As
:pccitrctl in Àrticle 14 5 T ? 1. thc approprrale axle for flrigr're clesign is the largesl lxle

I.rrcl Ironr thc three-uxle clesigrl truck ipecifiecÌ in Article 1.6 l22 This axÌe hns a gross

u'crglrt o1 32 kips. Hor'ueuerl as pcr l+ 5 7 ? 1' this axle shall be corrsidered as the totnl

Io¡cj on ¡r ran(lùrn. Thcr.cforc. thc actLral destgn loacl consists of ti'r'o 16 kip exles spaced at

l'-0"srnccihe.iointopenirtgislesslhan+'-0"'onlyoneoftheaxlesinthetandemshall
bc consrclcrcil (Arriclc I4 5;2.1 ). The clyrramic arnpÌification factor is specilied as 757o

lrt.l.a[¡lc].6'].1'enclArtic]c14.5'7.2'i,Aloadlactorof0,T5.asspecilìeclinT¡rb1e3.4.1-
l. shlll be xpplied for the latigtre lintit state

Farisue Load Ranges

static Vertical Axle Load = Fv, = 16 krp/aLxle (Note this is half of the 32 kip tandem)

Amplified Vertical Axle Load Range = Âllv¡-p = (16 kip/axle)(1+ 75) = 28 0 kip/axle

As per Article 14.5.7.2.3,the horizontal load range (aFu) for fatigue design shall be

raken as )Oqo of the amplified verrical axle load range. (Had the MBEJ been located at a

signal or other metering device, ttre horizontal load range would be taken as 507o of lhe

amplified vertical axle load range. )

^FH 
= (0.2X ÀFuo.o) = (0.2)(28 kip/axlr) = 5.6 kip/axle

As per Article 14.5.7.3, the percentage of the design vertical axle load and

ho¡izontai load that sha1l be dist¡ibuted to a cente¡beam-and associated support bars is

specified in Table 14.5.7.3-1. The top width of the centerbeam is given as 3.125 in.

Th]",s, from Table 14.5.7.3-1, the centerbeâm distribution factor shall be taken as 60vo.

D F. = 0.60

1.3 Check Centerbeam Support Ba¡ Connection

The nominal ,tr"r..ång", shall be obtained from structural analysis as specified in

Arricle 14.5.7.4.2. For fatigue design, the MBEJ shall be assumed to be at the midrange

opening. The design .tr"rr-rong" aian interior connection shall be checked for fatigue in

this exlmple. Though not sho;n he¡e, an exterior span should also be checked using the

same methods.
Since this is a bolted sinEile-support-bar MBEJ, stfesses shall be calculated as

specìfied in Article 14.5.'1 .2a. 
-Also 

as specified in Article 14.5.7.2a, the effects of

.,r"rr., generated in the stimrp itself shall not be considered when calculating the

longrtudinal stress range in the centerbeam.

Check Centerbeam
rrr-ugtr trial and error, the axle was positioned to maximize the stress range in the

centerbeam. The final position is shown below in Figure 1.3-1. These loads are to be

applied to the top of the centerbeams and along the centerlines of the centerbeams. The

vertìcal line loads are calculated trelow:

Figure 1.3-1

c, t6
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Vertical Load Range (Line Load)

!vv =0.60x0.75x
28kip i axle

= (0.315kip / in)/ rvhecl
(20inx2whecl/axle)

Horizontal Load Range (Line Load)

wH =060x0.75x
5.6kip / ule

= (0.063kip / in)/ wheel
(20inx2wheel/arle)

Note: The abovc equations incorporate the dist¡ibution factor (DF) of 0.60 as specifìed in Table 14 5 7.3-Ì

and thc load factor (LF) of0.75 as specified in Table 3 4.1-1

From structural analysis, the following information was obtained:
M" = 19,1 k-ft
M* = 3.8 k-ft (i.e.,207o of M")

Wherc:
M, = Llorizontal bending moment ìn the centerbeam due to the applied vertical forces

M¡ = Horizontal bending moment in the centerbeam duc lo the applied ho¡izont¡l force.

Check Article 14.5.7.4.3

To ensure an infinite fatigue life the connections shall satisfy the following:

E
.. - rTH

2
Where:

Af= The nominal stress range as specified in Article 14.5.7.4.2

Fru= The fatigue threshold as speoìfied in Artrcle 14.5.7.5.

(r4.51.4.3-t)

For this MBEJ, the fatigue resistance of the centerbeam with drilled holes w¿rs established

through testing to be Category Dr. For ¿l Category D detail, FrH = Tksi as specil'icd in

Table 6.6.1.2.5-3.

Tksi
3.2ksi < 

- 2

Since equation 74.5.7.4.3-l is satisfied ând net section fatigue crâcking of'the
centerbeam will not occur,

Check Stirrup fol Fatieue
Through irial and error, the axle was positioned to maximiz:e the str:ess range jn the

stirrup. The final position is shorvn beÌow in Figure L3-2. These Ioads arc to be appìicd

to the top of the centerbeanrs ancj along tlìe centerlines of tìre centerbe¿rnrs. The verLical

line loads calculated above should be applied here as well:

3'-3" (Typ.) 
,Wheet Oven

o.K.

(14,5,7.4.2b- 1)

, 6'-0" ny' è"*Pons^'
llWhcrc:

S*",0 ancl Sr-.0 = Vertical and horizontal net section modulus of the centerbeam, respcctively

S*u = Combined bending stress range in the centerbeam

For the case of a bolted single-supporrbar MBEJ

Af = Sn¡=4.5ksi

The stress range (4.5ksi) is calculated at the centerline of the connection between the

centerbeam and the suppon bar on the net section.. However, in reality, the bolt holes are

located about 4 inches away from where the moment is calculated. It can be shown that

due to the moment gradient the stress range at the bolt holes is about'709a of this value or

âbout 3.2ksi.

Therefore, 
^f 

= (0.70)4.5ksi = 3.2ksi

Figure 1.3-2

The only information required tr: check the stirrup for fatigue, is the vertical reacl'ion

range at the stirup. From stÌl.tctural analysis of the above system, the following
informatron was obtâined.

R" = 5.8 kip

Where:

R"= Vertical reaction in tho connection.

c- l8
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As specrf icd in ¡\rtjclcr l':1.-5.7.2a. the vertical stress range in the stirnrp shall be calculatccl
b¡''tssLtlltrttg anti lo¿rtl rltnsc: rtl lhc stilrì.rp eclr,ral to 307¡ ol thc tolIl verticìl ri]aclion forcr
ltctri,ccn lhc ccnterbc:ul unrl rhc support bar.

since equation 14.5-i-4-3-r is satisfied, the stirrup borts are adequately sized forfatigue. However, the stirrup itserf must arso be checked in the same manner as thebolts' This can be done by r:hecking the nominal stress rânge in the stirrup wetdsa.nd comparing the appropriate fatigue category (typically Category E). However,the nominal stress in the stirrup wiil be smaìr becauie it has a vãry'large area ii.e.,compared to the four bolts). Therefore, by inspection it will not controt.

I 4 Calculate the Maximum lvloment in the Support Bar

The moment in the support bar (M") due to the vertical reaction force (Ru) mustbe calcu.lated. Note that (Mu) is a result oi the vertical reaction only, and the effects ofhorizontal forces need not be considered. Fo¡ this singre-support-uai lr¿np¡, ,t-," supporr
bar ca'ies all the load from rh,: wheel. Th.is wheer load is dist¡ibuted to a maximum ofthree centerbeams as specified in Articlel4.5.7.3 and as shown below.

I

-l

Figure 1.4-3

Note: Stim:ps not shown for clarity.

Based on the loading shown (Rv=5.8k) the reactions are equaÌ and ue 2.9kip. From the geomet¡y given the
maximum moment (Mu) in the support ba¡ can be calculated from the sheaàiagram.

Mv = l3.4in x2.9Up+4.6inx1.72kip = 46.8k-in

The stress range in the support ba¡ can now be calculated.

^ M,, 46.8k - inIt = =-=¿rt¿.;S".n 1l.lin3

-ll1c l\)¡rl r.Ìl!c rn tltc strrru¡t rs

ll\\, = ()i0x R\ = 0 lr)>t58k = 1 71,

lt rlLJ ir¡.¡¡r¡¡¡ua,l thirt tltc bolts shere cc¡ualJv tn rltc lo¡d
l lrerclorc iltc Ìrtrii ¡tcr bolt crlt bc, ! rlculrtc(l âs

1.7 kìp L0ad
llanse in Stirrup

.. Iì.SV l7ll(.\, 

- 

:,i, ìl [),)ltI ll,rlr: -tUL,lrr

i',1.]1",t llrc strcss r¿rnsc in onc bolL. Fr.ont the infor-mation giycn
ìs 0.1-lil'. ['hus thc. \tr.ess rangc rn elclr lrolt ls:

.. fì.r,, , lrllk i ll!ìlrì ,.. -.
.\.,,, t)Itr¡.

Wltcre
5, ,,, = i-ord in crch bolt
S,,,, = Strr:ss rrngc rn crch bol(

Stirrun lìorces

thù nct area ol'rhe boll

No Share of Wheel
on Exterior C.B.

0.2R\, 0.6Rv 0.2Rv

\

¡:
\¡ - 'lli

l

(lhcck Articlc l¡1.5.7..+ 3
-l-o ersu'c.r rnlinlte faLigLre lil'e. the connections shall satrsfy the foliowing:

(.r4 5.1 .4 3-t)
\\'l I c rc

^i: 
l'hc nonrinal stress rrnse as specifiecl in Articic 11.5.j.4 2

lr¡¡1.- 'fhc fiitrguc thrcsholLl rs spccrlìccl ur Articic 14.5 7.5.

Iìor this MII[:.1. the fatigtrc resistancc of a Lhreaclecl fastener has been established through
lùstins to bc Category D. For a Caregory D detarl, FrH = Tksi as specifieci in Table
66r2-s-3.

9k

7l,sr
l¡)krr': 

-
l o.K.

l8 in

Moment Diagram
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Check Base Metal of Support Bar . Check Article 14.5.1 .4.3

The base metal of the support bar will be checked for fatigue. As specified in Table To ensure an infinite fatigue Iife, the connections shall satisfy the following:
6.6.1.2.3-1 Article and Table 6.6.1.2.5-3, the support bar base metal must be checked as a

Category A detail. The maximum stress range in the support bar was found above to be af < 
Frï
z (14.5.7 .4.3-1)

4.2 ksi. 
whe¡e:

Check Article 14.5.j.4.3 Af= The nominal stress rânge as specified in Article 14.5.7.4.2.
Fr"= The fatigue threshold as specifìed in Article 14.5.7.5.

To ensure an infinite fatigue life, the connections shall satisfy the following:
For this MBEJ, the fatigue resistance of the centerbeam field splice is Category E.

^f 
s þ e4.5../.4.3-l) For a Category E detail, FrH = 4.jí ksi as specified in Table 6.6.1 .2.5-3.

2
where :

Àf= Thenominal stressrangeasspecifiedinArricle 14.5.7.4.2. 3.lkrj <1!!t' NoGoodll
Fn= The fatigue threshold as specified in Article 14.5.7.5.

Fo¡ this MBEJ, the fatigue resistance of the support bar base metal is a Category Equation 14.5'7.4.3'"t' is not saÍisfied and a redesign of the support bar is required.

Aderail. ForaCategoryAdetail,F:iH=24ksi asspecifiedinTable6.6.1.2.5-3. Thesectionmodulusofthesupportbarneedstobeincreasedbyabout3STo. Thus,
increasing the width to 4 inches will provide an acceptable decrease in the stress

4.2kri < 
24ksi O.K. 

range. Another solution is to dÊcrease the spacing between the support bars,

' ,.4 Check Cenrerbeam Shop Splice

Equation 14.5.7.4.3-L is satisfied. Similar to as Example I .

Check Attachment for Stainless Steel Slider plare. 1.5 Check Attachment of for Equidistant Spring.

Thisattachmentconsistsof a0.l25inchthickplatethatistackweldedrothesideof SimilartoasExamplel'
the support bar. The fatigrie strength of this detail can be conservatively considered as a

coverpiate end detail. The fatigue strength of such a detail is given in Table 6.6.1.2.3-l
and illustrated in Figure 6.6.1.2.3-1 as Example 7. Because the plate is very thin (0.125 I .6 Check Attachment for Stainl':ss SteeÌ Slider Plate.

inches), the detail category will be taken us Cot.gory E with F1¡1 = 4.5ksi as specihed in Similar to as Example 1

Table 6.6. 1.2.5-3.
Since this is a single support bar system, the detail is continuous from centerline of

bearing to centerline of bearing along the support bar. However, the plate is onìy weìded

at the ends and the third points. The maximum stress range in the support bar at the

welds must be calculated.

Based on the loading shown in Figure 1.4-3 (R"=5.8k) the reactions are equal and are 2,9kip. From the

geometry given rhe moment (Mu) in the support bar at the third point (i.e. l2 inches) can be calculated.

Mv = l2.0in x 2.9kip = 34.3¡ - ¡n

The stress range j.n Lhe support bar cannot be calculated.

, M., 34.8k - in

Sx,¡ 1 l.3inr
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Design Example #3

1.0 Gc.nc.rel
'l'hcsc cxur'plc ratìgL¡e ciesisn carcurations are appÌicabre to a typrcar rveìcrecìIrlultiplc-sirpport-bur nlocluler bricl_ec expension joint svstem. The movenlùntcla-ssrlicrLrion or this rr'rBEJ is assunreci to b.305mm. The system consisis of 3g.l'rm. xt)-5llrm sLrpport bars spacecl ¿t 1435nlni. The MBEJ is nor loceteci near.a trafric meteringrl.'ice or tolr tìrciiitv. The geonlcrtry ancr sectiãn propertie.s of the center.beam ancrcr'ntcrbe unt/srrppol.t bar r.velrl lr.r: gìl,en belorv.

Cc n te rbear¡:
's'., = ll-5165 r:rnrr (Strong aris secrlon motrLrrLrs at rhe bottom of.tire centerbeanr)S'.', = i0s03 nrrrt (\\/cak -rxis .sc-crion nrociurus ar the bot¡onr of.the center.beenr)tl,, = I r7 nt¡| iDcpth ot thù ce ntcrbcû¡n)

SLrp¡9¡!l.rr
t = 13 I nun (Thicknc-ss ol the suppor.r bar)

ìl = .,1_', 
l,l , , Dc¡rlr ..rl .hc .Lrp¡.or:r t.rrr\ = ] /_i{l() l|llt (S[rtrn-:: ;Lris scctjOn ntoclu]trs of fht: sLrpp¡¡¡ þ¡¡¡

1.1 Fatigue Design Methodology
The forrowing design wit conform to the recommendations for fatigue design ofMBEJ as given in Articre,14.5.7 of the propãseJspecification. In this method, stressranges (Âf) generated by the fatigue ,*.k *ur, be kept less than one half rhe CAFL(LFrHr2). Theorerically, if thir; condition i*utirii.ã infinire rife is ensured.

i.2 Fatigue Design
1.2.1 Loads
As per Article i4.5.7.12, the MBEJ system shall be designed to resist thesimultaneous application of r¡ertical ,n¿ ¡o.äni"l loads from a tandem axle. Asspecifìed ìn Articre 14s7..2..r, the appropriate 

"*iå-ro. 
fatigue design is the Iargest axreload from the three-axle desigr, trucú sp"å'l"J in 

'¿nl. 
le Lø.t .2.2. î',i, u*L i* u g.o*werght of 142kN However, as per 14.5.7.2.1, this axre shat be considered as rhe totalloacl on a randem. Therefore, trhe acruar a.r[n'ràåã.onsists of two 71kN axres spaced atl2l9mm Since the joint opening is less ñan titgmm, only one of the axles in thetandem shall be considered (ltrticle 14.5.j.2.1). The dynamic amplification factor isspecified as 75vo in Tabre.3-6.2-1. an¿ articie ti.s.l .2.1. A 10ad factor of 0.75, asspecified in Table 3.4.1-1, shall be appliect for tt 

" 
iuiigu" Iimit state.

Fatigue Load Ranses

Staric ve¡tical Axte Load = Fv, = 7lkl{/axle (Nore rhis is halfofrhe l42kN tandem)

Amplitìed Ve¡tical Axle Load Range ==ÁFya,o = (7lkN/axle)(l+.75) = l24.3kN/axle

As per Articre r4.5.7 2.3,rhe horizontal load range (aFÐ for fatigue design sha' be
:iÎi, r: 20.E: of the amprified verrical axre toaa ,ang". (Had the MBEJ been locared at astgnal or other metering device, the horizontal load"range would be taken as 50vo of theamplified verrical axle load range.)

^FH 
= (0.2X AFuo_o¡ = (0.2)( l24.3kt{ /axte) = 24.9¡1uru*,"

As per Anicie 14.5.7.3, the percentage of the design vertical axle load andhorizontal load that shail be distribuied to ui"nt".u.um and associated support bars isspecifredinTabre 14.5.7.3-1. Thetopwidrhof thecenterbeamisgivenas5Tmm. Thus,fromTable 145.1 3-j,rhecenrerbeamdistributionfactorshall betaken as50vo.

D.F =050

1:-Ç,li = j3 Inrnr x 57¡¡nr (uxl)
.\,. = ll"lnlllr. ),,, - :U(,ì1,¡lìr'

!'-l!rgt - l-i 4nrn x TOnrnr 1u.xl)
.\ , - I -lsrrlnr:. S.. : jr r--t ì,,,,r,'

.('1 .!!l = lS lrrrr¡ x S-ìrrn {*;<ì)
.\. = rlr.llnrlr.S., -.lilli¡¡¡¡;¡

Jr.,= l9ntnt rite lsht ol rlrc welrl)

rt -- rr¡cl(it J¡irr.rilcl t,r tltc lon-vrlurjrn¡l trrts rrl thc C g
I = lc¡tgrit Jr(.lJ)clrltrLrÌ.r tL, Ijtc lonilltLrclllri ¡xls ol.thc C.ll
'\,', ,..'\" , ,L:rLJ ,\,,,, -.,\rr.r or rrclcj ¡r rlìù l(ì!. nrL¡Jrlle, rlrcl boltonl \)r'thc c(ìnnc!tron, rcrsptctr\clv's" 'S".. lLilil S.,, = srcltotl tll0clulLrs ol Lhc *'cltl at (h!r Lop. ¡niclcllc. ancl botttrnr ¡¡i thc conncctra're.Icc(rruì\. lLrr ir¡11¡l¡¡1-s ¡lcrpcilrlrcLrlrr ro thc lon-urtüdinal aris oi Lhc ccnrcrbc.lrn.
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1,3 Check Centerbeam Support Bar Connection
The nominal stress ranges shail be obtained from structural analysis as specilied in

Article 14.5.7.4.2. For fatigue design, the MBEJ shall be assumed to be at the midrange
opening. The clesign stress rf,nge at an inLeriol conncction shell be checkcd lor htieue in

thrs example. Though not shown here, an exterior span should also be checked r"rsìng the

same nlethods.
Since this is a welded rnLr.ltiple-suppot-bar MBEJ, stresses shrll be calculated as

specifred in Article 14.5.'l .2b, Three separate checks are required for the c¿nterbea:l tr.r

support bar connection in welded muitipìe-support-bar systems.

Check Centerbeam WeÌd Toe Crackine (Tvpe A Crackine)
Type A cracking is driven by a combination of horizon[ai and vertical stress ranges

in the connection (see Figure A at the end of example I ).
Through trial and error, the axle was posìtioned to maximize the stress range at the

centerbeam weld toe. The fìnal position is shown below in Figure 1.3- L These loads are

to be applied to the top of the centerbeams and along the centerlines of the centerbeams.
The vertical line loads are calculated below:

l435mm (Typ.)
Line Load

Figure 1.3- 1

Vertical Load Range (Line Load)

I 24.3kN / axle

From structural anaìysis, the followrng informatìon was obtainecl:
R, = 19.7kN

R,, = 3.9kN (i.e ., 2070 t¡f R")
M" = 3803kN-rnn
M,, = 76lkN-mm (i.c., 20% ol'M")

Whcrc
R!= Verlicâl reâction in thc connectio¡i.
R,,= Hoilzo¡tlrl re¡ction in tltc connuclì.)n.

M,,= Horizontaì bending r¡onrcnt in thc ccntcrbcanr duc to lhc applierì r,crtic¡l fìrrccs.

MN= Horizontal bcnding nromcnt in thc ccnlcrbcanr cluc to thc applicd horizontal lìrrccs

- Mu MH

S *.0 S".o

,"" - 
3803kN-mm 

- 
76lkN-mm 

=0.057ókN/mnr2 =57.(rMpa1l5365mmr 30808mmr

- ÃHUi.h ÃV

5w(op Awrop

( t4.5.7.4.tb- l)

(t4.5.7 .4.2b-2)

= (0.046kN / mm)/ wheel
(508mmx2wheel/axle)

Horizontal Load Range (Line Load)

24.9kN / axle

wv =0.50x0.75x

wH =050x0.75x

,", - 
39kN x l27mm + l9 7kN - =,0.033rkN / mmr = 33.rMpr

2063lmm' 2l72mm"

Where :

Sr"o and Sr.n =Section modulus of the centerbeam

A*,.n = Area of weld at the to¡r of the connection.
S*.0, = Section modulus of the weld al lhe top of the conncction.
d", = Depth of the centerbeam.

Calculate Af as specified in 14.5;.7.4.2b to check centerbeam weld toe cracking

^r 
= !6\' *s\'

^i 
= n67ótlu1P, * x It lurP^ = 66.4lvtPa

Where:

(14.5.'7 .4.2b-6)

Combined bending stress rangc in the centerbcam or support bar.
Vertical stress rang3 in the centerbea¡n 10 support bar weld fronr thc rc¿rctiort ol thc

support beam. Componcnts of this stress range includc thc vertical load and ovcrturning

mornenl.

(508mmx2wheeì/axle)
= (0.009kN / nm)i wheeì

Notc: The above equations incorporate the clistributjon iaclor (DF) of 0 50 as specilìcd in 'fablc

and thc load factor (LF) of 0.75 as specificd in Table 3,4. l- 1.

1,1.5 7 3-l
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Chcck Article 14.5.1 .4.3
To cnsurc an infinite fatigLre liie the connections shall satisfy the following:

(145743-t)
Whcrc:

Al - The no¡ninal strcss rangc rs spccilied in Arricle 14.5..7.4.2.
F ¡r - 'flre fatiguc threshold as s¡rccifiecl in Articlc 14.5.7.5

For thrs lvf BE.l. the farìgue r-esistance of the centerbeam ro support connection was
established throu-qh rcsring ro be Category C. For a Category C de¡ail, Fru = 6g.9 Mpa as
spccrlied in Tablc 6 6.1.2.-5-3

Support Bar'Weld Toe Cracking (Type B Cracking)
Through trial and enor, the axle was positioned to maximize the stress range at

support bar weld toe. The firral position of the axle is shown below in Figure 1.3-2.
These loads are to be applied to the top of the centerbeams and along the centerlines of
the centerbeams. The vertical line loads calculâted above shouid be applied here as well:

Figure 1.3-2
(16lÌ!ll)¡ , 6s 9MP¡

2
NO GOODI

liquation 14.5.7.4.3-1 is not satisfìed and centerbeam rveld toe cracking can be
ex¡rectecl to occur. 'l'hus, modifìcations to the connection ancj/or a heavier
ccntcrbcanr scction arc required. In addition, the support bar spacing coukì be
rccluced thereby decreasing nìoments in the centerbeam.

From structural analysis of the
obtained:

R, = 20.lkN
R" = 4.0kN (i.e., 207o of R,)

above system, the following informatíon was

M" = 2535kN-mm (see belou,)

Where :

R"= Vertical reaction in the connection.
R"= Horizontaì ¡eaction in the connection.
Mv= Bending moment in the support bar due to vertical and horizontâl forces.

Type B cracking is.driven by a combination of horizontal and verticâl stress
ranges in the connection (see Figure B at the end of example 1). The moment in the
support bar results from the Vertical and horizontal reactions as shown in Figure 1.3-3.
Since the centerbeam is located at midspan (see Figure 1.3-3), the maximum moment in
the support bar occurs at the c{rnter of the span. The total length of the span is 508mm
(i.e.,2L).

Câ1.ülâtê
St¡ess Àt Th¡s Locâtion

Nfoncnt D¡aBram

Figure L3-3
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The moment in the support bar (Mu) due to the vertical reaction force (Ru) mr"rst Calculate Af as specified in 14.5.1 .4.2b to check for suppolt bar weld toe cracking,
be calculated. Note that (M") is a resuit of the vertical reaction only, the additronal

moment from the horizontal force is calculated by the second half of eqì.ration or=.,F**sh, (14.5.7.4.2b_6)
14.5.7.4.2b-3 shown below.

Mv =+(R")xL=+(20.1kN)x254mm =2553kN-mm ¡t =tl::vp^*rsdMP" =54.8MPâ

Nore: 
whe¡e:

5otimm 
S-" = Combincd bending s.ress rangc in thc support bar.

t S*= Vertical stress range in the centerbeam to support ba¡ weld fiorn thc rcaction ol thc
2 support beam. Components of this stress rangc include lhc vertical load an<j ovcrturninr¡

The stress range in the support bar (S^r) is calculated using Eq. 14.5.1 .4.2b-3: momenr.

- Nlu tRH(d"¡-hw-+d.b)
5x.¡ j 5x.¡

(14.5."/ .4.2b-3)

?s5 jkN - mm I 4.0kN(l27mm * 19pp -{195mm)r
s_-_¿Jrru\-'¡u""Bu 573ovmmj 2 573o9mmr

Check Article 14.5.1 .4.3

To ensure an infinite fati,gue Iife the connections'shall satisfy the fol)owrng

Ê
^. - rlH

2
(14.s.14.3-t)

whcrc: where:

Rr=Horizontalreactioninthe connection. af= Thenominal stressr¿rngcasspeciliedinArticlc 145142

M, = Bending moment ìn the supporr bu due to 
'crtical 

forces. Frn= The fatigue threshold as specified in Articlc 14 5 7 5'

S*',=Sectionmodulusofthesupportba¡' For this MBEJ, the fatigue resistance of the centerbeam to support connection wâs
L=DistancefromcL of bcringtocL of connsction 

established through testingtobe categoryc. Foracategorycdetail, F'¡ =68.9Mpa as

The vertical stress range in the weld (S^r) is calculated using Eq. 14.5.7.4.2b-4 specified in Table 6 6 1 2 5-3'

^ R,(cl.h+hw) Rv /1t <a À.t Á\ 548MPa>689MPa NOGOODI
spz = s*- (14.5.i.4.2b-4) s48MI 

zsr"¡u' A*¡o' 
Since equation 14.5.7.4.3-l is n,ot satisfied, support bar weld toe crâcking is expected
to occur. Since the stress rânge is too high (i.e., greater than 34.5MPa), the

^ 40kN(l27mm+l9mm) - 291N- 
=o.ol96kN/mm2 =l9.6MPa calculations could account for the moment gradient and the stress range at theJÞ7=-l 43745mmj 3l62mm¿ 

actuai critical section could have been calculated (see Figure 1.3-3). However, since

whcrc: the calculated stress range is well over the allowable limit, the reduction in stress

Ru = Vertical reacrion in rhe connecrion. range that can be realized is nrot likely to be sufficient. Therefore a redesign of the

Ru = Horizonral reaction in rhc connecrion. connection which may include changes to the support bar spacing and geometry are
A*o" = Area of weld at the bottonr of rhc connection. required,
S**, = Section modulus of the wcld at the botlom ol the connection

h- = Height of thc weld.
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Wclcì -l hroat Cntckin!: ('fvnc C Crackins)
Type C clackìng is driven by a eombinati0n ofhorizant¿tl ¿rnd vertical srress ranges

in thc connection (see Figure C ar the end of this example).
'l'h.c ¿rxle posilion wlrich r¡ax.imizes the stress range in rhe weld rhroat ls shown in

l:igtrLe 1.3-2. The whee] loads shown âre to be applied to the top of the centerbeams and
rilong tlio centerlines of the centerbeams. 'lhe vertical line loads calcularecl above shou.ld
bc applie d he re as r.veli. Frotn above:

R"=20.lkN
I(,, = '{,[ ¡¡ (i c., 20% o1 R,)

Whcrc:
lì" = ys¡¡¡. r¡ rcrction in tlre colinection.
lì,, = ¡¡tt¡run,'', ¡caction in thc connection.

'Ì'he stress range driving Typc C weld rhroat crackrng shali be calculated using Eq.
14.5.7.4.2b-5:

1,4 Check Centerbeam Shop Splice
Similar to previous exarnples.

Check a Typical Anachment for an Equidistânr Spring.
Similar to previous examples.

1.5

^ I{u Rn,1,l.o+{hru)
)D,/ =---+ -

l\ ir ,u*l S rvu,,,r

l()lkN 4.0kN(l27mrn-+(l9nìilì))
su, =ffi * 

aa,^;ñ=0.0373kN/mrn2 =373lvlPr

Sincc cqtration 14.5.7.4.3-l is not satisfìed,
Considering thc above results, a conrplete

(14.5 7 .4.2b-s)

(r4 5,7.4.3-r)

weld throât cracking is expected to occur.
redesign of this MBEJ is required.

Whcrct
,,\*,,,,¡ = Arcâ oJ tlrc rvelcl ¡t the middle *f thc connection,
S,,,,,,,, = Scction modulus ol the welel at thc middle of thc connccrion.
h_ = Hcitht ol thc wcki.

Check Arricle 14.5.7.4.3
To ensrrrc nn inlinire latigue lif'e, rhe connections rshall satisly the lbilowing

rr hcre
Ât= 'l'hc nonrinrl strcss rrng(r rs specit'rcd in Article ì4.5,7,.1.2.
Ij rr. -ihc lrtiguc thrcsholcl as spccrl'icd ur Ârticlc 14.5.7 5,

Iìor this MBEI, the larigue rcsistance of the centerbeân1 to supporr connùction was
cstll¡ljshr'cl through tesring to be Category C, For ¡ Caregory C dct¿il, FrH = 68.9MP¡ as

spcciiicrl in Table 6.6. 1 .2.5-3.

I'ill

37.3MP, t l'89MPt'
2

NC} GOODI

e -41
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